2007-2008 SGA Minutes and Proposals by Morehead State University. Students Government Association.
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Congress Meeting 
5 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 5, 2007 . 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
President 
Old Business · 
None 
New Business 
Bill 001- Attendance Policy 
Discussion 
Retreat 
Movie Night Sign Ups 
Open 
Announcements 
Sept. 5 6 p.m. 
ADUC Commons 
SACapalooza 
Sept. 7-8 4 p.m. SGA Retreat 
Buses leave from Laughlin/Cartmell 
September 14 8 p.m. SGA Talent Show 
Button Aud. 
September 15 7 pm MSU Football v. WVTech 
(Family Weekend) Jayne Stadium 
September 21 8:00 p.m. Blue & Gold Ball 
Button Aud. 
September 23 1 pm MSU Football v. Robert· Morris 
· Jayne Stadium· 
Adjournment 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 





BE IT PROPOSED: 
•s· ··-•~ '_ ( ~A'?c--. .,  . .;•: 
♦lliiiilii6119161 iii iiil\♦ 
Quote of the week: 
BIii 001 
Ratify Bylaws: Congress Attendance Policy 
The Student Government Association Congress meets 14 times during the fall 
semester, and 15 times during the spring semester, · 
E_ach Student C3overnmentAssociation Committee meets 14 times during the 
fall semester and 15 times during the spring semester -
The students of Morehead State University expect their representatives to 
attend meetings regularly to serve as their voice, 
Attendance of app'roximately 85% of all SGA meetings per semester is not 
only expected and reasonable, but it is also highly obtainable; 
That the SGA Congress Membership attendance policy governs as follows: 
A maximum of FOUR absences will be permitted PER SEMESTER. 
Only ONE of the FOUR absences can be UNEXECUSED. The V. P. for · 
Administration will notify any congress member once THREE absences 
have been reached. Once FOUR absences have been reached PER 
SE;MESTER, the V.P: f9r Administration will ask for the congress · 
member's RESIGNATION. If a member so chooses to APPEAL the 
sanction an APPEAL may be submitted to the executive committee. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
"Responsibility is a unique concept. It can only reside and inhere in a single individual. 
You may share it with other, but your portion is not diminished. You may delegate it, 
but it is still with you. You may disclaim it, but you cannot divest yourself of it." 
-Admiral Hyman George Rickover 
Meeting started: 5:05 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
9-5-07 








Congratulations on winning your election 
SGARetreat 
The receipt you received when you signed up for SGA said that 
you are required to attend the Retreat 
We will talk about it more in discussion 
Here is a brief schedule . 
Friday, we will meet at Laughlin at 3 :00 p.m. 
We will also load the buses at 3:00 p.m. 
The bus will leave at 3:20 p.m. 
We will arrive at Jenny Wyle between 5:30-6:00 p.m. 
The purpose of this mandatory retreat is to: 
It has been tradition 
We will be removed from campus 
We will become familiar with other members and SGA 
Will build leadership 
You will have a good time 
Start tackling 
Will pass a signup sheet around 
If you will not be able to attend the retreat, please let me 
know 
Congress Member Contracts 
Be on the same page as the rest of the members 
The contract has the expectations that we expect of you 
Bring back to me after the meeting 
Campus Involvement Committee 
None 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, October 24, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 





VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 











M-F Oct 22 - 26 
W Oct24 7pm 
Th Oct 25 10:3Qam - 3pm 
M Oct29 5:15pm 
W Nov7 5pm 
Adjournment 
SGA (against apathy) Week 
Dinner and a Mystery 
SGA Jeopardy 
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting 
Datatel Conversion Update 
Crager Room 
Table in ADUC 
203ADUC 
Riggle Room 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 






Be it proposed: 
SGA Bill 015 
School Spirit T-shirts 
A goal of SGA includes fostering school 
spirit in the community, 
Free t-shirts can promote SGA and stimulate 
MSU pride, 
Athletics and SGA have designed a plan to 
distribute 2000 white !-shirts for a "white out" 
at the basketball games against Samford on 
January 17, 2007, 
The MSU logo will be on the front and the 
Fight Song on the reverse of the !-shirts total 
The total cost of these shirts will not exceed 
$8000, 
That SGA co-sponsor the MSU Basketball 
free t-shirt promotion by the allocation of 
$1000 dollars from the general fund to 
partially fund the cost of the school spirit!-
shirts. 
M"'o~RBHRAD STATP. UNIVERSITY 
SI Ullf.N1 GOVllRNMI.N I ASSOCIAl ION 
RespectfuUy Submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Quote of the Week: 
"Be a global citizen ... Don't change your lifestyle. 
Do what you would always do, except think of how it contributes to the world." 
-Iba N'Diaye . 
Public Relations 
None 











Need to speak with Justin, Whitney, Sierra, Beth, David, and Kelsey after 
the meeting 
Will discuss Movie Night in Discussion 
VP Jones 
The budget is $32,404.78. 
Will split the budget in 2 for each semester 
Funding packets, you will have to have the invoice or reimbursements 
VP Hollon 
Congratulations to everyone 
We have a Jot to do this semester 
We can work on the talent show and formal 
VP Hockenberry 
Talent Show 
It will be September 14 at 8:00 p.m. 
Deadline for the applications will be September 7 in the Student 
Activities Office 
Auditions will be September IO in Button Auditorium 
Passed a sheet around to help with auditions 
Passed a sheet around to help with the show 
We have got prizes and judges 
RHA President, Stephens 
None 
SAC President, Stewart 
None 
Morehead S~ate University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, October 24, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 





VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 











M-F Oct 22 - 26 
W Oct24 7pm 
Th Oct 25 10:30am - 3pm 
M Oct 29 5:15 pm 
W Nov7 5pm 
Adjournment 
SGA (against apathy) Week 
Dinner and a Mystery 
SGA Jeopardy 
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting 
Datatel Conversion Update 
Crager Room 
Table in ADUC 
203ADUC 
Riggle Room 
Morehead State Uniyersity Student Government Association 






Be it proposed: 
SGA BIii 015 
School Spirit T-shirts 
A goal of SGA includes fostering school 
spir~ in the community, 
Free I-shirts can promote SGA and stimulate 
MSU pride, 
Athletics and SGA have designed a plan to 
distribute 2000 white !-shirts for a "white out'' 
at the basketball games against Samford on 
January 17, 2007, 
The MSU logo will be on the front and the 
Fight Song on the reverse of the I-shirts total 
The total cost of these shirts will not exceed 
$8000, 
That SGA co-sponsor the MSU Basketball 
free I-shirt promotion by the allocation of 
$1000 dollars from the general fund to 
partially fund the cost of the school spirit !-
shirts. 
SI UDF.N1' GDVERNMt:N I' ASSOCJA1 ION 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Quote of the Week: 
"Be a global citizen ... Don't change your lifestyle. 




Eagle Lake Project 
Not successful in the match funds grant 
Governor Scholars worked with us 
Hiked the trail two weeks ago 
There were a few stumps but a lot better than last year 
Might build a bridge over the spillway 
Student Computer Lounge 
Successful in getting an area in Fields Hall 
There are 20 computers with chairs 
There is a large space 
• We also have a side room for an Arcade and Recreational Room 
Will present plans for the future 
There will also be a seminar room which can be used as a meeting 
area 
24 hour computer lab has been moved from the library to Ginger 111 
Encouraged everyone to go to both lounges 
Fall Formal 
It is September 21 which is less than 3 weeks 
We can have group sales for $200 
All profits go to Spring Break, Spring Back which is an event 
where·MSU students help areas that are in need 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Came from Admiral Hyman George Rickover 
Longest serving active military personel 
Over 63 years 
You give us our strength 
We challenge everyone to take an active role to fulfill the SGA mission 





Bill I: Ratify Bylaws: Congress Attendance Policy 
Discussion: 
President Gay 
We will pass this bill so you all agree on the attendance policy 
VP Harmon moved to end discussion, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 
Rep. Arnett called question, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Bill I passed 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, October 24, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 





VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 











M-F Oct 22 - 26 
W Oct24 7pm 
Th Oct 25 10:30am - 3pm 
M Oct 29 5:15 pm 
W Nov7 5pm 
Adjournment 
SGA (against apathy) Week 
Dinner and a Mystery 
·sGA Jeopardy 
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting 
Datatel Conversion Update 
Crager Roam 
Table in ADUC 
203ADUC 
Riggle Room 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 






Be it proposed: 
SGA Bill 015 
School Spirit T-shirts 
A goal of SGA includes fostering school 
spirit in the community, 
Free I-shirts can promote SGA and stimulate 
MSU pride, 
Athletics and SGA have designed a plan to 
distribute 2000 white I-shirts for a "white out" 
at the basketball games against Samford on 
January 17, 2007, 
The MSU logo will be on the front and the 
Fight Song on the reverse of the I-shirts total 
The total cost of these shirts will not exceed 
$8000, 
That SGA co-sponsor the MSU Basketball 
free t-shirt promotion by the allocation of 
$1000 dollars from the general fund to 
partially fund the cost of the school spirit !-
shirts. 
S l'UUl!Nl GOVERNMliN I' AS~OCJAI ION 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Quote oF the Week: 
"Be a global citizen ... Don't change your lifestyle. 





Will open floor to questions 
We will leave from Laughlin at 3:00 p.m. 
Michael Miller will be the facilitator 
Will work with our body 
Everything will be paid by SGA 
Rep. Ellis 
Can commuters drive there? 
VP Stevens 
If you do, let me know and be at the lodge of Jenny Wyle at 5:00 
Rep. Hardy 
May be there at 3: 10 due to class. 
VP Stevens 
Dress Code is to wear comfortable clothes 
Just remember that you are representing Morehead State University 
Rep. May . 
When will we return? 
VP Stevens 
Between 5:30-6:00 p.m. 
President Gay 
Also, there is no SGA Congress Dress Code 
There might be students who come to the meetings 
Just know that you are representing students 




Friday Night, SGA sponsors free movie night at the movies 
Last year, SGA paid work studies to work it 
To save money, we are asking every Congress member to work the 
movie night once a semester 
President Gay 
Mark your calendar in advance 
You will get there a half hour in advance 
You will check !D's 
With you working the movies we can put more money in the 
Movie Fund 
Faculty and Staff are not allowed because the money comes from 
student tuition 
President Gay 
Here are the advisors 
Mr. Michael Esposito is the Director of Student Activities 
MSU Alumni 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting ' 
Wednesday, October 24, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 





VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
AGENDA 











M-F Oct 22 - 26 
W Oct24 7pm 
Th Oct 25 10:30am - 3pm 
M Oct 29 5:15.pm 
W Nov7 5pm 
Adjournment 
SGA (against apathy) Week 
Dinner and a Mystery 
SGA Jeopardy 
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting 
Datatel Conversion Update 
Crager Room 
Table in ADUC 
203ADUC 
Riggle Room 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 






Be it ·proposed: 
SGA BIii 015 
School Spirit T-shirts 
A goal of SGA includes fostering school 
spirit in the community, 
Free I-shirts can promote SGA and .stimulate 
MSU pride, 
Athletics and SGA have designed a plan to 
distribute 2000 white I-shirts for a "white out" 
at the basketball games against Samford on 
January 17, 2007, 
The MSU logo will be on the front and the 
Fight Song on the reverse of the I-shirts total 
The total cost of these shirts will not exceed 
$8000, 
Thai SGA co-sponsor the MSU Basketball 
free I-shirt promotion by the allocation of 
$1000 dollars from the general fund to 
partially.fund the cost of the school spirit!-
shirts. 
$'l'UllllN I GUVl:RN/.11.,',1 I ,\SSOCIAl ION 
RespectfuUy Submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Quote o, the Weelc 
"Be a global citizen ... Don't change your lifestyle. 
Do what you would always do, except think of how it contributes to the world." 
-Iba N'Dlaye 
Last worked at Boise State 
Was part of SGA in college 
Mrs. Terri Roberts is the Student Activities Coordinator 
Last worked at UMass 
Replaced Gerome 
Mr. Kevin Koett is the Dean of Students 
Mrs. Madonna Weathers, Vice President of Student Life, normally 
comes to the meetings 
Advisor Roberts 
1 
If any organization wants to nominate someone for Homecoming 
Queen or King, you need to know by Monday 
Also, organizational packets are due September 15 
Rep. Spradlin 
SACapaloosa is today at 6:00 
There will be free food, drinks, photo key chain 
SAC shirt will be on sale for $5.00 
President Gay 
SAC is the programming organization 
Announcements 
Wednesday, September 5, SACapalooza, 6:00 p.m. ai ADUC Commons 
September 7-8, SGA Retreat. BE AT LAUGLIN AT 3:00 and the bus will leave 
at 3:20 
Friday, September 14, SGA Talent Show, 8:00 p.m. at Button 
Saturday, September 15, MSU Football v. WV Tech, 7:00 p.m. at Jayne Stadium 
Friday, September 21, Blue and Gold Ball, 8:00 p.m. at Morehead Conference 
Center 
Saturday, September 22, MSU Football v. Robert Morris, 1 :00 p.m. at Jayne 
Stadium 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Spradlin, seconded by Rep. May 
Meeting ended@5:45 pm 
head State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
ednesday, October 24, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Rig Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 





VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
AGENDA 











M-F Oct 22 • 26 
W Oct24 7pm 
Th Oct 25 10:30a 
M Oct29 5: 
W Nov7 5pm 
Adjournment 
SGA (against apathy) Week 
Dinner and a Mystery 
SGA Jeopardy 
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting 
Datatel Conversion Update 
Crager Room 
Table in ADUC 
203ADUC 
Riggle Room 




Wednesday, October 17, 2007 
SGA Bill 015 
School Spirit T-shirts 
A goal of SGA inclujle fostering school 
spirit in the c~tmity, 
Free ~J:itt<s'can promote SGA and stimulate 
M pride, 
Athletics and SGA have designed a plan to 
distribute 2000 white I-shirts for a "wMe out'' 
at the basketball games against Samford on 
January 17, 2007, 
The MSU logo will be on the front and the 
Fight Song on the reverse of the I-shirts total 
The total cost of these shirts will not exceed 
$8000, 
That SGA co-sponsor the MSU Basketball 
free I-shirt promotion by the allocation of 
$1000 dollars from the general fund to 
partially fund the cost of the school spirit t-
hirts. 
s·rumlN [ GOVlmNM!:N I ASSOCIAI ION 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Quote of the Week: 
"Be a global citizen ... Don't change your lifestyle. 
Do what you would always do, except think of how it contributes to the world." 
-Iba N'Diaye 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Sei,t. l!B,:GD& Se.pf- fl, :/.c,o, 
Eagle Dining Room, Adron Doran University Center 




Suspended Business- Julia Hawkins, Career Services Director 
·Approval of the Minutes· 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
President 
Quote of the week: "Some see things as they are and ask why. I dream things that never 





























Sam Spady: Who's watching out for you? 
Bowling Team Steak Dinner $8 
SGA Talent Show 
MSU Football v. West Virginia Tech 
Blue & Gold Ball 
Fall Job Fair 
Button Auditorium 
Carl Perkins Center 
Button Auditorium 
Jayne Stadium . 










Morehead State University SGA 
September 12, 2007 
Bill 002 
Blue and Gold Ball Expenses 
The Student Government Association is hosting the Blue and Gold 
Ball on· September 21, 2007, 
The event will include a photographer and entertainment, 
Billy Grubbs, photographer has agreed take portraits at the event, 
Cost for the photographer is $100, 
Billy Grubbs Studio has agreed to take portraits at the event and 
provide reduced prices for our students through their online 
ordering system, 
The Matt Anklan Big Band jazz dance ensemble has agreed to 
provide entertainment at the Blue and Gold Ball, 
This band consists ofMSU student musicians and would be an 
opportunity to showcase their talent, 
The Matt Anklan Big Band jazz dance ensemble consists of 10 
members, each earning $30 with the exception of Matt Anklan 
who will earn $50, bringing total band costs to $320, 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allocate $420 from the General Fund to cover the costs 
of portraits and the band at the Blue and Gold Ball. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
SGA Executive Board 
Meeting started: 5:05 
Studt;nt Go,'.ernment .(\ssociation 
Congress Minutes 
9-13-07 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Dilley,,_ 
Suspended Business: 
Mrs. Julia Hawkins, Career Services Director 
In charge of Career Services 
www.moreheadstate.edu\career 
. -
- Some of our responsibilities are career counseling, testing services and 
MSU 400 
We host 2 workshops a week -
Will also host workshops for group organizations 
The biggest mistakes students not do is they don't get an internship 
You can find an internship with career services · 
We will host 2 job fairs this year 
Our volunteer career fair will be next week 
My office is 216 Allie Young 
There is space for students and an interviewing room 
MSU JobLink will tell you where the interviews are going to be 
MSU JobLink 
Career management system 
Funding comes through Morehead State University 
You have to sign ·a waiver before you can sigri on 
The authorization form is available online 
Employers have 24-7 access to the website 
If you want a job at Morehead, you would go though HR 
If you want a job not aJ MSU, you would check on JobLink 
On JobLink, yo~ can,searclijobs by company 
There is also a calendar on it. 
It normally takes 6-7 months to find a job 
President Gay 
The fall job fair ~s on the Announcement section 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Hille, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 




Digging and Construction has begun for the Cinema 
Mayor Collins is retiring November 30 
WELLFEST Screening Result Form 
Name ______________ _ 
♦ DO NOT COMPLETE BELOW THIS LINE♦ 
Assessment Results Nonnative Data 
Thank you for participating in the Wellfest. We hope that this has been an enjoyable 
and informative event. We look forward to seeing you next year. 
Recommendations: 
Student Lounge Sign-up 
Sign-ups going around 
Be mindful that this will be supplement to your Standing Committee 
Retreat 
Thanks to everyone who attended 
35 members went, including Advisor Weathers, Advisor Roberts, 
and Facilitator Miller 
Committees 
We will discuss it in Discussion 
VP Harmon 
Thanks to VP Stevens for organizing this event 
1 bill 
Movie Night Sign-ups are being passed around, so please fill the boxes 
If you didn't come to the retreat, come to the SGA office to get your binder 
VP Jones 
The budget is $15,190.46 
Here are the committee budgets 
Funding and Awards - $3,500 
Student Life - $100 
Public Relations - $1,500 
Campus Involvement - $2,000 
Sam Spady Foundation will be in Button tonight discussing alcohol 
poisoning 
President Gay 





It is this Friday 
Make signs in the entrance way 
Formal 
Ideas 
Signs are up in all of the Residence Halls and Button Auditorium 
Passed around a sign-up sheet to sell tickets next Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday 
Brainstorming 
VP Hockenberry 




Will give nametags to each Congress Member 
Alfred and Seymour (comedians) will emcee the event 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states in the Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The 2"" Amendment 
5. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
8. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
www.moreheadstate.edu/sga 
Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a 
11st of 96, and must answer at least 
six correctly. Could you pass? j 
http://www.casefoundation.org/spotllght/civlc_engagement/quiz 
9. Who is next In line to become President of the US if both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 j\ns:wers: lb, 2t.. 31; 4c,, Sd, 6a, 7a, SC, 9b,.10a 
Formal 
Working on Decorations and Photography 
President Gay 
Formal 
We are only selling 350 tickets 
Ten of these tickets will go toward the Jazz Band 
The Executive Board has decided that members will buy their 
tickets 
The profits will go toward Spring Break, Spring Back · 
Some groups are interested in buying group tickets 
Formal Entertainment 
We will have a Student Jazz Band for the first half 
Then we will get a DJ for the second part 
Student Court and University Committee Signups 
Student Court signups are closed 
Will have a proposal next week 
There are still a few vacancies for University Committees 
Gay Quote of the Week from John F. Kennedy 
Proud of everyone at the retreat 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep. Bishop 
How many screens will be at the movies? 
VP Stevens 
Unsure, but will let you know 
Rep. Harlow 
Arrows going to the commuter lot are mixed up 
VP Stevens 
Will let them know at City Council 
Advisor Weathers 




Bill 2: Blue and Gold Ball Expenses 
Discussion 
Motion· to call made by Rep. May, no objection 
Motion to approve made by Rep. Spradlin, seconded by Rep. Kettenring 
Bill 2 passed 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states in the Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The 2oc1 Amendment 
5. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North Carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
8. Who elects the President of the !,Jnited States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
www.morehe<ldstate.edu/sga 
. ' 
Citizenship Pop Quiz , 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a 
list of 96, and must answer at least 
six correctly. Could you pass? 
http://www.casefoundation.org/spotrrght/civic_engagement/quiz 
9. Who is next In line to become President of the US if both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 








This week were Committee Chair interviews 
Process has been completed 
Slate has also been finalized 
Each representative was placed in their first or second preference 
Need to speak with Rep. Binion, Harlow, and Johnson 
Every interview was great 
Great to hear each candidate's vision 
The meetings will be run by you. You will bring proposals 
You now have a real responsibility 
Here are the committee chairs 
Campus Involvement - Rep. Arnett 
Funding and Awards - Rep. Menville 
Public Relations - Rep. Kettenring 
Student Life - Rep. Hinkle 
Committee Meetings will begin next week 
You need to find a Vice Chair 
If any of you cannot meet at the proposed time, come see me 
Announcements 
W September 12 
T September 13 
F September 14 
Sa September 15 
F September 21 








Sam Spady: Who's watching out for 
you? 
MSU Bowling Team Steak Dinner 
SGA Talent Show 
MSU Family Weekend Football Game 
Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal 
Fall Job Fair 
Button Auditorium 
Carl Perkins Center 
Button Auditorium 
Jayne Stadium 
Morehead Conf. Center 
ADUC 
Sam Spady Foundation is a Sigma Pi philanthropy and they will buy a 
batch of tickets for the Blue and Gold Ball 
VP Weathers 
Sent everyone who was on the Recreational Center Committee an e-mail 
saying there will be a meeting next Wednesday at 6:00 in 312 ADUC 
Rep. Hille 
Former Ambassador of Sudan will be at the Morehead Conference Center 
today at 7:30 talking about the crisis in Sudan 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Arnett, seconded by Rep. Spradlin 
Meeting ended@S:48 pm 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states In the Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment • 
d. The 2nd Amendment 
S. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
· b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
B. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
WWN,moreheadstate,edu/sga 
Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a . 
list of 96, and must answer at least ,i 
six correctly. Could you pass? 
http://www.casefoundatfon.org/spotlJght/civlc_engagement/qulz 
9. Who is next In line to become President of.the US If both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d. 350 Answers: U,. 2r,. ~4c, 5d, Ga, 7a,8c,9b, 10a 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept @,~007 _,/ l"1 11 
l:agle Dining Room, Adron Doran 'C.lmversity Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Purpose Statement 
Suspended Business- Tony Johnson, Aramark Food Services 
Approval of the Minutes 
Officer Reports 
Executive VP 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus lnvo!vement 
President 
Quote of the week: "It is one of the most beautiful compensations of this life, that no man 




Bill 003- Student Court Appointments 
Bill 004- Blue and Gold Ball Philanthropy 
Discussion 
Congressional Event Participation 








Sept. 21 Bpm-12am 
Sept. 24-27 
Oct 2 10am-1pm 
Oct. 3 B pin 
Oct4 8pm 
Adjournment 
Blue & Gold Ball Morehead Cont. Center 
No Boundaries Week (sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi) 
. Fall Job Fair ADUC 
John Corvino (sponsored by SAC) Button Auditorium 












BE IT PROPOSED: 
Morehead State University 
September 19, 2007 
SGABill 003 
Student Court Appointments 
All positions on the student court are vacant; 
All of the appointees are qualified to serve on the student court; 
All of the recommended appointees are willing to accept the position; 
President Gay has appointed the following students to the respective positions: 
Chief Justice, Keith Hieneman 
Associate Justice, Lyndsay Woodrum 
Associate Justice, Chris Hess 
Associate Justice, Sarah Sharp 
Associate Justice, Kiin Barker 
Attorney General, Josh Hicks 
Assistant Attorney General, Andrew Jackson 
Chief Defense Council, Scott Sparks 
Clerk of Court, Randall Whitehead 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article VI, Section 3 of the SGA 
Constitution, ratify the appointment of the aforementioned students to the 
respective aforementioned positions. 
SGA Bill 004 
Blue and Gold Ball Philanthropy 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 
The Student Government Association is hosting the Blue and Gold Ball on 
September 21, 2007. 
The Executive Committee believes that it is appropriate to host this event as 
both a recreational and philanthropic program. 
For the past two years the Student Government Association in coordination with 
Morehead State University has sponsored the Spring Break Spring Back student 
service initiative, which allows MSU students an opportunity to go on a spring 
break trip and engage in acts of community service. 
Prior to the election of Congress the Executive Committee of Student 
Government planned to donate all proceeds from the Blue and Gold Ball to the 
Spring Break Spring Back program. 
In order to provide affordable tickets to MSU students, the Blue and Gold Ball is 
not expected to generate any discemable profit. 
Last year the Student Government Association set the precedent of supporting 
the Spring Break Spring Back program by allocating funds for the purpose of 
subsidizing the cost of the trip for individual MSU students. 1 
That the Student Government Association allocates $1,000 from the general 
fund to be used to award merit/need based scholarships to students participaruig 1 ,., 
in Spring Break Spring Back. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
9-19-07 
Meeting started: 5:00 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Harlow, Johnson, Weber 
Purpose 
Suspended Business: 
Mr. Tony Johnson, Aramark Director 
We are here to be accessible 
Tomorrow we are having a food service special 
September 26 is the Taste of Mexico 
We need your input 
Rep. Menville 
What about adding a salad bar again? 
Tony Johnson 
Will look at it 
Rep. Menville 
You can put it where the soup and coffee are 
Rep. Goldman 
Sometimes Alumni is packed, can you include another register 
Tony Johnson 
Added another cashier today 
Added 400 plates to Alumni 
Rep. Hawkins 
Why is there only one person in the deli? 
Tony Johnson 
It is a staffing nightmare 
Our goal is to have 3 people at the grill, 2 at the deli, and 2 cashiers 
Rep. Spradlin 
Alumni fountain drinks 
Tony Johnson 
Carbon Dioxide sprung a leak 
It is working now 
SAC President, Stewart 
Thanks for coming 
What is problem with not buying friends a meal? (Individual card holder) 
Tony Johnson 
You can use flex dollars 
Working on upcoming changes 
Rep. Spradlin 
What about grill and deli? 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states In the Union 
c. The countries In the' United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1" Amendment 
d. The 2nd Amendment 
5. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North Carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the _Revolutionary War 
d. .The Invention of Fire Works 
8, Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
www.moreheadstate.edu/sga 
p:;:,>"··t.-::r:..c;'7,, ~ --~-~---":~.,.._,.,_,-:::~Ni·""::''"-,,,..'.'~~,,.'."---::;;~~-:~,:,:--\.".'.f~'-J;;,, ':). 
· Citizenship Pop Quiz 
f, 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 1 '1 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a l ., 
list of 96, and must answer at least ,; 
six correctly. Could you pass? J 
http://www.caSefoundation.org/spot1ighVciv1C_engagement/quiz 
9. Who is next In line to become President of the US if both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 Answffl: lb,~ lt,~ Sd,6a, 7a,8c,9b, lD.il 
Tony Johnson . 
It is pushed for future plans 
Guest Gibson 




What are the future plans 
Tony Johnson 
Since new to the university, not sure 
Rep. Kettenring 
How comes you can get a smoothie as a meal, but nothing at Java City? 
Tony Johnson 
Will look into that, but likes things that make sense 
Rep. Bishop 
Can you get more fruit at the Grill? 
Tony Johnson 
Will work on that 
Rep. Dilley 
Can you have the prices the same 
Tony Johnson 
Thought they were fixed, but will take a look 
Rep. Y arawsky 
Any plans for getting meal plans off-campus 
Tony Johnson 
Not in the works yet 
Rep. Menville 
SGA did research on it, and the main problem is a cost issue 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Menville, seconded by Rep. Binion 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Stevens 
Passing around the Student Life committee sheet around 
The committee will be able to meet soon 
If you have decided to switch committees, come see me after the meeting 
Working on 2008 Fall Retreat 
Contracting the speaker 
Getting a venue 
Needs to meet with the Committee Chairs for a few minutes after the 
meeting 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states In the Union 
c. The countries, In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The 2nd Amendment 
5. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4"' of July? 
a. . The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
B. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
~"'-.. ' 
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WWN,moreheadstate.edu/sga 
Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a :l 
' 11st of 96, and must answer at least j 
; 
, . six correctly. Could you pass? J 
http://www.casefoundation.org/spotlight/civlc_engagemenVquiz 
I 
9. Who is next In line to become Presidentofthe·us if both the President and Vice President die? 
a. S~nate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 Answers: lb, 2c., 3t.4c. Sd, 6a, 7a,8c.9b.1Da 
Campus Involvement 
Met today Monday at 6:00 
Will meet next week Monday, 6:30 in ADUC 202 
Working on SGA week, and Blue and Gold Ball 
Student Life 
Will meet Tuesday at 6:00 on the SGA office 
Rep. West will be the Vice Chair 
Campus Safety Walk will be this Tuesday at 8:00 at Laughlin 
Rep. Ward will be the Health Center Liaison 
All student concerns will go through the website 
Public Relations 
Meetings will be every Tuesday at 5:30 in ADUC 202 
Brainstormed ideas to improve PR 
Rep. Allen will be the Vice Chair 
Funding and Awards 
Will meet every Monday at 7:15 
Rep. May will be the Vice Chair 
Three goals 
1. Publicizing internal and external organizations and SBSB 
2. More competition among the scholarships 
3. Small fundraising for the Emergency Fund and SBSB 
VP Harmon 
Made the nametags and sorry Brian wasn't made 
2 proposals 
All of your names are on the website 
VP Jones 
The budget is currently being adjusted 
Advisor Roberts 
We are double checking the budget and it should be completed by next 
week 
VP Hollon 
Brochures are in 
Having a table with tickets for the formal 
Rep. Dilley 
How many tickets have been sold? 
VP Hollon 
Approximately 250 
If all of the tickets are sold by 4:30 this Friday, then President Gay will get 
amohawk 
You can buy your tickets today 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states in the Union 
c. The countries in the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
'a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The 2"' Amendment 
S. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies.? 
a. North carollna 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
. a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4"' of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
8. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
www.moreheildstate.edu/sga 
~ l 
Citizenship Pop Quiz i 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are ;j 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a .J 
list of 96, and must answer at least 





9. Who is next In line to become President of the US if both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 Answers: U,. 2c. ~ 4c, Sd, 6a, 7a,sc, 9b. 10a 
VP Hockenberry 
Rep. Arnett covered it 
Working on getting a speaker for the spring 
Blue and Gold Ball 
Will set up this Friday at 12:30 
Will need help collecting tickets 
Advisor Koett 
We will need to provide sound, and they have everything else 
President Gay 
Blue and Gold Ball 
Less than I 00 tickets need to be sold 
Group ticket sales are going well 
Mock Meetings 
Seven SGA members helped 
Thanks to everyone who helped 
We said we had an Emergency SGA session 
Governor's Trustee Conference 
All of the Board of Regents and Administrators were in Louisville 
Kentucky is the 49th in the state with college degrees 
Governor candidates, Fletcher and Beshear were present 
Talked about the 2020 plan 
Increase High School and GED rates 
Gay Quote of the Week by Ralph Waldo Emerson 





Bill 3 - Student Court Appointments 
Discussion 
Chief Justice Candidate Hieneman 
Senior Government Major, Legal Studies Minor 
Associate Justice last year 
Good exercise last year 
President Gay 
Associate Justice Candidate Woodrum and Barker wrote letters 
Associate Justice Candidate Sharp 
Senior Social Studies Major 
Have 2 capstone classes so excited to support SGA 
Attorney General Candidate Hicks 
Senior Government Major 
Full time police officer in Maysville 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states in the Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The 2"' Amendment 
5. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North Carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
· d. The invention of Fire Works 
8. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
www.moreheadstate.edu/sga 
Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a 
list of 96, and must answer at least !\ 
six correctly. Could you pass? J 
http://www.c_asefoundation.org/spotllght/civlc_engagement/quiz 
9. Who is next In line to become President of the US If both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 Answers: lb.~ k,.~ Sd, 6a, 7;1,Sc,9b,.10a 
Assistant Attorney General Candidate Jackson 
Freshmen Government Major 
Wants to branch out to do Student Court 
Chief Defense Council Candidate Sparks 
Ran for a Congress Position and will take opportunity to serve 
student 
Clerk of Court Candidate Whitehead 
Graduate Student 
Two years on Congress 
Good way to serve the students 
Motion to close discussion made by Rep. Menville, seconded by Rep. 
Pennington 
Motion to approve Bill 3 made by Rep. Arnett, seconded by Rep. Ward 
Bill 3 passed 
Bill 4: Blue and Gold Ball Philanthropy 
Discussion 
Rep. Menville 
It was publicized as a fundraising event, but it wasn't 
President Gay 
We would have made a profit with 550 tickets 
Since we had to reduce the number of tickets by 200, we aren't 
generating enough revenue 
So far we have raised over $I, I 00 
VP .Stevens will issue another Bill after this one 
We are in the area of breaking even 
VP Stevens 
It is traditionally done anyway 
This. is our philanthropy 
Our plan is a short presentation 
We will present $1,000 in scholarships 
Excited to set aside the money 
Rep. Ellis 
Will the future reference to be the Blue and Gold Ball as a 
fundraiser? 
President Gay 
This is the pilot run and want to personally make it an annual event 
So far it has been a huge success 
VP Stevens called question, with no objections 
·Bill 4: Passed 
Bill 5: Blue and Gold Ball Expenses 
Submitted by VP Stevens, seconded by VP Hollon 
1. What do the stars on the fl~g represent? 
a. The Revolutiona_ry War 
b. The states In the Union 
c. The countries In the United )'lations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
. d. The 2nd Amendment 
S. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4111 of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
8, Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 






Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a i 
1 
list of 96, and must answer at least :j 
six correctly. Could you pass? 
http://www.casefoundatlon.org/spotlight/civlc_engagemenVquiz 
9. Who is next In line to become President of the US If both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d. 350 AnswerS: lb, 2r, 3c,4c,. 5d, 6a, 7a,8c,9b, Ula 
Discussion 
VP Stevens 
In order to finalize it, we need to pass this bill 
Rep. Menville 
What about decorations? 
VP Hockenberry 
It was funded by the less than $50 expenditure signed off by the 
VP for Finance 
Rep. Allen 
What about catering? 
Advisor Koett 
Lundy' s is providing and will only be about $1,800 
Rep. Bishop 
So are we losing money 
Rep. Dilley 
We are bringing students together 
Will make everyone aware about Spring Break, Spring Back 
This will increase and educate the number of students 
Rep. Arnett 
It is tough to break even on a pilot program 
This will be good for the students 
Rep. Arnett called question, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Bill 5 passed 
Bill 6: Miss Push Contestant 
Moved by VP Stevens, seconded by VP Hollon 
Bill 6 passed 
Discussion: 
Congressional Event Participation 
VP Hockenberry 
Talent Show went well 
One of the goals of the retreat was to be in attendance at events 
Thinking about splitting 'into groups 
Show up ,and do a merit award system 
Hopes everyone goes to the Blue and Gold Ball 
Rep. Arnett 
Executives are putting the policy together 
What is the progress? 
VP Hockenberry 
We are working on it? 
President Gay 
What do you want to see us in it? 
Rep. Ellis 
How is it divided? 
Maybe by committees 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states In the Union 
c. The countries in the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1" Amendment 
d. The 2"" Amendment 
5. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North Carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
8. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
www.moreheadstate.edu/sga 
Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a 
list of 96, and must answer at least 
six correctly. Could you pass? 
http://www.casefoundation.org/spotlfght/civlc_engagement/quiz 
9. Who is next In line to become President of the US if both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 Answers: lb, 2':,. 3c,4(, Sd, 6a. 7a,8c,9b, 10a 
Rep. Hille .. 
It would be tbugh for some people tb attend events 
President Gay 
We can go once a week or twice a week 
Rep. Menville 
P1eople C!!ll sign up with groups and you can double up 
. \Vould be to.ugh to enforce . - .. ~ .... · -· .. , ... 
Rep. Dourscin . 
What is the purpose of small groups? 
VP Hockenberry 
All of Congress isn't expected to attend every event 
VP Dilley 
Advise not to do groups 
We are supposed to be there for the students 
Provides incentives 
Clicks will show up 
Rep. Bishop 
Each committee can be represented in a group 
Rep. Ellis 
Does this include co-sponsored events? 
VP Stevens 
Haven't worked out all of the details 
If you have any ideas, let one of the Executives know. 
Rep. Goldman 
The date of the Blue and Gold Ball is on a holiday for certain 
religions 
Probably overlooked 
We need to be rriore respectful 
Not fair to represent these religions 
Maybe SGAshould pay for the tickets if you are wanting us to go 
VP Hockenberry· ,. · · · · 
This isn't mandatory 
President Gay 
Some of our actions may be perceived in a negative way by the 
. media 
Rep. Ash moved to refer it to the Executive -Branch; seconded by Rep. Ward 
Motion to refer passecl 
Miss Push . . . . . 
Rep. Goldman 
· Last year, raised $5,000 for people witli "disabilities 
One of the most positive weeks 
Miss Push is a $30 entry fee 
Winner will go to Miss Kentucky 
Limiting one contestant per group 
WELLFEST Screening Result Form 
Name ______________ _ 
♦ DO NOT COMPLETE BELOW THIS LINE♦ 
Assessment Results Normative Data 
Thank you for participating in the Wellfest. We hope that this has been an enjoyable 
and informative event. We look forward to seeing you next year. 
Recommendations: 
Open 
Will push wheelchairs from Gilley to ADUC and back 
Guest Sharp 
Was in Miss Push two years ago 
Most rewarding experiences and encourages SGA to support them 
President Gay 
Anyone interested in representing us? We have to pick today 
Rep. Hardy 
Will we pay their fees or do they have to? 
President•Gay . 
We will pay their fee 
SGA selects Rep. Menville as the Miss Push Contestant 
Rep. Hawkins 
GGH has 35 tickets for $15 each to see Mikhail Gorbachev 
Tickets are on sale in Rader 208 
Rep. Goldman 
When is the event? 
Rep. Hawkins 
It is in Louisville and we will provide University Transportation 
The bus leaves at 3:05 on October 3 
VP Hollon 
Gamma Phi Beta week is next week 
Our big event is Moonlight Soccer 
Rep. Arnett 
Please send Vice Chair Papers for the Campus Involvement 
Committee back to me 
VP Stevens 
Committee Chairs, please see me 
VP Harmon · 
Rep. Kennedy and Fitch are doing the movies 
SAC President Stewart 
3 00 tickets have been sold for Emerson Drive 
They cost $10 
Announcements 
F September 21 




8 pm Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal 
No Boundaries Week (Pi Kappa Phi) 
Fall Job Fair 
John CoNino (SAC) 
Emerson Drive (SAC) 
Motion to adjourn by VP Hollon, seconded by Rep. Kettenring 
Meeting ended@6:14 pm 




1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states in the ·Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 





3, How many Supreme Court Justices are there? 




4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The z"" Amendment 
5. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of t~e US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
8, Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
Th'.~,t· c;_:::J.->::-:J;:-,-:-:: -,-.· -~·-:-.;,.-y,---.'Y:;;\!(S;:r;i·.:::t·~,T:"7::." • "i',;._-'•C"•;· ,,•·::'~,._·,,.,1-7~1 
Citizenship Pop Quiz ~ 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 'j 
·l 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a 1 
,.1 
11st of 96, and must answer at least '1 
six correctly. Could you pass? rl 
http://www.casefoundatfon.org/spotlight/civlc_engagem~nt/quiz 
9. Who is next in line to become President of the US if both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 
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Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept. 26, 2007 
Eagle Dining Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
President 
Quote of the week: "The tough minded respect difference. Their goal is a world that is 




Bill 007-Amendmenis to Bylaws 
Discussion 
University Standing & Advisory Committee Appointments 









Sept 28 12pm-1pm 




No Bo1,mdaries Week (sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi) 
KY Gubernatorial Forum Worsham Center, UK Student Center 
Fall Job Fair ADUC 
John Corvino (SAC) Button Auditorium 
*Emerson Drive Concert (SAC) Button Auditorium 
"Tickets are available in 204 ADUC for $10 with MSU ID 
-""-
-~"" ;~DSTA'rnUNIVEltSITY 
"'s·· - -.-""A : ,- ._ ~~~ 






Morehead State University 
September 26, 2007 
SGA Bill 007 . 
Amendment of Bylaws 
The role of the Executive Vice President as defined by the S.G.A. 
Constitution in Article Five, Section Eight is to regulate and 
evaluate committees and the committee structure. 
Executive Vice President, with consent of the Executive Board 
altered the committee structure by removing the Physical 
Improvement committee. 
The Student Government Association Bylaws in Article One," 
Section One, Subsection E provide for the existence of the Physical 
Improvement committee. 
The Student Government Association Bylaws make no provision 
for circumstances necessitating the creation and regulation of Ad 
Hoc committees. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association Bylaws be amended to 
accommodate the following provisions: 
1) Subsection E of Section One, Article One of the S.G.A. Bylaws (the provisionary 
clause mandating the existence of a Physical Improvement committee) be 
removed. 
2) The following section be added to Article One of the S.G.A. Bylaws: 
Section 5. 
Ad Hoc Committees 
A. The Executive Vice President may establish and disband supplemental committees 
with the intent of addressing specified purposes. These committees shall be 
referred to as Ad Hoc committees. 
B. Ad Hoc committees shall be vested with all powers, privileges, and 
responsibilities as designated to standing committees by the S.G.A. Constitution 
and Bylaws. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
9-26-07 
Meeting started: 5 :05 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Newby, Rice, Thompson, Yarawsky 
Absent Unexcused: Rep. Goldman 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Discussion 
President Gay 
Bill 5 and 6 need to be in writing 






Please fill out attendance sheets and minutes 
Chairs 
Speak with me after the meeting 
Committees 
They will be fixed as soon as possible 
Campus Involvement 
Receiving some input on the Blue and Gold Ball 
Discussed SGA Week 
"Students against Apathy" week 
Student Life 
Campus Safety Walk 
Split into two groups 
Identified several hazard areas 
Any more problems, let me know 
Public Relations 
Publicizing SGA week 
More details next week 
Funding and A wards 
Ideas for everything 
Utilizing TV screens 
Rep. Binion will bring a list of all of the scholarships 
Donate money to PUSH America Penny Wars 
Ifwe donate so much, we will receive the Project Impact Award 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states in the Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The 2nd Amendment 
s. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North Carolina 
-b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a, The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
8. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
www.morehE!adstate.edu/sga 
Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a 
' list of 96, and must answer at least -! 
' six correctly. Could you pass? 
http://www.casefoundatlon.org/spotlight/civJc_engagement/quiz 
9. Who is next In line to become President of the US if both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 Amwel5: lb, 2c, 3c,.4e,. Sd, 6a, 7a,8c,911, 10a 
VP Stevens 
Rep. Ash is the Student Lounge Ad Hoc Committee Chair 
This is one of our biggest initiatives this year 
Student Lounge 
Met. and looked at the floor plan 
Working on finding funds 
VP Harmon 
1 bill 
Movie night will be Rep. Comley and Newby 
Check out the roster, minutes, and bills on line at www .moreheadstate.edu/sga 
VP Jones 
Committee budget have remained the same 
The budget is $25,419.23 
This doesn't include a large expense with the Student Lounge 
VP Hollon 
Committee working on shirts 
Will meet with Holbrook's Friday 
Proposal next week 
Homecoming boards will be completed tonight 
VP Hockenberry . 
Campus Involvement had most of it 
Working on SGA week 
Proud of Campus Involvement Committee 
Will talk about participation in Discussion 
RHA President, Stephens 
No report 
SAC President, Stewart 
John Corvino will spe·ak next Wednesday 
Emerson Drive will be next Thursday 
·Good show 
President Gay 
University Standing Committees 
Working on completing it 
Congress Member of the Week 
Involved at the Retreat 
Tons of ideas and vision 
Put money for the Blue and Gold Ball 
A lot of personal commitment 
Worked Blue and Gold Ball 
Rep. Ellis 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states in the Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from 7 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The 2"" Amendment 
S. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was t~e last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July?, 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
8. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
,d. The Republlcan and Democratic parties 
Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a 
11st of 96, and must answer at least 
six correctly. Could you·pass? 
http://www.casefoundation.org/Spotllght/civlc_engagement/quiz 
9. Who is·next In llneto become President of the US If both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the_ House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d. 350 AnswelS: lb, 2c, 3e,4e,. 5d, Gil, 7a,8c, 9b,.10a 
Formal 
Huge success 
A lot of fun 
Want to see it next year 
President Andrews 
Met with him yesterday 
Told him SGA Goals 
Student Lounge 
Forms of Mass Communication 
TV's with scrolling announcements 
Convocation to take pride 
Process on Datatel 
Will have a speaker next time 
Spring Break Spring Back 
Interested in getting involved with the community 
It is an alternate Spring Back 
Formed for the Hurricane Katrina incident 
Will not go to Mississippi 
Gay Quote of the Week 
From Dr. Benedict, Anthropologist 
EKU is having a forum on racial slurs 
We need to respect differences in opinions 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep. Menville 
Do you have the design on the t-shirt? 
VP Hollon 
It is on the computer in the SGA office and Holbrook's will make it look nice 
Rep. Menville · 
Is the budget for now and spring? 
VP Jones 
Yes 
Ass. Rep. Westendorf 






Bill 7: Amendment of Bylaws 
Discussion 
VP Stevens 
Reaffirming what was in the Constitution 
Requires 2/3 vote 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states In the Union 
c. The countries· In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The 2"" Amendment 
S. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North Carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
8. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
STL'Dl:.T GO\ ERNM(,,'T AS$0C1ATIOS 
www.moreheadstate.edu/sga 
Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 





list of 96, and must answer at least ·1 
six correctly. Could you pass? 
http://www.casefoundatlon.org/spotllght/civlc_engagement/quiz 
9. Who is next in line to become President of the US ifboth the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 Answers: U,. zr. 3c, 4c. Sd, 6a, 7a, Sc, 9b, 1Di'I 
Rep. Arnett moved to approve with a roll call vote, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Motion approved 37 - 1 
Discussion: 
University Standing and Advisory Appointments 
President Gay 
The President has several COlll!llittees 
There are still few vacancies 
Graduate Committee 
Student Disciplinary Committee 
· International Education Advisory Committee 
Registration Advisory Committee 
VP Dilley 
Do you have to be reappointed? 
President Gay 
Yes 
Congressional Event Participation 
Open 
VP Hockenberry 
Didn't make the goal 
It is completed now 
Whoever has went to 90% of the events will receive a prize 
Encouraged Miss Push, but not a CEP 
Rep. Menville 
. We are ahead in the Project Impact Award in Push 
Rep. Ash 
Congressional Events or all events? 
VP Hockenberry 
Both types of events, I will let you know what events they will be 
President Gay 
You can recommend events 
All SGA events will be considered 
Rep. Bishop 




This encourages participation 
Rep. Hille 
Next week, I won't be at the meeting or an event due to seeing 
Mikhail Gorbachev 
President Gay 
Let VP Harmon know 
Rep. Dourson 




What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states In the Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1" Amendment 
d. The 2"d Amendment 
S. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonles?-
a. North Carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a •. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
B. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic part,les 
www.moreheadstate.edu/sga 
: .-.,:.~ -~--~,J-~•--,:_"_•~.,.,,...~"':':".-s:.;,·•/·,,::,,·1r:t, •.~1:,:,::---.;::;:.,·.-·-~ <:': ::·<t'c.:•:r-:: :;rt:. . •:\) 
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Citizenship Pop Quiz 
: Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a 
list of 96, and must answer at least \l 
six correctly. Could you pass? 
http://www.casefoundation.org/spotlight/c.ivlc_engagement/quiz 
9. Who Is next In line to become President of the US If both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 Answers: 1b, 2c, 3c.4c. Sd, 6a, 7a,8c,9b.1Da 
Not sure about details 
Professors expressed disappointment 
Will send an email to the Chair of the Board of Regents 
What does SGA feel? 
President Gay 
The building was deemed not useable 
Part of the building will go to the Recreational Center 
Rep. Spradlin 
If it is on the Historical Building List, then it cannot be tore down 
President Gay · 
It is off of the list 
Rep. Ellis 
The building is beyond restoration 
Advisor Weathers 
The plan is to use the space for entrances and other necessities 
Rep. Dilley 
Announcements 
. The empty building should be let go 
Part of it will still be on campus 
We should stress that we want the side 
Pi Kappa Phi No Boundaries Week- Sept 24-27 
KY Gubernatorial Debate, Sept 28 at UK 
Fall Job Fair, Oct. 2 at ADUC 
John Corvino, Oct. 3 at Button 
Emerson Drive Concert, Oct. 4 at Button 
Rep. Allen 
· Cave Run storytelling conference this Friday and Saturday and Thursday 
is ½ off for students 
Rep. Menville 
Theta Alpha Phi Halloween Dance, October 26 at a location TBA 
VP Stevens moved to close, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Motion to adjourn failed 
VP Harmon moved to go back to announcements, seconded by Rep. Arnett 
Motion passed 
VP Harmon 
I need the other roster back 
Return the nametags back to the box 
Rep. Comley and Newby are working the movies 
Advisor Weathers 
Blue and Gold Fridays 
Saturday MSU Football v. Dayton 
Exchange your college, not Morehead, t-shirt for a MSU t-shirt 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states in the Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1st Amendment 
d. The 2"d Amendment 
s. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
· b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the R.evolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
B. Who elects the Presldant of the Uniteil States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 
d. The Republican and Democratic parties 
Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 
asked 10 questions, chosen from a 
:1 
11st of 96, and must answer at least , 
<' 
six correctly. Could you pass? ;i 
http://www.casefoundatlon.org/spotlight/civlc_engagement/quiz 
9. Who Is next In line to become President of the US If both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d. 350 Answers: 1b,2r,, 3t.4c. Sd, 6a, 7a,SC,9b, 10a 
Friday from 11 :00 - 1 :00 
Rep. Hinkle moved to go back to Discussion, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Motion passed 
Rep. Hinkle 
Changes to graduation 
You cannot walk through graduation until you complete you practicums and 
internships 
President Gay 
Hasn't changed the policy 
Fall graduates wouldn't be able to graduate in December without completing all 
of the requirements 
This might occur in the Spring Semester 
Rep. Dilley 
When is the deadline for graduating 
Advisor Weathers 
October 14 for Fall Graduates and March 15 for Spring Graduates 
Rep. West 
Have the formal complaint 
Motion to adjourn by VP Harmon, seconded by Rep. Dilley 
Meeting ended@5:46 pm 
1. What do the stars on the flag represent? 
a. The Revolutionary War 
b. The states in the Union 
c. The countries In the United Nations 
d. The presidents of the United States 










4. Where does your freedom of speech come from? 
a. The 10 Commandments 
b. The Declaration of Independence 
c. The 1" Amendment 
d. The 2°• Amendment 
5. Which of these was NOT one of the original 13 Colonies? 
a. North Carolina 
b. Georgia 
c. South Carolina 
d. Ohio 
6. Which was the last state admitted to the Union? 
a. Hawaii 
b. Alaska 
c. Puerto Rico 
d. New Mexico 
7. What do we celebrate on the 4th of July? 
a. The Adoption of the Declaration of Independence 
b. Singing of the US Constitution 
c. The end of the Revolutionary War 
d. The invention of Fire Works 
B. Who elects the President of the United States? 
a. The people 
b. The Congress 
c. The Electoral College 




Citizenship Pop Quiz 
Applicants for U.S. citizenship are 








list of 96, and must answer at least ,/ 
·' 
six correctly. Could you pass? 
· http://www,casefoundatlon.org/ spotlight/civic_ engagement/quiz 
9. Who is next in line to become President of the US if both the President and Vice President die? 
a. Senate Majority Leader 
b. Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. Secretary of State 
d. Secretary of Defense 




d, 350 AnSwers: lb, 21; 3c;,4c,. Sd, 6a, 7a,Bc,9b. 10., 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, Oct. 3, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 






VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 













Oct. 3 8 pm John Corvino (SAC) Button Auditorium 
Oct. 4 8 pm *Emerson Drive Concert (SAC) Button Auditorium 
*Tickets are available in 204 ADUC for $10 with MSU ID 






BE IT PROPOSED: 
Morehead State University 
October 3, 2007 
SGA Bill 008 
SGA T -Shirts 
The Student Government Association is the 
voice of the student body on .campus, 
SGA I-shirts can l:!e an effective way for the 
student body to identify Congress Members 
and recognize the mission of the 
organization, 
The public relations committee has designed 
and approved a !-shirt design that will 
include "Morehead State University Student 
Government Association• printed on the 
front and the SGA Mission Statement on the 
reverse, 
That the Student Government Association 
allocates $430 from the Public Relations 
Committee Budget to fund the purchase of 
60 shirts for thf;l entire SGA Congress and 
advisors, with the stipulation that any 
unused funds wi[I be returned to the budget. 
Respectively Submitted, 
Public Relations Committee 
Meeting started: 5: 01 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
10-3-07 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Hille, Stephens, Thompson, Y arawsky 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
VP Jones 
The General Fund budget was $18,935.16 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. May 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business: 
Rep. Kettenring 
The goal deadline was this Monday, October 1 
This year's theme is "Taste the Involvement" 
SGA Week is going to be held October 22-26 
Rep. Arnett 
This is a joint effort for the Campus Involvement and Public Relations 
Committee 
Monday, October 22 the movie Blood Diamonds will be shown 
Co-sponsored by the Mock International Criminal Court 
There will be a discussion after the movie 
Will have a big sign in ADUC 
Rep. Kettenring · 
Each day will have a different color theme 
We will go to some of the MSU 101 classes 
Advisor Weathers 
What is the time of the events? 
Rep.Arnett 
Still working on finalizing the locations 
Tuesday, October 23 will be the Mock Gubernatorial Debate 
Will do the debate like the youtube debate 
Anyone can submit their questions on facebook 
Dr. Swain will be the moderator and working on the rules 
VP Dilley 
Bev McCormick is in charge of Septemberfest, and I am sure she will help 
Rep. Arnett 
Work with American Democracy Project 
Rep. Kettenring 
We will have signs in ADUC and Alumni and stay in contact with the 
other organizations · 
Morehead State University SGA 
November 7, 2007 
Proposal 20 
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free 
pancakes week" during finals. 
WHEREAS: Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which 
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University · 
students each night before final exams. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to all students. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total 
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be 
returned to the Funding and Awards committee budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Rep. Arnett 
We will also try to work with the Bird 
Rep. Ash 
The Bird doesn't have the capabilities to air the debate live 
Rep. Arnett 
Wednesday, October 24 will be. the Congress Member placement 
Each representative will spend their day in their respective 
locations 
It is a meet and greet 
We are soliciting them by telling them what SGA has done 
Rep. Kettenring 
Trying to get in touch with University Marketing to put an image on the 
main page 
Rep. Arnett 
In the evening, SGA Congress will have an open meeting to discuss 
student concerns 
We will allocate time for concerns and ideas 
Rep. Dourson 
Where will the meeting take place? 
Rep. Arnett 
We will see how the attendance is 
Rep. Kettenring 
· We will also pass out skittles while telling them what SGA does for them 
Rep. Arnett 
Thursday, October 25 will be "What Does SGA Do For You?" 
We will have a table in ADUC 
We will ask questions like the jeopardy game 
Then if they answer the questions correctly, we will give them 
tickets 
Rep. Kettenring 
We will have a facebook event and an advertisement in the Trailblazer 
Tickets will be passed at all of the events 
Friday we will draw names for a drawing for donated prizes 
Rep. Arnett 




The next couple of weeks, I will drop by the committees to guage progress 
Need to get the ball rolling 
Vice Chair please give the minutes to me 
This Tuesday at 7:00 will be the Committee Chair Meeting 
Morehead State University SGA 
November 7, 2007 
Proposal 20 
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free 
pancakes week" during finals. 
WHEREAS: Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which 
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University 
students each l).ight before final exams. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to all students. 
WHEREAS:. . The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total 
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be 
returned to the Funding and A wards committee budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and A wards Committee 
Funding and Awards 
Extremely productive meeting 
Signup sheet to work the table for the Of the Month Awards 
We will be set up by 11:00 
Also got the list of all of the organizations and to send out packets 
PR I Awareness 
Pass out fake dollar bills 
The back of the dollar bills will have what scholarships are 
available 
Working on PR'ing FASFA 
You can sign up someone for the Student, Senior, or Faculty of the Month 
for people who are an asset to the Campus Community 
Student Life 
Met Tuesday 
Academic Affairs Liaison - Rep. Hinkle 
Food Service Liaison - Rep. Moore 
. Physical Plant Liaison - Rep. West 
University Police Liaison - Rep. Cromer 
Working on a Student Concerns Table 
Also finding ways to put concerns on the website 
Public Relations 
1 Bill 
Worked on the Campaign 
Campus Involvement 
The week is Students Against Apathy 
Talk about Nametags in Discussion 
VP Harmon 
One bill 
Rep. Binion and Hawkins are working the movie night and VP Stevens is 
the Advisor · 
Worked on Updating .the Website 
VP Jones · 
The budget is $18,935.16 
This doesn't reflect the food from the Blue and Gold Ball and 
Jenny Wiley 
Committee budgets have been taken out 
Need to see the committee chairs after the meeting 
VP Hollon 
Working on developing the Student Discount Cards 
Everyone please dress nice for next week's meeting 
Morehead State University SGA 
November 7, 2007 
Proposal 20 
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free 
pancakes week" during finals. 
WHEREAS: Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which 
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University 
students each night before final exams. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to all students. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total 
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be 
returned to the Funding and A wards committee budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
VP Hockenberry 
Will try to work with SAC for WellFest 
Working on an event for November 
Working with Women Studies for the Spring Semester 
President Gay 
President Andrews 
Talked to him on the Datatel Conversion 
Him and Beth Patrick will come to our meeting in 2 weeks 
Please come prepared to ask them questions 
Please take that message to your constituents 
Student Discounts 
It is an annual program for a long time 
It is available online and has been updated 
Will discuss this with the member of the Chamber of Congress 
Website 
VP Harmon has kept that up to date 
Any suggestions to the website please let me of VP Harmon know 
Will put the pictures up of all of the committee members 
Campus Involvement and Public Relations Committee 
Glad to see both committees working strong 
Social Chair 
We will talk about that in discussion 
Mass Communication Task Force 
The goal was to work with marketing 
Met with the Director of Marketing and she has been a huge help 
Jami Hornbuckle will come in November to discuss what progress 
has been taken 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Fmr. SGA President Marion said this quote a lot 
"A life of service is a life fulfilled to its fullest." 
Congress Member of the Week 
This person executes the quote day in and day out 
Has been very beneficial to the Committee 
Willing to volunteer 
Been involved for the last 2-3 years 
Is working on the yearbook 
Work the table at the Blue and Gold Ball for the entire event 
Rep. Vincent Butler 
If you have any suggestions on who should be the CMW, let me know 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Assc. Rep. Westendorf 




Morehead State University SGA 
November 7, 2007 
Proposal 20 . 
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes 
The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free 
pancakes week" during finals. 
Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which 
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University 
students each night before final exams. 
This event is free of charge and open to all students. .. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total 
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be 
returned to the Funding and Awards committee budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Rep. Hinkle 
Can you clarify the attendance policy? 
VP Stevens 
If you miss a committee meeting, that is one absence 
You have 4 absenses 
Please go to the committee meetings 
Rep. Hinkle 
Is everyone placed on a committee? 
VP Stevens 





If you signed up for the Ad Hoc committee, please see me after the 
meeting 
Bill 8 - T-shirts 
Discussion 
Rep. Maynard 




The extra money is for the larger shirts because they cost more 
VP Hollon 
It is a yellow shirt with blue screen print 
The front will be Morehead State University, the old Beaker, and 
SGA 
The back will have the mission and the SGA logo 
Assc. Rep. Westendorf 
Do the letters on the shirt cost per letter 
Rep. Allen 
No 
VP Hockenberry called question 




SGA picks events 
This can be along side the Congress Member participation 
We can go bowling or the football game 
Anyone interested, let me know 
Morehead State University SGA 
November 7, 2007 
Proposal 20 
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free 
pancakes week" during finals. 
WHEREAS: Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which 
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University 
students each night before final exams. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to all students. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total 
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be 
returned to the Funding and Awards committee budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 




Pi Kappa Phi asked to see ifwe can help 
What do you say? 
Rep. Goldman 
We invite an organization each week to help 
We are there every week at 6:00 
Rep. Ward 
What is Horizon Village? 
Rep. Harlow · 
They provide interaction for the disabled 




Up by Lee's Chicken 
Rep.Ash 
This-shouldn't be a congressional event due to the location 
It is off campus 
VP Hockenberry 
We are the voice of the students 
The results of participation of the Congress Event Participation is 
to reward who attend 90% of the events, not to discourage 
Rep. Goldman 
I will tell you what weeks are open 
Rep. Arnett 
The Campus Involvement Committee passed the proposal on the 
nametags 
This will identify who are congress members 
It will have your name and position 
This will hopefully open the doors of communication 
We were wanting to buy nametags that were similar to the 
Executives 
It cost $7.00 per nametag 
It will cost $300 for almost 35 tags 
The problem is what do we do with people who resign? 
Rep. Binion 
Is there any way to change nametags? 
Rep. Holden 
There is a clear slip 
VP Hollon 
We can use a sleeve -with a safety pin 
Rep. Arnett 
We can also buy a set oflanyard 
I 00 lanyards for $170 from another vendor 
Morehead State University SGA 
November 7, 2007 
Proposal 20 
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free 
pancakes week" during finals. 
WHEREAS: Student Govermnent has traditionally helped fund this event which 
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University 
students each night before final exams. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to all students. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Govermnent Association allocates $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total 
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be 
returned to the Funding and A wards committee budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
Rep. Dilley 
Can you get them before Congress Placement? 
Rep. Arnett 
That is the goal 
President Gay 
If the printed materials cost less that $100, then VP Jones can off 
on them 
Rep. Arnett 
I will have something next week 
Rep. Fitch 
Student Government should be professional 
We need the nametags 
Announcements 
W Oct. 3 8pm 
T Oct. 4 8pm 
F Oct. 5 7pm 
SAC President, Stewart 
John Corvino (SAC) 
Emerson Drive Concert* (SAC) 




Emerson Drive Meet and Greet 7:30 at the Drill Room 
VP Jones 
Committee Chairs, please see me after the meeting 
Rep. Ash 
Student Lounge Committee, please see me as well 
Rep. Menville 
SGA won penny wars 
President Gay 
If you are interested in being the social chair, let me know 
Motion to adjourn by VP Stevens, seconded by Rep. Ward 
Meeting ended@ 6:06 pm 
Morehead State·University SGA 
November 7, 2007 
Proposal 20 
Funding forBCM Finals Week Pancakes 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free 
pancakes week" during finals. 
WHEREAS: Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which 
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University 
students each night before final exams. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to all students. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total 
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be 
returned to the Funding and Awards committee budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Fundi_ng and Awards Committee 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
·s:oo p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, October 10, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





Bill 009 Lounge Furniture 




W -Oct 10 7pm-10pm 
TH Oct 18 6 pm 
F Oct 19 4-7pm 
Sa Oct20 11 am 
Sa Oct20 1 pm 
M-F Oct 22 - 26 Varies 
W Oct24 10am-2pm 
M Oct26 5:15 pm 
Adjournment 
Battle of the Bands· 
Homecoming Parade, 
Homecoming Party & Car Show 
Tailgate 
Eagle Football v. Butler 
SGA (against apathy) Week 
SAACS Elemental Cupcake Sale 







1st floor of Lappin 
203ADUC 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 




BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA Bill 009 
Student Lounge Budget 
The Student Government Association is 
committed to improving the overall quality of 
student life on campus, 
The Student Lounge Committee has been 
commissioned by SGA to design and 
implement the Student Lounge in Fields 
Hall, 
The Student Lounge Committee has set a 
$10,000 budget for lounge furnishings and 
has obtained $5000 from Univ~rsity 
Marketing,_ 
That the Student Government Association 
allocates $5000 froni the general fund to 
cover the furniture expenditures with the 
stipulation that any unused funds be 
returned to the SGA General Fund. 
Respectively Submitted, 
Student Lounge Committee 
SI Ull1:~•1 (,oVI ltN,\11 NI' ,\S\OCl,\11\lN 
Quote or the Week: 
"GET INVOLVED! The world is run by those who show up!" 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 






SGA Bill 010 
MSU Cheerleading Calendar 
The PR committee is responsible for promoting and 
publicizing information affiliated with SGA in a professional 
and positive manner. 
The PR committee has an opportunity to place ads in the 
next edition of the MSU Cheerleading Calendar. 
The participation in the cheerleading calendar presents SGA 
in a positive manner, and expresses our continued support 
of our championship cheerleading squads, 
The price of one ¼ page ad is $70, 
The PR committee would like to purchase 2 of these ads, 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allocate $140 from the Public Relations committee 
budget to fund two ¼ page ads in the calendar. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Public Relations Committee 
GET INVOLVED!!! 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
www .moreheadstate.edu/sga 
,I • 
Meeting started: 5:01 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
10-10-07 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Dourson and Rosser 
Pmpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. Ash 





Talked about the goals so far 
We are heading in the right direction 
We need to set the vision for the rest of the semester 
Talk with your committee . 
City Council 
Student Life 
Mayor Collins is retiring 
He will be the Grand Marshall of the Homecoming Parade 
The Interim Elected Mayor will be David Perkins 
We will have a table next Tuesday 
We will be accepting concerns 
Also discussing ways to publicize that the concerns are on the website 
Funding and Awards 
The nomination table was up today 
Sent around· signup sheet 
Working on the money campaign 
Rep. Binion worked with PR Committee 






SGA Week has been set 
Signups for Congress Member Placement (11-2) 
· Also a signup sheet for the table on Thursday and the first two events 
Public Relations 
Working on getting donations for Friday's Event on SGA Week 
Rep. Ash is working on the big banner 
Helping PR the money for Funding and A wards 
1 Proposal 
Student Lounge 
Went to the area 
We will have a study and a meet and greet room 
The budget for the furniture will be $10,000 
1 Proposal 
VP Harmon 
All three short term goals that were set have been completed 
4 proposals 
Meeting with a person from Athletics 
Please attend Committee Meetings 
VP Jones 
The budget is $17,174.16 
This includes food from the Blue and Gold Ball 
VP Hollon 
Talked with Channel 77 and The Bird 
They will help publicize it 
Passed around the Apathy Signs on campus 
Shirts will be ordered tomorrow 
We will have them by the Wednesday of SGA Week 
Please get your picture taken before you leave this room 
VP Hockenberry 
Congressional Event Participation 
In order to get I 00% participation, you must attend 3 out of 4 events 
Silvia Lovely · 
She will hopefully have a presentation on November 5 
This will help promote elections on November 6 
SAC President, Stewart 
Homecoming is next week 
We will have a car show and party ne~t Friday 
Next week is spirit week 
RHA Rep., Jordan 
On October 30, from 7-11 p.m., RHA is hosting a Scary Movie Marathon 
This November, we are sponsoring the can food drive 
The entrance to Thanksgiving will be a canned food for the drive 
President Gay 
Presidential Cabinet Meeting 
There is a misconception on the October 15 deadline to pay for tuition 
You will have to pay a $100 late fee, but your schedule won't be dropped 
Midterm Grades come out October 17 
Every Monday at 6:00 p.m. Sign Language Class with Multi 
Cultural Service 
General Education Requirements 
Provost Hughes is spearheading this program 
They are looking for input on what should be in it 
You can fill out a survey on what should Gen. Ed's provide? 
Student Lounge 
It is going underway 
Representatives 
Notes 
There have been a Jot of representative who have made 
appointments with me 
Any executive member is a resource you all can utilize 
We encourage you to come and talk with us 
Please don't do homework during the meetings 
President Andrews and Vice President Patrick 
They will be attending the November 7 meeting to have an update 
on Datatel 
Mini Goal Session 
We will have a brief session next week 
You can express any ideas you have 
Many of our short-term goals have been accomplished 
Committees 
You have been very productive 
Roundtable on Renewable Energy 
They will meet October 18 
Flu Shots 
They will be available October 30 
Gay Quote of the Week 
GET INVOLVED! The world is ran by those who show up. 
Absenteeism is a very important issue everywhere 
PLEASE ATTEND YOUR COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
Please come prepared as well 
Committee Member of the Week 
1. Committed to SGA 
Very Productive 
Personal Investments with SAA and developed SGA Shirts 
Filled in the gaps at the Blue and Gold Ball 
Will be this year's Social Chair 
Representative Kenna Allen 
2. Invested a lot of time with SGA 
Sees importance of being involved 
Represented SGA in a pageant 
Received donations of 6000 pennies for PUSH America 
Representative Shayla Menville 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep. Harlow 
What is the cost to enter the car show? 
SAC President, Stewart 
It is a free entry 
There will be different categories 
Rep. Hamilton: 
What movies will be shown at the Movie•Marathon? 
RHA Representative, Jordan 
It is a surprise 




If you want more information, you can contact Colby Owens and check 




Bill 009 - Student Lounge 
Discussion 
Rep. Pennington 
What is going in the lounge? 
Rep.Ash 
There will either be 24 or 20 chairs _like the ones in the SGA office 
and 5 or 6 tables 
Working on a price that is under $10,000 
She will report back to us on Friday 
VP Hockenberry called question, with no objection 
Bill 009 passed unamiously 
Bill 010 - Ad for Cheer Calendar 
Discussion 
Rep. Ash 
Will the two ads be at the same time 
VP Hollon 
There is an ad in October for Homecoming and one in the first 
couple of months 
Rep. May called question, with no objection 
Bill O 10 passed unamiously 
Bil O 11 - Lanyards 
Discussion 
Rep. Arnett 
100 lanyards is the minimum order 
Rep. May 
Do we have to turn them back in after an event? 
Rep. Arnett 
You can keep it while you are a Congress Member 
VP Stevens 
What is the Individual Cost? 
Rep. Arnett 
The name badges through IKON is less than $15.00 
Name tag holders is $20.00 
The total cost per person is about $2.45 per person 
VP Stevens 
SGA should let the members keep them 
Rep. Arnett 
That wasn't necessary to put in the proposal 
The cost is $200 for the lanyards per person 
Rep. Weber 
What was the cost for the nametags? 
Rep.Arnett 
It would have been $7.50 per person 
There would be no carryover 
Rep. Pennington called question, with no objection 
Bill 011 passed unanimously 
Bi11012-SGA Week 
Discussion 
Rep. Yarawsky moved to amend to $400 with no objection 
Rep.Arnett 
The total price was $50 more than proposed 
Rep. Dilley called question, with no objection 




The sign up sheet is on the discussion thread ofFacebook 
W.e will also be having a table at WellFest 
Our theme is exercise your rights 
If you have any ideas let me know 
Rep. Dilley 
What has been done about Spring Break, Spring Back? 
President Gay 
We are working on it 
Advisor Weathers 
Al Baldwin is helping 
We will be meeting next week 
Need a student representative 
. Rep. Hardy 
The first.day of the Blood Drive is the same day as the flu shots 
Advisor Weathers 
You should ask the screener 
Rep. Pennington 
You cannot give blood after taking the flu shot 
VP Dilley 
We need to make it know 
VP Hockenberrry 
We can publicize it at WellFest 
Advisor Weathers 
You can talk to the Health Clinic 
VP Harmon 
Rep. Holden and Bishop are working on the movies and VP 
Hockenberry is the advisor 
VP Hockenberry 
Announcements 
Be respectful while you are in the office 
Clean up your trash 
Don't use RHA side of the office 
Battle of the Bands Button Wednesday, October 10 
Thursday, October 18 
Friday, October 19 
Saturday, October 20 
Saturday, October 20 
October 22-26 
Wednesday, Oct. 24 











Homecoming Party ADUC Commons 
Tailgate AAC Lawn 
Eagle Football v. Dayton Jayne Stadium 
SGA Week Varies 
SAA CS Cupcake Sale 1st Floor of Lappin 
Exec with Chairs Meet. 203 ADUC 
Be sure to take your picture before you leave 
Rep. Menville 
Blood Brothers is from Oct. 11-13, 14, and 17-20 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. May, seconded by Rep. Ward 
Meeting ended@S:51 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
· 5:00 p.m. SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, October 17, 2007 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 




Approval of the Minutes 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 




















Oct 18 6 pm 
Oct 18 7-9pm 
Oct 19 4-7pm 
Oct20 11 am 
Oct20 1 pm 
Oct 22 - 26 Varies 
Oct 24 1 0am-2pm 
Oct 29 5:15 pm 
Adjournment 
Homecoming Parade, Main St. 
KY Renewable Energy Roundtable Rader 112 
Homflcoming Party & Car Show ADUC Commons 
Tailgate AAC Lawn 
Eagle Football v. Buller Jayne Stadium 
SGA (against apathy) Week Varies 
SAACS Elemental Cupcake Sale 1st floor of Lappin 
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting 203 ADUC 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 






Be It proposed: 
SGA Bill 013 
Awards for Recipients 
The Funding and Awards committee is 
charged with the task of presenting awards 
to individuals through student nomination, 
Incentives for awards increase student 
participation, 
Each award recipient will receive a framed 
certificate and a $20 dollar gas card, 
Three frames are required per month at a 
cost of five dollars for seven months, 
Twenty-one gas cards cost twenty dollars a 
piece, 
That $525 dollars from the general budget of 
the Funding and Awards committee be 
allocated to purchase twenty-one gas cards 
and twenty-one frames. All unused funds 
will be returned to the general fund. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Funding and Awards Committee 
5 l Ulll'N I GOVI l!NMl1N I ASSUCIA'I ION 
Quote of the Week: 




Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, October 10, 2007 
SGA Bill 014 
Financial Aid Awareness Dollar Bills 
The Funding and Awards Committee deems it necessary to keep the 
student body aware of scholarship opportunities, 
The Funding and Awards Committee has developed a creative "Dollar 
Bill" design that will make students more aware of scholarships, 
Be it proposed: That $160 dollars be spent out of the Honors and Appropriations general 
budget to print 500 pieces of the "Dollar Bill" Public Relations design. All 
unused funds will be returned to the general fund. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Funding and Awards Committee 
Custom Dollar Bill Specifications 
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Meeting started: 5 :05 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
10-17-07 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Kettenring, Newby, Rosser, Stewart, Yarawsky 
Absent Unexcused: Rep. Dilley, Thompson 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by VP Hockenberry, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business: Goal Setting 
President Gay 
At the retreat, we set many internal goals and have achieved many of them 
What goals do we want to set on campus? · 
What are the biggest issues facing our constituency 
Not charging to park in the overflow lot, but also keep the commuter bus from operating 
Long response for maintenance for online problems 
Not enough handicapped accessible areas besides the doors . 
Inconsistency of commuter bus timing 
Nation-wide initiative to reduce energy consumption by 2% per year 
Another food option besides 2 GrillWorks 
Get more non-traditional and commuter students more involved 
Lighting around the library, steps between East Mignon and Mignon Hall, and 
some parking lots 
Turning lane in the Overflow Parking Lot 
Using more than 2 meals in the Dining Areas 
What would you change at Morehead? 
Alcohol policy 
Datatel 
Every dorm room should have a thermostat 
Stronger commitment to a more ecological efficient green campus 
Turning off the lights at the Jayne Stadium when not being used 
Food selection should be expanded to healthier food options 
Citizens should be more civically engaged 
Non-traditional house 
More school spirit within the community 
More activities on campus (broadcast on the side of buildings) 
Get rid of the suitcase college stereotype 
Problem with the network crashing and more availability to wi-fi 
Tailgating at the football games 
See Greek letters removed in ADUC 
President Gay 
President Andrews and VP Patrick will be at the SGA meeting November 7 
Send me the specific complaints regarding Datatel so they can be 
answered 





Mike Esposito is creating this conference 
Train the leadership skills 
SGA needs to work with them 
Will be working with this committee 
Cormnittee Chair and Members 
Student Life 
Look at the goals on the previous pages 
If one of the issues falls within your area, take these challenges on 
Have a mini-goal setting session within your meeting 
Please send me the Minutes of your meeting 
Talked about goals 
Working on policy issues 
Our mission is to promote the Student Concerns Website 
Started the Student Concerns Table today 
Working on creating a slideshow of what we have accomplished 
Campus Involvement 
Cormnittee is working on Students aGainst Apathy Week 
Posters are around campus 
To be fully involved, you need to show up to 3 out of the 4 Congressional 
Events · 
WellFest 
It is this upcoming Wednesday 
We need a minimum of2 people wo~king the table 
We will also have another table on the Second Floor of ADUC 
We will need all of the SGA to get involved 
Lanyards 
Give me comments on what you think of the design 
They will be done Tuesday evening 
You can wear your SGA t-shirt and lanyard next Wednesday 
Committee Meeting 
We will be meeting next Monday in Breckinridge 002 
Funding and Awards 
2 proposals 
Sporting events 
Working on it to give to Melissa Dunn 
Emailed all of the Campus Organization advisors the Funding and Awards 
Public Relations 
Finalized Student aGainst Apathy Week 
Channel 77, the Bird, Website 
Also getting donations 
Blanket, pillow, shirts, gas cards 
Rep. Binion came to talk about the money 
Discussed Future Plans 
Student Lounge 
We have decided to possibly have a student mural competition 
VP Stevens 
Next week will try to go to all of the committees 
Encouraged to see what we have accomplished 
VP Harmon 
2 proposals 
Rep. Moore and Clark will be working the movies 
VP Jones , ... 
The budget is $12,174.16 
VP Hollon 
SGA shirts will be done Monday and available Tuesday 
See an Executive before you get a shirt 
Please see me after the meeting to get your picture taken if you haven't 
done that already 
Need to see my committee after the meeting 
Working with Rep. Arnett on the PR stuff 
VP Hockenberry 
WellFest starts at 9 
Setting up from 2-4 the day before 
Working with the Blood Drive 
We will help escort the patients and deliver food 
Silvia Lovely 
She is going to be her Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. 
She will talk about how to be civically engaged 
We might do an SGA fair 
SAC President, Stewart 
Hopes to see everyone at the Homecoming Parade, Car Show/Party, and 
11 :00 a.m. tailgate 
RHA Representative, Jordan · 
Finalized movie night, October 30 at 7:00 p.m. 
Thanksgiving dinner 
Each residence hall will make food 
It will be Nov. 15 at 6:00 p.m. 
Social Chair, Allen . 
Our event will be this weekend tailgate and football party 
Next week we will eat after the meeting 
President Gay 
I will be in the parade 
Athletics 
Next semester will be having a free shirt giveaway at the first 
home game 
Adopt an Area 
It will similar to Adopt a Highway 
Glad to See Civic Engagement Week going strong 
Bring a friend· 
Fall Break 
It has been approved by Faculty Congress and is in the Provost 
hands 
It will be the Monday and Tuesday after midterms 
Gay Quote of the Week 
We need to keep moving 
Stay successful 





Bill 13: Awards for Recipients 
Discussion: 
Rep.Ash 
.What would happen if you are not a driver? 
Rep. Menville 
It is a BP Card, you can use in the store 
VP Stevens 
You should consider to strike from giving the Gift Cards for the 
Faculty of the Month 
Rep. Menville moved to amend "twenty-one gas cards" to "fourteen gas 
cards," with an objection 
Rep. Pennington 
We passed it.at the meeting and there were no concerns 
VP Stevens 
It is something to think about 
Rep. Arnett move to strike out the faculty/staff gift cards, seconded by 
Rep. Ward 
Rep. Ash 
The problem is it should be an all or nothing situation 
We would be showing favoritism 
Rep. Harlow 
We are rewarding them on a good deal 
' ' 
VP Stevens 
It is good to let Funding and Awards revise this Bill 
VP Stevens moved to refer all amendments to this bill and Bill 13 to the 
Funding and Awards Committee 
Rep. Arnett called question with no objection 
Motion to refer Bill 13 back to the Funding and Awards Committee passed 22-4 
Bill 14 - Financial Aid Awareness Dollar Bills 
Discussion 
Rep. Menville 
The dollar amount will be $1 
We will have Beaker, SGA slogan 
We will also have some scholarships · 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Websites 
MSU Scholarship address 
3 National Scholarship-designs 
VP Hockenberry 
How will they be passed out? 
Rep. Menville 
We will pass them out at the Bell Tower 
Rep. Arnett moved to call question with no objection 
Bill 14 passed 
Discussion: 
Advisor Koett 
All of SGA needs to be careful how you present yourselves 
You are the cream of the crop, so be careful 
Announcements 
TH Oct 18 6 pm Homecoming Parade, Main St. 
TH Oct 18 7-9pm KY Renewable Energy Roundtable Rader 112 
F Oct 19 4-7pm Homecoming Party & Car Show ADUC Commons 
Sa Oct 20 11 am Tailgate AAC Lawn 
Sa Oct 20 1 pm Eagle Football v. Butler Jayne Stadium 
M-F Oct 22 - 26 Varies SGA (against apathy} Week Varies 
W Oct 24 10am-2pm SAACS Elemental Cupcake Sale 1st floor of Lappin 
M Oct 29 5:15 pm Exec w/ Chairs Meeting 203 ADUC 
Rep. Hollon · . , 
If you haven't taken your picture, see me in a little while 
I need to also see the PR Committee right after this meeting 
Rep.Ash 
This Friday is the Beat EKU Soccer game 
SAC Murder Mystery is coming up 
Rep. Menville 
Blood Brothers is this Wednesday- Friday at 7:30 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. May, seconded by Rep. Butler 
Meeting ended@6:06 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, October 24, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
. Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 





VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
AGENDA 











M-F Oct 22 - 26 
W Oct24 7pm 
Th Oct 25 10:30am - 3pm 
M Oct 29 5:15 pm 
W Nov7 5pm 
Adjournment 
SGA (against apathy) Week 
Dinner and a Mystery 
SGA Jeopardy 
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting 
Datatel Conversion Update 
Crager Room 
Table in ADUC 
203ADUC 
Riggle Room 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 






Be It proposed: 
SGA Bill 015 
School Spirit T-shirts 
A goal of SGA includes fostering school 
spirit in the community, 
Free I-shirts can promote SGA and stimulate 
MSU pride, 
Athletics and SGA have designed a plan to 
distribute 2000 white I-shirts for a "white out'' 
. at the basketball games against Samford on 
January 17, 2007, 
The MSU logo will be on the front and the 
Fight Song on the reverse of the I-shirts total 
The total cost of these shirts will not exceed 
$8000, 
That SGA co-sponsor the MSU Basketball 
free t-shirt promotion by the allocation of 
$1000 dollars from the general fund to 
partially fund the cost of the school spirit!-
shirts. 
S1Ul)l'N1 GOV\iltNMt:NI ASSO(;IAIION 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Quote or the Weelr. 
"Be a global citizen ... Don't change your lifestyle. 
Do what you would always do, except think of how it contributes to the world." 
-Iba N'Dlaye 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
10-24-07 
Meeting started: 5 :05 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. West, Stewart, Goldman, Ash, and VP Hollon 
Absent Unexcused: Rep. Dilley and Thompson 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. Ward 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business (Student Concerns): 
Rep. Menville - Lighting around the library and gravel parking lot 
Rep. Holden - Lighting on the stairs between East Mignon and Mignon Hall 
Rep. Yarawsky- Van with the SAC event iri ADUC Parking lot doesn't have a 
parking pass 
Rep. Harlow- Weather problem at the bus pick-up point at Baird 
Rep. Kettenring - Can you show where the pick up points are on the way? 
Rep. Ellis - Consistency of bus schedule 
Rep. Pennington - Ketchup cups in ADUC are too small 
Rep. Hawkins - A lot of advisors are not telling advisees when preregistration is 




President, VP Jones and I went to the first meeting 
Worked on coming up with the name, mission statement and what 
do we want to accomplish 
This conference will be open to everyone but have to have a 
recommendation 
Committee Chair/Executive Meeting 
It is going to be this Monday at 5:15 
Encouraged to see renewed emphasis 
Want to see where we are moving 
Will need to see the other committee meetings 
Campus Involvement 
SGA Week is this week 
· First three events were successful 
Had an informal meeting last Monday 
· Need ideas on goals 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
- ?o!O~Ull.\llST\11 t•:,.1,·1i:.<1n 
Graduate 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
· Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Tomorrow is the last major event (SGA Jeopardy) 
Thanks for everyone's help 
Public Relations 
Goals 
Creating a liaison with the Trailblazer 
Making a newsletter on what SGA has done 
You can pick up your t-shirt and badge in the office after the meeting 
Funding and Awards 
No formal meeting 
Discussed Bill 13 




Graduate Liaison - Rep. Hinkle 
Information Technology Liaison - Rep. Fitch 
Food Service Representatives will be at our next Committee Meeting 
If you have any food service questions, let me know 
If you are in any other organizations, ask to see if they have any 
concerns 
Working on a slide show of all of the solutions 
Policy issue · 
Decided to focus on IT issues 
If you have any IT issues, let me know 
Student Concerns Table will be November 7 from 11 :00 - 2:00 
Student Lounge 
Discussed furniture 
Look in on TV prices and pool tables 
VP Harmon 
One Bill in old business 
One Bill in new business 
Movie Night 
VP Jones 
Rep. Hinkle and Maynard will be working 
VP Jones will be the advisor 




Student Lounge: M0Ri11u.1.>5H11 L.::-.1\"Ll\.~tn 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. sn:ot.-rr OOVEltSHF~'ll' ASSOCU.TIOS 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 






. Silvia Lovely 
She will be here on November and present her lecture during the 
Greek Leadership Conference in the Crager Room 
Good work Campus Involvement Committee 
Tonight is the Murder Mystery Dinner 
Glad to see everyone at Homecoming 
SACCURH is November 8-12 
Movie Night is this Tuesday 
Thanksgiving Dinner is November 15 and looking for a charity to give the 
· donated food 
NerfFest or a Cocoa/Poetry night for this winter 
Social Chair, Allen 
Two choices 
. I. Murder Mystery Dinner 
2·. Student for Progressive Change Dinner 
Let me know what you want for the upcoming weeks 
President Gay 
SGA Week 
Very impressed on the events so far 
Gay Quote of the Week 
From Iba N'Diaye 
He had a very good discussion 
WellFest 
Best SGA table I have seen in 5 years 
Very prepared and effective 
"Exercise your Rights" and Health of Your Citizenship Tests 
T-shirts 
Look great and represent SGA well 
Datatel Conversation · 
November 7, President Andrews and VP Patrick will be at our meeting 
Give me question prior to the meeting so they can look at the 
questions 
Chair/Executive Meeting 
We are going to have a goal setting session this Monday 
Congress Member of the Week 
This person is well know by his constituents 
Extremely passionate to serve 
Knows the benefits of accomplishing big prejects 
Managed SGA Week 
Has been very busy 
Representative Neil Arnett 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
Graduate 
0 (new _resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being ·,east effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? · 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ·7 8 9 ·10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall. would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer I Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
None · 
Old Business: 
Bill 13: Awards for Recipients 
Rep. Hamilton called question with no objection 
Bill 13 passed 
New Business: 
Bill 15: School Spirit T-Shirts 
Discussion: 
Rep. Allen 




Why will it be given out at the Samford Game? 
VP Harmon 
It is the first home game of the second semester 
Rep. Arnett 
What day is that game? 
President Gay · 
Thursday 
Rep. Hille 
What color is the ink? 
VP Harmon 
Blue or Black 
Rep. Pennington called question with no objection 





1. Tau Alpha Phi hosting a Halloween dance 
This Saturday, October 27 from 7:00 - 11 :00 
Park Place Room in the City Park 
Free 
Wear a costume 
Phi Mu Alpha, Sigma Alpha Iota and MSU Players will be there 
2. November 6 is the election, so go vote!!! 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. May, seconded by Rep. Ward 
Meeting ended@5:37 pm 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and a~er classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
STUDENT GOVfllNMf.NT ASSOCIATION' 
Graduate 
O {new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 · 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table · Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Mor~head State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, October 31, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 








Bill 016 SGA Campus Giving Campaign 






















MSU Eagles v. Louisville Volleyball 
MSU Lady Eagles v Georgetown College 
MSU Eagles v. Mountain State Basketball 
Election Day 






Morehead State University Student Government Association 




BE IT PROPOSED: 
Bill 016 
SGA Campus Giving Campaign 
The Student Government Association encourages the 
students, for whom it represents, to give back to the 
university; 
SGA has historically matched student or student 
organization donations to the MSU Foundation and 
has had remarkable success; 
6 student organizations and 8 students participated in 
the program last year, generating $5,990.42 for the 
MSU Foundation and for their respective University 
charities, which cost SGA $3,000. 
That SGA match the first $2000 given by students or 
student organizations to the MSU Foundation for any 
university charities, with the limitation that SGA not 
match more than $200 per any single fund housed In 
the MSU Foundation. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 
.·:..:'.:.c"·:-· 
-· MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
$1 UDf.N r GOVl1llNMl:N I' ASSOCIAI ION 
Quote of the Week: 
"The secret to getting ahead is getting started. The secret of getting started is breaking your complex, overwhelming tasks 
into small manageable tasks, and then starting on the first one."- Mark Twain 
Morehead State University Stuclent Government Association 
Wednesday, October 31, 2007 
_,, Bill 017 
SGA Newsletter 
WHEREAS: The Public Relations Committee is responsible for promoting and 
publicizing information affiliated with SGA in a professional and positive 
manner, 
WHEREAS: The Trailblazer prints and distributes information to students, 
WHEREAS: The P.R. Committee plans to compile an SGA newsletter for print in the 
Trailblazer, 
WHEREAS: Each committee and the executive board will be responsible for writing an 
article and producing images relevant to their committee/board topic for 
the newsletter, 
BE IT PROPOSED: That each SGA committee and board commit to producing and submitting -
an article of approximately 250 words lo the chair of the Public Relations 
Committee by 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, November 15, 2007. 
BE IT PROPOSED: Thal SGA allocate $441 from the P.R. committee budget to fund a 
full page newsletter space in the Trailblazer. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Public Relations Committee . 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
10-31-07 
Meeting started: 5 :05 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Ellis, Hardy, Harlow, Kennedy, Meadows 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Comley, seconded by Rep. Pennington 






This will help future leaders how to lead 
We are figuring what we want to get out of this training 
Let me know what a leadership conference needs to have 
It will be in the spring 
Joint Committee Chair/ Executive Board Meetings 
Committees are doing real well 
Thanks to the chairs for bringing big goals 
Funding and Awards 
Recipients for Student of the Month, Senior of the Month, and 
Faculty/Staff of the Month have been decided 






Next meeting we will discuss school spirit 
Student Life 
Made goals 
I. Work with Aramark to enhance food services 
a. They will be here next week 
b. Any concerns, let me know 
2. Work on IT issues 
3. Increase awareness of student concerns 
a. Rep. Ward will be the Public Relations Liaison 
Researching green initatives 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
Graduate 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that' should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table __ Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television _._ Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Rep. Goldman and Fitch will work on finding information on 
tailgating. 
Public Relations 
One solid idea 
One proposal 
Each committee will write an article 
Board 
Rep. Newby will speak to Suzette Redwine 
Website updat(, 
If you have any ideas on to put on the website, let Rep. 
Kettenring or VP Harmon know 
Thought about putting the SGA logo on the computers in the 
Computer Lab at Fields Hall 
Made a PR request form 
Student Lounge 
The proposal for buying the chairs will be next week 
VP Stevens 
November 13 is our next committee chairs meeting 
VP Harmon 
Two bills 
Need two people to work the movies this Friday and one for next Friday 
Pictures are one the SGA website 




Wear your SGA T-shirt next meeting 
Invite people to come to next week's meeting when President 
Andrews and VP Patrick come to speak regarding the 
Datatel issue 
Come to the SGA office if you haven't got your t-shirt 
This will be a congressional event 
VP Hockenberry 
Sylvia Lovely will be here November 7 speaking the Civic Engagement 
Week 
Thanks to everyone who helped with SGA week 
SAC President, Stewart 
SAC has a survey that you can fill out 
RHA Representative, Jordan 
November 15 is the Thanksgiving Dinner 
Social Chair, Allen 
We are_eating at Fazoli's 
Also asking people to go to the basketball game tomorrow 5:00 and 7:30 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
Graduate 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No · 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? · 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? · 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
__ - Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Compuier / Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 




Call to Greatness . 
Go to the Greatness on the MSU website at: 
www.moreheadstate.edu/greatness to look at the Business 
Please give me (eedback because this would be a lasting impact 
Thirty people have talked with me 
Committee Chair/Executive Board 
It was great and thanks to everyone who attended 
Good way to establish communication 
Public Relations Committee has been a good example 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Discusses goal setting 
Everyone has to connect the dots 
Come to the volleyball game tonight 
· Professor Harford asked me to tell everyone that he is offering a 2nd half 
semester emphasizing civic engagement 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep. Bishop 
Can we invite faculty? 
President Gay 
We are emphasizing how it affects students 
Rep. Ward 
Ifwe get enough people will we move it? 
President Gay . 




Bill 16: SGA Campus Giving Campaign 
Discussion: · 
Rep. Arnett 




What is it? 
President Gay 
If a student gives money to the MSU Foundation, SGA will match, 
the amount up to $200 
It happens every Fall Semester 
Helps stimulate donation 
VP Harmon calls question, with no objection 
Bill 16 passed 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
STUJIE,,T GOVF.IIN~IE.'tl" ASSOCIATION 
Graduate 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3, 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ .Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Bill 17: SGA Newsletter 
Discussion 
VP Stevens 
If it passes then each Chair will be responsible to complete the 
article 
Rep. Menville 
How will it be laid out? 
Rep. Kettenring 
Like the old SGA newsletter 
There will be 4 sections, one for each committee, except for PR 
VP Harmon 
Which edition will this newsletter be in? 
Rep. Kettenring 
It is the week after Thanksgiving or- the last one of the semester 
VP Hockenberry 
It is the whole page? 
Rep. Kettenring 
Yes 
VP Hockenberry called question, with no objection 
Bill 17 Passed 
Discussion: 
President Gay 
Let me know if someone is interested in serving as a representative 
Have to have a 2.25 GPA and be part of that constituency 
Advisor Roberts 
How will this process occur? 
President Gay 
Once someone is interested, then we will find a way to get them on. 
I will then ask the people who need to switch around if they will 
Rep. Hamilton 
What are the open positions? 
President Gay 
Two Senior Representatives 
One College of Education 
One College ofIRAPP 
VP Stevens 
The switching process won't be under closed doors because you have to 
approve the appointments 
The person getting switched will have to resign and then reappointed 
VP Harmon 
College of IRAPP Representative will have to be a Graduate student 
Rep. Hille 
Is the Leadership training open to anyone? 
VP Stevens 
Faculty members will nominate the students 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
Graduate 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would lie for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
. . 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? · 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vendin_g Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
It won't be for established leaders 
There will be more details soon 
President Gay 
Next week will be a long meeting 
I will send the questions to VP Harmon who will send out to. you 
Meeting with President Andrews doesn't come around often 
We have to be professional, but firm 
VP Hockenberry 
Wear your SGA !-.shirt 
Rep. Menville 
When is the Larry Stephenson Scholarship deadline? 
President Gay 
Sometime in February or March 
Rep. Arnett 
Each of our three goals will be discussed in detail at the next three 
meetings 
This next meeting will be looking at School Spirit 
What are your ideas? 
Rep. Penningtion 
Need to promote the Rally for Higher Education 
Rep. Ash 
Promote Blue and Gold Friday 
President Gay , 
We could have a pep rally and work with the marching band and 
cheerleaders 
Rep. Menville 
• This would cost money, but have discount days at the basketball games 
Rep. Dourson 
We should have more events after classes 
Rep. Pennington 
What is the status of tailgating and Eagle Lake Restoration? 
President Gay 
We are going to apply for the Eagle Lake Grant again 
The University is committed 
Rep. Pennington 
What can we do? 
President Gay 
GSP did it in the summer 
VP Hollon 
School spirit should go to the community 
Hang up pennants 
VP Stevens 
I will take that to City Council 
We should bus people to away games that are our rivals 
President Gay 
MSU plays UofL in basketball this upcoming year 
Student Lounge: MORfJIL.\U SHl L t'Sl\'[R~ln 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. STUIIE1'T GOV~RSMENT -'S.SOCIAl IOS 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective db you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall. would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Ak Hockey Table 




Jami Hornbuckle has been working with reaching out into the community 
Alumni Association is selling tickets to homecoming 
President Gay 
That is WKU's homecoming 
Rep. Ward 
What is the update·on the Student Discount cards? 
VP Hollon 
Waiting on businesses to back with us 
Rep. Menville 
We should have a Meet the MSU Team day i_n the community 
A lot of the community residences do not have the financial resources 
SAC President, Stewart 
We cannot have another block party on campus and will look into the 
bonfire 
Rep. Menville 
We can smash a car 
Rep. Arnett 
The November 12 Campus Involvement meeting will discuss the Green 
Initative 
Classes aren't cancelled p.ext Tuesday, so go vote this weekend if you 
have to 
Rep. Menville 
Rocky Horror Picture Show is today from 6-8 in Claypool Young 
On the Verge will be Thursday-Saturday 
Tickets are $5.00 per person and money will go to scholarships 
Announcements 
October 31, MSU Volleyball v. UofL, 7:00 p.m. at Weatehrby Gym 
November I, MSU Basketball, 5:00 and 7:30 p.m. at AAC 
November 6, Election Day 
November 7, Datatel Conversion with President Andrews and VP Patrick, SGA 
Meeting, 5:00 p.m. in the Riggle Room 
November 7, Sylvia Lovely, 8:00 p.m. Crager Room 
Motion to adjourn by VP Stevens, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Meeting ended@ 6:01 pm 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
:t~--·-. Moii.11unSBlt li:-1\'t.k'lln 
STUOLvt'GOV~Rl'IMENT A~SOCIATION 
Graduate 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6 .. On a scale of 1-10, 1, being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose ·a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effectjve do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be. available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine Vending Machine 
Television -- Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
.SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, November 7, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Suspended Business: Datatel Conversion - lhe student perspective w/ Pres. Andrews and VP Patrick 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





· Bill 013 Awards for Recipients (Amendment) 
New Business 
Bill 018 student Lounge Furniture 
Bt11019 Fall Break Resolution 
Bill 020 BCM Pancake Funding 
Discussion 
Holiday Philanthropy 
















Datatel Conversion- the student perspective 
Sylvia Lovely: Get Engaged 
Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner 





Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, October 17, 2007 
SGA Bill 013 
Awards for Recipients (Amendment) 
Whereas: The Funding and Awards committee is charged with 
the task of presenting awards to individuals through 
student nomination, 
Whereas: Incentives for awards increase student participation, 
Whereas: Each award recipient will receive a framed certificate 
and a $2G $25 dollar gas card, 
Whereas: Three frames are required per month at a cost of five 
dollars for seven months, 
Whereas: Twenty-one gas cards cost twenty dollars a piece, 
Be it proposed: That $025 $630 dollars from the general budget of the 
Funding and Awards committee be allocated to 
purchase twenty-one gas cards and twenty-one 
frames. All unused funds will be returned to the 
general fund: · 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Funding and Awards Committee 
S l UlH N 1 GOVl.ltNJl.11.N I ASSOCIAJ ION 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 






SGA Bill 018 
Student Lounge Furniture 
MSU Student Government is committed to improving the overall 
quality of student Ufe on campus, 
The ADHOC Committee has been commissioned by SGA to 
develop the Fields Hall Student Lounge project, 
The ADHOC Committee has selected a furniture plan that will 
include: 16 chairs with 4 square tables; 
2 loveseats & 2 upholstered chairs 
with a rectangular coffee table , 
The cost of the furniture plan will not exceed $10,000, 
The ADHOC Committee has previously requested $5,000 from 
- the general fund and University Marketing as offered to match 
the $5,000 contribution to purchase $10,000 worth of furnishings 
for the Fields Hall Student lounge, · 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA approve the $5,000 furniture expenditure of the 
AD HOC committee budget to purchase furnishing for the Fields 
Hall Student Lounge with intention that any remaining funds be 
returned lo the SGA ADHOC committee budget. 
SJ UU!aN f GOVEII.Nl>ll"N I ASSOCIAI ION 
Respectfully-submitted, 
ADHOC Student Lounge Committee 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 







· BE IT RESOLVED: 
SGA BIii 019 
Fall Break Resolution 
The Student Government Association, by way of 
congressional representation, is committed to be the 
leading advocate of the student body of Moiehead 
State University, 
Students have petitioned SGA to advocate. for a fall 
break during the academic year, 
Six of the other seven public universities in Kentucky 
observe fall break, indicating a common best practice, 
The fall semester at MSU consists of 10 full weeks 
between Labor Day and Thanksgiving without a break 
for students, 
The Monday and Tuesday following midterm week 
would provide time for students to rest and recharge, 
A two day break in the fall would balance the number 
of classroom contact hours between each semester, 
since the fall semester is two days longer than the 
spring. 
That SGA concur with the recommendations made by 
the Student Success Task Faroe in Aprll 2007 and !lie 
Faculty Senate in October 2007 lo schedule a fall 
break for the Monday and Tuesday following midterm 
exam week where no classes will be held. This 
includes the understanding that faculty and staff will 
still continue their work-related responslbRlties end 
submit midterm grades during this period. • 
Respectfully Submitted,. 
• The Executive Board 
Morehead State University SGA 
November 7, 2007 
Proposal 20 
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free 
pancakes week" during finals. 
WHEREAS: Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which 
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University 
students each night before final exams. 
WHEREAS: This event is free of charge and open to all students. 
WHEREAS: The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from 
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total 
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be 
returned to the Funding and A wards committee budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS RELATED TO 
IMPLEMENTATION OF DATATEL AND THE Ri2SE PRO,JECT 
Last Update: 11/07/2007 
1. Why v,,as Datatel in particular chosen for MSU instead of any other competing options? Who did the 
choosing? When was the decision made? · 
A formal request for proposals from software vendors was conducted in September, 2004 and there were five 
vendors who submitted proposals. An initial review of the proposals identified that cinly two of them fully met 
the criteria required in the proposal request. This Request for Proposal process is based on the state 
procurement policies which state agencies (including public universities) are required by law.to follow. A 
comprehensive evaluation of each of the two qu_alified proposals was conducted during the months of October 
and November 2004. The two qualified vendors were invited to demonstrate their applications to the campus in 
presentaiions that ran throughout a full two-day period (each vendor) in ADUC. All faculty, staff and 
administrators were invited and encouraged.to attend any or all of the sessions that applied to their areas of 
wcirk (i.e. student system demo, financial systems demo, etc.). We had strong attendanc_e at most all sessions 
and feedback/evaluation forms were collected from everyone who attended.· 
The feedback/evaluation forms from each of the vendors participating in the on-campus demos (Datatel and 
SAP) were summarized and provided to the software selection committee which was comprised of a broad-
based group of campus representatives that included faculty, academic department chairs, deans, 
administrative directors and staff from the key serv_ice areas such as Accounting and Budgetary Control, Human 
Resources/Payroll, Financial Aid, Admissions, Registrar, Graduate Admissions, Physical Plant, Housing, etc ... ) 
After review of the campus feedback and detailed discussion of the strengths and weakne~ses of each · 
application, the group unanimously s·elected Datatel's Colleague as the application that best fit MSU's defined 
needs for a new system. NOTE: No one on campus with the excepticin of the VP for Planning, Budgets and 
Technology knew the price quote for either of the systems being considered until after the selection committee 
had made their recommendation for Datatel. We believed it critical that our selection of a preferred application 
not tie impacted by an affcirdability issues. 
In the end, Datatel's Colleague application was chosen as the preferred solution for MSU based on a 
systematic, campus-wide assessment ofvendor responses. A report 6n the overall project (RiSE) was 
presented to the MSU Board of Regents on Dec 16, 2004 and a contract for the purchase of Colleagues was 
signed later that month. · · · · 
2. Is MSU the guinea pig for this system? If not, what other universities/colleges nationwide have·used 
it? . . 
Datatel's Colleague has been a software solution on the market for over 39 years. Over 27 of those years they. 
have been focused only on the higher education market and today Datatel is the only software solution that on 
the market that focuses exclusively on higher education as a company: They have a client retention rate of 
98% and are currently being used at 7 40 colleges and universities supporting over 4 million student 
registrations. · 
3. Did the system go through a bid process? How much did this system cost MSU and how much did 
the old AIMS systein cost? 
_The total software application cost including cost for professional consulting services during implementation was 
just over $3 million. The bid process was described in the response to the first question. Over one-half of the 
application cost w~s covered through a competitive federal Title Ill Strengthening Institution grant awarded 
through the Department of Education for over $1.7 million. · 
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I don't have the cost of the old AIMS system but it would not be comparable given the difference in time and 
technology between the two systems. The AIMS system was purchased in 1982 but the company went 
bankrupt in 1983 and MSU formed a company with several other AIMS schools to purchase the full rights to the 
software from the bank so that we could continue to run the software and protect'the investment we had.made 
at that time. Over the next 
20+ years, MSU customized and expanded the AIMS sys_tem to meet unique 
20+ needs and preferences for processing at MSU. 
4. Why was the change made from AIMS to Datatel? 
Because the AIMS system had been in ·place for more than 20 years, the foundational structure on which it 
operated had become outdated and limited the technical staffs ability to continue to maintain it in a functionally 
competitive way as we looked toward the future and the capabilities that were being developed by other market 
applications. The significant level of customization of the AIMS system made the University vulnerable given 
the growth and complexity of the system and also con,sidering the number of key staff who. were knowledgeable 
in the maintenance and use of AIMSwho would soon be eligible for retirement. Key issues where AIMS lacked 
sufficieritlong-term stability are listed in the RiiSE project charter document available on the Administrative 
Computer Applications/RiiSE web site. It was determined that the best long-term strategy for the institution 
would be to retire AIMS an invest in a business partner that could provide MSU with an application that is built 
for higher education using state-of-the-art technology tools and also could insure resources would be available 
for future development of the application. 
' 5. What is appealing about the new system? What are the benefits it has to offer compared to the old 
AIMS system? 
There are many pros and cons when comparing what we see currently with Colleague verses what we had 
developed over 20+ years in AIMS. What is important to understand is that the switch to Colleague puts in 
place a foundation and a business partner committed to long-term development of the application as well as the 
benefit of a strong national user group of other higher education clients using the same software application. 
Colleague is currently just "out of the box" and there are additional add-ons and configuration changes that will 
take place over the next few years that will continue to improve how it serves our specific needs and 
preferences. We had these same issues which are common to any major change experience wt-len we first 
implemented AIMS. The greaiest benefit is the val_ue of stability in using a product common with other 
institutions and that has a corporate commit_ment for future support and development. 
6. As of now, what are the negative (technical difficulties) of the new system? How long approximately 
until th«1 problems are fixed? · 
There are really no specific technical difficulties -other-than the normal issues associated with learning to use 
and administ!lr a system of this size and complexity. Both the technical support staff and the faculty/staff users . 
will need time to master the application and learn to do in Colleague what they had previously done through · 
AIMS: Time and hard work with resolve all of the issues identified to date. · · 
7. Why hasn't everything been switched over to Datatel instead of using AIMS fo~ some services and 
Datatel for the others? · 
The system and database is too large and complex to migrate at one time. The migration process was 
developed in consultation with Datatel experts and·communicated through both the project Charter document 
(available on the web site) and through other campus opportunities for communication. Also, because the 
system is a relational database (meaning one pieces relies on the existence of another) it had to be built in ~n 
order that would facilitate on-going process throughout the implementation period. We started with financial 
systems which had to be in place to bring up Human Resources/Payroll since you have to be able to have a 
general ledger financial system in place to hire and pay employees. The Human Resources system had to be 
in place so that faculty were in the system to build a schedule of courses. Student records were then migrated 
to Datatel so that stud!lnts could register and. be billed for courses -- again requiring the financial system 
already be in place. That is an over-simplified explanation of a very complex relational system structure but 
hopefully paints the picture of why a planned migration over a period of time was necessary. As of fall 2007, 
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the major functional modules are now in place in Colleague. What is left to be migrated is mostly historical data 
such as prior year (non-enrolled) student transcript records, prior year official enrollment files, etc that support 
various reporting needs and student services such as degree audit. 
8. When will the statement of intent be available on-line? 
Statement of intent has now been added and is available for students tci use starting with the spring 2008 
semester. ·The paper process was only a temporary solution for fall 2007 during the conversion process. 
Students that do not process a statement of intent on-line by the deadline date will continue to have their 
schedules dropped so that seats can be made available to other students.needing to reg_ister. 
9. Looking up courses is not user-friendly - what if you don't know the course number? 
You are only required to enter the course number if you are going through "express regi~tration". · 1f you work 
through the "search for sections" option you can pull classes using multiple criteria including course name, See 
the online instructions for "how to register'' for more tips using the registr~tion system, 
10. When looking up courses you are prompted fo enter the course "level" which is c;c;mfusing. 
The "search for sections" utility offers multiple fields to assist with identifying a specific course including . 
identifying a course "level". However, this is .an optional field to assist wi_th narrowing your course selections. It 
is not a required field and can be skipped. See the online instructions for "how to register'' for more tips using 
the registration system. ' " 
11. How can students know when a course is going to be offered? 
. . . ' 
The terms when a course will b·e offered are included in the course descripticin of the Undergraduate Catalog, · 
A roman numbers I, II or Ill following the credit hour indicates the term in which the course is offered each year. 
I = Fall, II = Spring and Ill = Summer. ·· 
12. When will Datatel provide students with an academic checksheet that includes all their previous 
classes? 
Spring 2008 -Academic checksheets (or degree audit) requires transcripts to. be live which 11,1on't happen until 
final grades are posted for fall semester in .early December. Advisors will be trained on usfng the new degree 
audit. in February a~d March so )t can be used for assisting students with advanced registration .in the spring of 
2008, The academic checksheet process for the fall 2007 semester had to be handled using the printed 
checksheet from AIMS for prior work and combined manually with .current semester courses. However, this 
was a one-semester inconvenience that was necessary d·uring the transition period. 
13. Can I apply for a parking permit online? 
The ability for students to apply and pay for a parking permit was a customization unique in AIMS that is not 
currently a service provided in DatateL Until such time as this can be added into Datatel using tools that 
facilitate customizsition or unless we find a third-party solution that will integrate with Datatel, students will need 
to visit the Public Safety office once a year to purchase their parking permit. 
14. Will MSU ever see an online voting process that was structure as effectively as the one we had in 
. AIMS? . . 
Like. with parking permits, online voting was a unique customization developed in AIMS. As resources permit, 
we will either need to find an online voting solution that can be purchased and integrated with Datatel or use 
customization tools to develop this:feature as we did in AIMS. Until that time, a manual voting process will be 
necessary. 
J 
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15. Will oriline h~usi~g applications be available in Datatel? 
I ' .: j
Online housing was another unique customization developed in AIMS. As resources permit, Wf! wiil either need 
to find an online housing application system that can be purchased and. integrated with Datatel or use 
customization tools to develop this feature as we did in AIMS. Until that time, a manual housing application 
process will be necessary, 
16. Undergraduate students could apply for graduate school admissions with ease in AIMS. Is that 
available in Datatel? 
The ability for graduate applications to be processed online will be available in Nov - Dec 2007 when the Active · 
Admissions module goes live. · · 
17. Is it true that all students who live on campus pay for cable tv? With AIMS only the students that 
would be using it'had to pay. Why has that changed? •. 
This is a change in process unrelated to Datatel. Prior to the 2007-2008 academic year, students living in 
residence halls received BASIC cable free and had the option to purchase EXPANDED cable each semester. 
Over 80 percent of the rooms participated in the optional EXPANDED cable service. After discussion of this• 
with the Residence Hall Association in spring 2007, they unanimously voted to support a change that would 
increase housing rates by $10 per semester to cover the subscription cost that would enable the EXPANDED 
cable to be provided to all rooms and avoid the optional sign up process. This change actually creates a 
savings for students living in two-person or private rooms compared to what they would have paid when the · 
service was optional, 
18. Currently, student billing consists of simply a total. There is a need for itemized financial billing. ·:, '· 
information. The bill does not differentiate which part is housing, tuition, fees, etc. Will this. be 
available? 
The online bill only shows a summary balance. However, printed bills which are mailed to the student's · 
permanent address if t~ey owe an outstanding balance and that printed statement show itemized detail. Staff 
· are looking at how the itemized detail might be added to the online billing inquiry in the future. Student's can 
visit or email Accounting and Budgetary Control and ask for_a detail printed statement anytime. · 
19. In AIMS, a student could not change their personal information such as local address, permanent 
add_ress, ad other contact information. Would this be available in Datatel? .', : 
The restriction to prevent students from changing personal information such as name, local and ·permanent 
address is in place due to policy and not technical ability of either AIMS or Datatel. To protect the integrity of , , 
official contact data, the Registrar's Office restricts this change by policy. ' 
20._ Is there a way for students to check their cumulative CPA on Datatel? 
Both. the students cumulative GPA and major GPA will be available on the academic checksheet which will be 
available in spring 2007. 
21. Why ·have the fees for dropping/adding a class shot up to $50 as opposed to the $10 it was last · 
year? · 
It is expected and helpful for·students to have the flexibility to adjust schedules early in the semester and 
students can do that at no cost through the last date posted for adding a class - typically two. weeks into the 
semester. After that tim!J, the $50 drop fee applies. The drop fee was increased from $10 to $50 to modify a 
student behavior w~ich was creating significant inefficiency for the University .. If a student remains in a class· 
beyond the last day to add, that seat goes unused and other students needing the course must wait for another 
semester to enroll. A large number of courses which are full at the start of the semester finish with more than 
one-half of the capacity going unused. Reducing drops will enable the University to fulfill demand for the 
courses with fewer sections which will save resources that can be reallocated for other academic priorities. 
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Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
11-7-07 
Meeting started: 5:05 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Meadows, Rice, and West 
Press in Attendance: Carl Gibson, MSRP and the T'railblazer 
Purpose 
Suspended Business: President Andrews and VP Patrick, VP for Plan., Budget, and Tech. 
President Andrews 
Thanks for inviting us 
Our goal is to better enable student success 
Datatel is an Enterprise System 
Keeps a record of payroll and registering 
We have to switch in steps 
Look forward to it 
VP Patrick 
· Thanks for the opportunity 
Forwarding the questions were very helpful 
History 
AIMS system was at its ropes 
Implemented in 1982 
Average life expectancy is 5-7 years 
AIMS company went bankrupt right after we bought the program 
We bought the right to maintain the software 
The hardware that wrote the system also went bankrupt 
In the 90's we converted to Unix 
The was before we had personal computers and the Internet 
The suggested number of computers is 40 
This was a major blessing and curse 
We are the only one who uses the system 
We were also envied by our peers 
We glove fitted everything, but technology has greatly affected our 
RI 2 SE 
system 
We were at risk of falling behind 
We cannot integrate with other systems, due to no outside help 
Lately, we have had key people who retired and cannot recruit the 
new employees 
Most vendors do not know what AIMS is 
We will miss our unique features, but we have to step back to 
move toward the future 
Datatel was selected to replace AIMS 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
Graduate 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 · 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for·the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this· potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
_. _ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 




We received a Title III Grant 
Received¾ of the funding by the Federal Government 




Had to compile a list of all applications we wanted 
Received five vendor requests 
Broad based selection committee choose 2 vendors 
SAP and Datatel 
Both vendors gave a two-day comprehensive demonstration 
There was a unanimous selection of Datatel by the committee, 
which price was not part of the criteria 
Celebrating their 39th Anniversary and 27th in Higher Education 
Only ERP focused 100% on higher education 
740 colleges support this vendor with 4 million students register 
yearly 
We are the first public institution to use Datatel in the 
Commonwealth. 
They have a 98% retention rate 
Wrote our charter document 
It is available on the web 
Defined the vision, scope, direction, and goals of this project 
Outlined the phases, structure, and guidelines to steer this project 
Assigned ownership and responsibility 
It is going to take a long time to implement 
Records have to be managed 
Working on Communication Management, Report writing, 
analytics, and third party applications 
Some of the applications won't be available until 2009 
It is not going to be perfect 
We are not going to have glove fit applications 
There will be a lot of short run challenges 
Phased implementation 
Third party solutions 
It creates an additional workload to implement 
The workers have done a tremendous job 
It is going to take time to be proficient and maximize the ability to 
configure our needs 
Letter of intent and online holds will be available next semester 
Successes 
We are on time and under budget 
We are reaching our project goals 
Building relationships 
Building a "new generation" of technical users 
!>1011.UIL,\ll STAll L-:,.1\D:."IIT Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
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Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4 .. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1°10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8_ On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it?· 
Yes No 
10_ Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
-Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
We are eliminating risk 
No more in-house staff 
Documentation 
Compliance issue 
Increasing flexibility by decentralized control of processes 
It will set a long-term foundation 
Will we be ready for 2020? 
We will have to buy a system to help the future students 
Expectations 
Fast paced, interactive, artificial intelligence and social engaging 
We are competing against private vendor's websites 
They are setting up a new registration process for the future 
New portal (email, calendar, virtual work groups) 
It will pre-fit your schedule 
Passed our FAQ's regarding Datatel 
Transcripts will be available next semester 
Drop fees will hopefully change student's behavior when they enroll 
President Andrews 
The conversion of an Enterprise system takes thousands of man hours 
"It is a whole lot easier to be a critic than to be a playwright" 
The goal is to improve overall efficiency 
Guest Smith 
Don't have enough information to be a.good advisor 
You should have an informal system for the faculty 
Rep. Hawkins 
What about the advisors waiving prerequisites? 
VP Patrick 
It is tough for advisors to do it the first time 
It might be a glitch 
It is more than likely a training issue and takes time 
Rep. Holden 
Can you view courses for the following year? 
VP Patrick 
With Datatel, we could have the schedules ready for ten years in advance 
It is going t be a change in process 
Rep. Harlow 
In the catalog, some Seniors are eligible to take graduate classes for the 
undergraduate fee, but were bill the graduate fee 
VP Patrick 
They have to apply with the dean to fill out a waiver 
It should have been fixed 
Rep. Ash 
Can you lock out students to register if they i}aven 't seen their advisor? 
VP Patrick 
They can do it now 
Rep. Hille 
Can advisors mass email their advisees? 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
Graduate 
0 (new resident) 1 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table· Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer I Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 




It is more than one click now, but they have that ability 
We are also going to add a picture 
Rep. Kennedy 
Will the unofficial transcript be available? 
VP Patrick 
Will look into this issue? 
Guest Connor 
Will it be integrated with Blackboard? 
VP Patrick 
We are trying to automate the gradebook process and invitation 
Blackboard and Datatel are partners 
Rep. Hardy 
When will it be open? 
VP Patrick 
Between 7:30 and 8:00 
Rep. Fitch 
Why was Datatel launched before it was completely converted? 
VP Patrick 
It is a phased approach 
We don't have enough resources to implement both systems at the same 
time 
Rep. Kennedy 
Any plans to integrate TK20 and Datatel 
VP Patrick 
We use a smaller portion ofTK20 and it would be a minimum use 
Rep. Harlow 
Will this program provide information to ·students? 
VP Patrick 
It will be a filtered system approach (pick and choose what you want to see) 
President Gay 
Will students be able to see their billing 
VP Patrick 
It is only available in a hard copy 
We are trying to see how the best way to implement it online 
President Gay 
Will you be able to see historical documents from AIMS? 
VP Patrick 
We will convert all academic profiles, but not the financial profiles 
We can have our workers access the historical financial records from AIMS 
Rep. Weber 
It takes courage to take the in initiative. Thanks for coming 
President Andrews 
You are ambassadors of the Student Govemement 
Old Business: 
Bill 13, Amending Of the Month Awards Bill 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax. 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
STUVll.',"'f(';O\'fRNMENT ,1.SSOCIATIO:>l: 
Graduate 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being.most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 




VP Stevens called question with no objection 
Bill 13 passes 
New Business: 
Bill 18: Student Lounge Furniture 
Discussion: 
Rep. Hille 
What is the General fund budget 
VP Jones 
$9,179.16 
The money that is being allocated is part of the Student Lounge 
Budget, not General Fund 
Rep. Menville 
Students wanted more couches in our survey 
Rep. Ash 
The Loveseats are similar 
We couldn't order as many couches due to the area 
Rep. Hamilton called question with no objection 
Bill 18 passes 
Bill 19: Fall Break Resolution 
Discussion 
Rep. Ash 




This is a resolution 
If passed, it will be delivered to the Provost and the President 
Rep. Ward 
I thought we have already approved a break? 
Advsior Weathers 
It wasn't official 
President Gay 
We are-concurring with the recommendations by the Student 
Success Task Force 
Rep. Hille 
Student might be scared that the Wednesday will be taken out 
President Gay 
The bill doesn't cause that implication 
It suggests two day be removed from the fall calendar 
Rep. Goldman called question, with no objection 
. Bill 19 passed 
Student Lounge: 
An area that·students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
__ . ...__ 
~Wn.m sv.n. l 1s1,·LRS1n 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
, 2 3 4 s a 7 8 g 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for tl]e use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. \ 
Thank You 
Bill 20: Funding for BCM Pancakes 
Discussion: 
Rep. Ash called question, with no objection 
Bill 20 passed 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seco_nded by Rep. May 




Vice Chairs please give me the minutes 
Preparing the Parliamentary Procedure folder guides 
Committee Chair meeting is this upcoming Tuesday 
Campus Involvement 
Working on three goals 
School Spirit, Green Iniative, can Civic Engagement 
Some of the Student Life members will be at the next Campus 
Involvement meeting 
School Spirit Subcommittee will be Rep. Butler, Johnson, Rosser, and 
Rice 
Sylvia Lovely will be here tonight 
November 28 is the Non-Traditional and Commuter Forum 
11 :30 in the ADUC Grill 
We need to talk about the other constitutional amendments that weren't 
passed 
We will also have a Relay for Life Team 
Student Life 
Rep. Ward is the new Vice Chair 
Continuing our projects 
Talked about our part of the advertisement 
Working on hand sanitizer machines 
Funding and Awards 
We have a proposal and an amendment 
Links to awards on the facebook Group 
There is no table next-week 
The homework for the committee is to come up with five points 
Rep. Hamilton and Pennington is working on the script for the ballgame 
Public Relations 
PR request form is in the office 
Student Lounge 
One proposal 
Student Lounge: ;,ORf.11M11 Sl\lt. l'sr,u,~,n 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and aher classes. STUDE.'-'TGO\ ERJ.l~IENT ASSOCIATIOl<I' 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. g 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Sealing __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Working on fundraising ideas 
VP Harmon 
One item in old business and three items in new business 
VP Jones 
The budget is $9179.16 
VP Hollon 
Working on new tickets for the movies 
We will be giving out a quilt and an "Apathy" shirt at the meeting 
VP Hockenberry 
Sylvia Lovely is today 
Planning for next semester's events 
SAC President, Stewart 
Developed surveys for the concert next semester 
RHA Representative, Jordan 
The Thanksgiving dinner is November 19, 5:00 p.m. in Button 
President Gay 
BSBP 
Went to WKU this past semester 
Met WKU's President 
Constitutional Amendments 
Affect next semester's Constitutional Amendments 
Contacted Advisor Koett 
Conduct 
You all were very prepared today 
No social event, but we could go bowling next week 





Wants to be involved with the community 
Rowan County Christmas is accepting gifts for needy children 
Thinking about finding a foster home to pitch in for a child 
Should focus on middle schools 
Any ideas, let me know 
VP Hockenberry 
RHA participates in Rowan County Christmas 
Each hall gets 2 gifts 
Rep. Weber 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 




0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to contiriue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 "5 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields_ Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Wants to be more involved with the community 
Multicultural Student Services Potluck 
President Gay 
Who want to bring some food to Button next week 
We will go right after the Congress meeting 
Rep. Goldman 










Wednesday, November 7, Sylvia Lovely: Get Engaged, 8:00 p.m. in the Crager . . 
Room 
Wednesday, November 14, Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner, 5:00-7:30 p.m. in 
Button Drill Room 
Thursday, November 15, Chi Omega Follies, 7:00 p.m. in the Button Auditorium 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Arnett, seconded by Rep. Butler 
Meeting ended@6:58 pm 
Student Lounge: 
.:.": --
ll~REl11.1.I) ~hn t1:-1,·1~1n 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. STUPENT GO\'fll)',, M[N'T ASSOCIATIOl'i' 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
· Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Sealing __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
WednesdayrNovember 14, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA Whereas: 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Suspended Business: Monthly Award Recipients 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 















Nov 14 5-7:30 pm 
Nov15 7pm 
Nov 19 5-7:30 pm 
The important thing is to know when to laugh, or since 
laughing is somewhat undignified-- to smile. But the smile 
must be of the right kind must have understanding in it, and 
friendliness, and a good deal of patience. 
- Roderic Owen. author 
Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner 
Chi Omega Follies (Make-A-Wish Benefit) 




•cut to the front of the line with a canned-good donation 
Adjournment 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, October 17, 2007 
SGA Bill 021 
History Club Funding 
WHEREAS: The Funding and Awards Committee is committed to providing financial 
assistance to qualified students organizations; 
WHEREAS: The History Club is hosting a trip to Washington D.C. for twenty-five 
students on twelfth of December through the twentieth; 
WHEREAS: The History Club meets all requirements to receive travel grant match 
funding from the Student Government Association; 
\ 
WHEREAS: The History Club has agreed to host a forum and present the 
Information gained on the trip; 
WHEREAS: The total projected cost of the trtp is $7,393.12 
WHEREAS: The Dean of the Caudill College of Humanities has allocated $500.00 
for the trtp; 
WHERAS: The cost of a weekly Metro pass that each student must have for 
transportation is $22.00; . 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association match the $500.00 
allocated by the Dean for the College of Humanities with funds from the Funding 
and Awards Committee budget to offset transportation costs in Washington D.C. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Funding and Awards Committee 
SI ULlliN I GO\'bl(NMJ N'I ASSOCI/ITIUN 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
11-14-07 
Meeting started: 5:02 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Binion, Dilley, Goldman, Johnson, Meadows, Ward, 
Weber, and West 
Purpose 
Suspended Business (Of the Month Awards) 
Rep. Menville 
Student of the Month 
Sigma Phi Epsilon's Vice President of Risk Management 
Sigma Phi Epsilon's Interfratemal Council's Delegate 
Member ofSGA's Student Court 
Peer Advisor 
Chris Hess 
Senior of the Month 
Business Management Major , 
Delta Tau Delta's Secretary, Intramural's Director, Funding Director 
RA at Mignon Tower 
Scott Cheney 
Faculty of the Month 
Approval of Minutes: 
Committed to the Non-traditional goals 
Advocated for Non-traditional students 
Jackie Scott 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. May 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Stevens 
ADUC will have a lot of High School kids tomorrow 
President Gay; VP Jones, and I attended the Leadership Symposium 
Planned the schedule of events 
Worked on the Assessment plan 
Brainstormed ideas 
City Council 
Met last Monday 
Colonel Baldwin talked about MSU's Business Plan 
Desired to make it more feasible to graduate 
Main goal is to make the student's voice heard 
Committee Chair's Meeting 
Discussed internal planning toward the direction 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 




Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body. of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Proud of all of the committees and keep it up 
Campus Involvement 
Kicked off the Green Team and will bring more details 
Rep. Ellis is the chair 
Funding and Awards 
Presented the awards 
1 proposal 
Met will Matthew Hurley, President of the History Club 
Discussed November awards 
Developed a new attendance policy 
Table signup sheet for November 20 
Doing a mailbox stuffing for Funding applications 
Will meet with the committee after this meeting 
Public Relations 
Our article will run the last week of the semester 
PLEASE GIVE IT TO ME BY 4:30 P.M. 
Working for approval for the board 
Any ideas for the website let VP Harmon or Rep. Kettenring know 
Student Life 
Finalized Trailblazer article 




Finalized the orders for the furniture 
Working on the rules for '.he mural contest 
One proposal . 
Need someone to work the movie 
Have a good Thanksgiving 
VP Jones 
The budget is $9.174.16 
Have a good Thanksgiving 
VP Hollon 
Working on the Free Movie Cards 
If anyone wants to help, please let me know 
Met with Advisor Weathers to discuss a canned food drive to give the 
students a discount on their parking tickets 
VP Hockenberry 
Working on Spring Programs 
Hometown Holiday 
I. We can decorate a storefront before November 29 (free pizza 
and materials necessary 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
STU1>r.,'-IT GOVERNME.Vf ASSOCIATION 
Graduate 
O (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
. 5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead Slate University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table _·_Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
2. Individually, you can help December I from 5-7 or 7-9 
SAC President, Stewart 
SAC is doing the Hometown Holiday November 28 after the SAC meeting 
Holiday Dinner is December 5 
Rock is winning the Contest for the next band at Morehead 
RHA Rep, Jordan 
Going to pass a Fall Break Resolution 
Went to a SACCURH conference and it was good 
I can for the canned food drive will let you cut to the front of the line 
Social Chair, Allen 
Tonight, go to the Potluck Thanksgiving dinner 
Tomorrow is Chi Omega Follies 
President Gay 
Chi Omega Follies 
The money goes toward the Make a Wish Program 
Board of Regents 
We had a work session last Thursday 
Provided a direction for the President and compensation 
This was followed by an Administrative retreat 
We can plan this into our Spring Retreat 
Vacancies 
There are several vacancies 
2 Freshmen, I Sophomore, 2 Senior, I College of Education, I 
College of IRAPP, I Greek 
There have been a lot of people interested so please encourage 
them to come to meetings 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Roderic Owen 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep. Menville 
The Cro~swalk button between campus and Jerry's is gone and if someone 
pushes the button, they get shocked 
SAC should do a mailbox stuffing 
Rep. Fitch 
What is the signup sheet for? 
Rep. Menville 
Of the Month table 
Rep. Hille 
Absences for committees are the same as a Congress 
VP Stevens 
Will talk to Colonel Baldwin about the light and arrow problem 
Old Business: 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
M~illtl.\ll $1ATl. l'M\'LIC>IH 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3· 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 . 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air HockE:Y Table 





Bill 21: History Club Funding 
Discussion 
Advisor Koett 
Is this club a registered organization? 
History Club Representative 
Yes 
Rep. Kennedy 
Was this trip open to everyone? 
History Club Representative 
It was originally going to be for the 15 members, but we opened up 
' 10 more spots 
Rep. Menville 
They are publicizing the 10 spots open to everyone 
History Club is open to all students 
VP Stevens 
The money is going to be covering only the student's metro passes? 
Rep. Menville 
Faculty will have to pay their own way 
It is up to the integrity of the organization to follow through 
History Club Representative 
As far as I know, there will only be one advisor and she has paid 
everything for herself at the last couple events 
Rep. Harlow 
· Where is the rest of the money coming from? 
History Club Representative 
We have to pay a $100 down payment 
Rep. Menville 
They have had multiple of fundraiser 
The events are free, but the problem is the cost of transportation 
I need to see the History Club Representative after the meeting if 
this Bill is passed 
Rep. Hamilton called question, no objection 
Bill 21 passes 
Discussion: 
Rep. Pennington 
Can you put change machines in the Residence Halls 
Announcements 
Wed. Nov. 14 5 - 7:30 Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner Button Drill 
Th. Nov. 15 7:00 p.m. Chi Omega Follies Button Aud. 
M. Nov. 19 5 - 7:30. RHA Thanksgiving Dinner* Button Drill 
*Cut to the front of the line with a canned-good donation 
Student Lounge: MOIU.l!T.\IJ Sl.\11 l 'Sl\'L~ln 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and after classes. STUllU.TGOVEll.l,,~IE.-0- ASSOCrATIO!<i 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
O (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10; 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and -10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
Pool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 




Nearly Naked Mile (Coat Drive) 
Sponsored by Student Ambassadors 
Wednesday, November 28 at 8:30 
You can run a mile on campus and the cost of entry is a coat 
8:30 is the registration and the race will begin at 9:00 
You can also bring coats to the Alumni center beside the BCM/342 
Rep. Ellis 
Can you give a coat and watch? 
Rep. Allen 
Yes and the first I 00 people who donate a coat will receive a free t-shirt 
Rep. Kettenring 
Can these coats be gently used? 
Rep. Allen 
Yes and all of the coats will be donated to the Christian Social Services 
VP Jones 
What is the path? 
Rep. Allen 
Start'at ADUC, go up past Combs toward Mignons, down to Baird and 
backtoADUC 
Rep. Hille 
Monday, Mock International Criminal Court is trying a member from 
Sudan on war crimes 
Rep. Menville 
Ye Olde Madrigal Feast is November 29 - December I 
$30/ticket 
Rep. Harlow 
Non-Traditional I Commuter Forum is Wednesday, November 28 at 11:00 a.m. 
There is also a food drive where all canned food items go to Christian 
Social Services 
There is a box in the SGA office and the boxes will be picked up this 
Monday 
VP Stevens 
There is no meeting next week 
Rep. Hawkins 
There is a Faculty versus Student game of Trivial pursuit today in 112 Rader 
VP Hockenberry 
If anyone is interested in working Hometown Holiday come see me after 
the meeting 
Motion to adjourn by VP Hockenberry 
Meeting ended@5:42 p.rn. 
Student Lounge: 
An area that students can use to relax 
and socialize on campus during free time, 
or breaks between and alter classes. 
Survey for Proposed Student Lounge 
1. Gender: 
Male Female 
2. Age: __ 
3. Classification: 
M0Rllll..\115TAT[ LSl\'WIO 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Graduate 
4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall? 
0 (new resident) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8+ 
5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester? 
Yes No 
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for you? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you 
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would 
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use 
of the entire student body of Morehead State University? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it? 
Yes No 
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games 
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge? 
P_ool Table Board Games 
Pinball Machine __ Vending Machine 
Television Foosball Table 
__ Ping Pong Table __ Computer/ Wireless Connection 
__ Comfortable Seating __ Air Hockey Table 
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list 
them below. 
Thank You 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Reports 
Executive VP 
Wednesday, November 28, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
SAC 






Gretzky lead the NHL in goals, shots; and missed shots. In 
order to be great you must be willing to give it your best shot 
... without fearing failure. 
None 
New Business 
Bill 022 Congress Member Appointments 
Discussion 
Non-Traditional Student Forum 
Spring Break, Spring Back 
Open 
Announcements 
W Nov 28 · 830pm Nearly Naked Mile (Coat Driv~) 
Th Nov 29 430pm Holiday Tree Lightning Party 
Th Nov 29 6pm Jenny Wiley Theatre Troupe, 'Tribute To Christmas" 
Th-Sa Nov 29-Dec 1 7pm Ye Olde Madrigal Feaste (Reservations required) 




Rowan Co. Library 
Crager Room 
M' Conf. Center 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 






BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA Bill 022 
Congre~s Member Appointments 
There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to 
maintain a full capacity; 
The following candidates have met the qualifications 
for appointment to SGA Congress; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest 
in serving in the following capacities; 
Kelly Gruber, Freshmen 
Chris Hess, Sophomore 
Benji Conner, Greek 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the 
respective positions; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, 
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution, ratify the 
appointments of the aforementioned students to the 
respective positions. 
SI ULJ11N l GoVl'ltN~lt•N I' ASSOGIAI JON 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Meeting started: S :02 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
11-28-07 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Binion, Dourson, Stevens 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Hamilton, seconded by Rep. May 




Met with Mike Haynes and Tony Johnson 
Working on nutritional menus 
Online menus 
Experimenting with having Alumni opened until 10 on Friday and 
Saturday 
Will be giving soy milk 
Working on a market match survey 
Working on tailgating questions 
In discussion, will be asking three questions 
1. Suggestions on meals for HomeZone 
2. Adding a stirfry area 
3. Adding a mini Java City to ADUC 
Funding and Awards 
Worked table scheduling 
Received a funding request 
1 proposal 
The homework was giving me your schedules 
Public Relations 
Revising articles for the newspaper 
It will be in next week's TrailBlazer 
Working on updates to the website 
If you see any changes, please let Rep, Kettenring know 
Campus Involvement 
Discussed school spirit 
January 17 will be our White-Out 
We will try to have some competitions 
Discussed the green initatives 
Student Lounge 
Decided on the paint color and told Physical Plant 
VP Harmon 
2 proposals 
Rep. Hamilton and Cromer will be working the movies 
VP Jones 
The budget is $9,174.16 
VP Hollon 
Going to meet with Chief Kline on the canned food drive for next semester 
Discount cards 
Talked to Jami Hornbuckle 
1500 cards will be less than $400 
VP Hockenberry 
Hometown Holidays 
Walking down after the meeting 
We should be done by the Nearly Naked Mile 
SAC Holiday Party 
This Thursday, we will need people to work a table where kids 
make pipe cleaner ornaments 
Will be working on a blood drive for next January 
SAC President, Stewart 
Tree Lighting Party is tomorrow at 6:30 
Next Wednesday, we will have a free Holiday dinner at 7:00 in the ADUC Lobby 
Elf will be shown at 8:00 
Look for another event next week 
RHA Representative, Jordan 
Met with Mike Walters and Gene Caudill 
Discussed the future of our campus 
Working on programs for next semester 
Social Chair, Allen 
Hometown Holidays will be the event for the week 
We are also taking on two kids 
President Gay 
They are in Shriners and have made a wish list 
It will cost about $30 per kid 
Please give money to President Gay, Rep. Allen, or Rep. Weber 
One proposal for appointments 
Associate Rep. Westendorf Project 
Christmas for troops 
Students can write letters and give non-perishable items 
This will be shipped to the troops 
Socks are a necessity lately 
Will have a box to out the items in 
White-out 
Please tell all of your constituents 
We will be giving out 2000 t-shirts January 17 
Emerging Leadership Symposium 
There will be break out sessions, like Dining Etiquette 
This will be for Freshmen and Sophomore emerging leaders 
Congress Member of the Week 
Been on Congress for a few years 
Served as the Physical Plant Liaison on the Student Life committee 
This person keeps me in the loop 
Is willing to go out of her way 
Also nominated an Executive 
Rep. Courtney Ward 
Gay Quote of the Week by Wayne Gretzky 





Bill 22: Congress Member Appointments 
Discussion 
Candidate Gruber 
Interested in being involved with SGA 
Candidate Hess 
Third year sophomore 
Have been to a lot of these meetings 
Candidate Conner 
Theta Chi 
Lost to Fmr. Rep; Goldman for the Greek Rep. in the Congress 
Elections 
Want to facilitate Greek life with SGA 
Rep. Menville called question, with no objection 
Bill 22 passed 
Bill 23: Funding for Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Motion made by Rep. Menville, seconded by VP Hockenberry 
Discussion 
Guest Allen 
The show is this Monday at Button Auditorium 
Called "Don't Forget to Laugh" 
All of the proceeds go to research for Alzheimer's 
Bringing comedians 
So far have raised $300 and still need $200 
Rep. Bishop 
You know this is a reimbursement process? 
Guest Allen 
We will pay for the PA equipment after the show 
Advisor Koett 
You may not need to rent the equipment for Button 
Advisor Weathers 
That is an expense you don't have to have 
Rep. Arnett 
Where is the money coming from? 
Rep. Menville 
It is from the General fund 
Rep. Pennington called question, with no objection 




It was an informal meeting 
Mainly individual concerns 
Three main areas of focus 
Rep. Arnett 
l. Lounge 
2. Commuter bus inconsistency 
a. Bus is only intended for commuters 
3. Lack of communication 
a. Repeat class forms 
We can direct the lounge concern toward the Student Lounge 
Committee 
Rep. Menville 
Talked to the Eagle Project Secretary 
Rep. Harlow 
She was open with sharing a lounge 
Non-Traditional Students are singled out 
It would be good to include a microwave, locker system, 
and a fridge 
Separating the lounge is a bad idea (waste of time) 
It would be better to place few lockers in the class buildings 
President Gay delegated to the Student Life committee to work on the locker 
situation 
Spring Break, Spring Back 
President Gay 
There are two, maybe three ideas 
l. Hazelgreen Academy 
Creating a system to bus students out to WolfeCounty 
Dorms won't be open until April 
Will work on the auditorium 
Purchasing a new curtain 
2. Chicago 
1 5 person cap 
Working in a soup kitchen and something similar to the Big 
Brother, Big Sister system 
3. Working with Habitat for Humanity to build a house 
What are your feelings? 
Rep. Menville 
Last year, we had ·a group sent to Louisville and that was in Kentucky 
President Gay 
Cost of Hazelgreen will be about $25 and Chicago will 
approximately be $ 160 
Rep. Ward 
Last year, the Hazelgreen trip was cancelled 
President Gay 
We are also focusing on the Regional Stewardship campaign 
Last year Louisville and Gulfport were full, but Hazelgreen was 
cancelled 
Rep. Bishop 
Will the students stay in their dorm rooms? 
Advisor Weathers 
Year around housing and apartments yes 
We will need to check on the other dorms 
Rep. Pennington 
Students desire to get away from Morehead 
If we have to have a trip in this area, then there needs to be a group 
outing one night 
Rep. Holden 
Since Chicago is only a 15 person trip, will there be any other 
locations? 
President Gay 
It was originally intended to have 40 spots, but another group made 
25 reservations 
Rep. Ellis 
The Hazelgreen trip could be an asset 
Some people don't want to travel 
Rep. Bishop 
What is the capacity for the Hazelgreen trip? 
President Gay 
The only problem wo_uld be transportation 
Any other ideas/suggestions, please let me know 
Student Life/Dining Questions 
Rep. Ward 
Suggestion for meat idea at HomeZone? 
Steak 
Are you interested in Stir-fry addition? 
A majority of Representatives were in favor 
Are you interested in a Mini Java City in ADUC? 
A majority of Representatives were in favor, but more people were 
in favor of the stir-fry option 
Any ideas/suggestions, please let me know 
Rep.Holden 
A lot of people told me that they want the salad bar back 
Rep. Ward 
Surveys last year said the students wanted a more of a Grab and 
Go Option 
Sales in salads have tripled 
If they went back to the salad bar, have to sell it per ounce 
Rep. Pennington 
There is a problem with not being able to get quarters for laundry . 
President Gay delegated to Student Life 
Announcements 
Wed., Nov. 28 
Thur., Nov. 29 
Thur., Nov. 29 
Nov. 29 - Dec. I 
Wed., Dec. 5 
Rep.Allen 
Nearly Naked Mile (Coat Drive) 
Holiday Tree Lightning Party 
Jenny Wiley Theatre Group 
Ye Olde Madrigal Feaste 
Jonathan Miller Presentation 
8:30 at ADUC Lawn 
4:30 at ADUC Lobby 
6:00 at Rowan Co. 
Library 
. 7:00 at the Crager 
Room 
6:00 at Morehead CC 
First I 00 people who donate a coat will receive a free t-shirt 
Rep. Menville 
Language of Angels performance, this Thursday- Saturday at 7:30 p.m. 
Matinee this Sunday at 2:00 
Rep. Conner 
Theta Chi also has a canned food drive 
This Tuesday, we are having a flag football at Jayne Stadium 
VP Harmon 
Need to see the newly elected Representatives 
Motion to adjourn by VP Harmon, no objection 
Meeting ended@S:59 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, December 5, 2007, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission statement . 




VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 















W Dec5 6-Bpm J. Miller, 'What Kentucky Can Learn from China' 
Lisa Hinkle's Birthday 
Morehead Conference Center 
F Dec 14 
Th Jan 17 730pm WHITEOUT! MSU Basketball v. Samford MC 
Attitude 
The longer I live, the more I realize the impact of attitude on life. Attitude, to me, is more important than facts. It is 
more important than the past, than education, than money, than circumstances, than failures, than successes, than 
what other people think or say to do. It is more important than appearances, giftedness or skill. It will make or 
break a company ... a church ... a home. The remarkable thing is, we have a choice everyday regarding the 
attitude we will embrace for that day. We cannot change our past. .. we cannot change the fact that people will act 
in a certain way. We cannot change the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on the one string we have, 
and that is our attitudes ... I am convinced that life is 10% what happens to nie and 90% how I react to it. And so it 
is with you ... we are in charge of our attitudes. 
-Charles Swindoll 
S1 UUl:N'J' GO\'ERNME!'\T ASSOCJ.'\TION 
Meeting started: 5:05 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
12-5-07 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Binion, Jordan, and Pennington 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business: 




Has help 27 Student Congresses 
Worked with 25 Student Body Presidents 
Support to Student Service 
Very enthusiastic 
Student Congress of 1998-1999 acknowledged her 
Sue Townsend 
Spring Retreat 
It will be here in ADUC on January 25, 2008 (Friday) 
We will reassess the organization 
This is the last meeting and everyone has done a greatjob 
Emerging Leadership Symposium 
Finalized the facilitator, logo, luncheon, and breakout sessions 
Received support from the Provost ( excused absenqe) 
Discussion, we will have an assessment session 
Campus Involvement 
Focused on environmental awareness 
Met will April Haight Tuesday 
Tell everyone you know about the whiteout 
Funding and Awards 
We had a funding request, and decided not to pass it onto congress 
1 amendment 
Working scheduling meeting time and date for next semester 
Public Relations 
Done with the newsletter 
PR the whiteout 
PR Alumni will be open until 10 on the weekends next semester 
Student Life 
There is not enough room to put a chip reader in the 24 A TM building 
All buildings will be closed December 22- January 1 
The· lockers are not in use due to a safety issue 
Schedule changes were due to the registrar 
Wrong fees, so had to drop every student 
Student Lounge 
Furniture will be in by the middle of January 
VP Stevens 
If you are interested in being the chair of the Student Life Committee, fill 




Rep. Hamilton, VP Stevens, and VP Jones will be doing the movies 
tonight 
Passed out a sign-in sheet for next semester 
VP Jones , 
The budget is $8,974.16 
Met with Jo_hnson County Middle School Student Council told them it was 
great to get involved 
VP Hollon 
Talked to the University Police Department 
Our advertisement fs in the Trailblazer this week 
VP Hockenberry 
The Blood Drive is this January 
SAC President, Stewart 
Tonight we will have a free dinner for all student then we will show Elf 
Social Chair, Allen 
Collecting money for Adopt a Child 
Passing around Christmas treats 




The President's Cabinet approved the resolution to support a Fall 
Break 
The exact day won't be known until mid-January 
Met with CPE interim chairmen, Cowgill, and all of the University 
Presidents 
First time we have had a unified legislative agenda 
BSBP committed our support to the University Presidents 
Haven't set the date for the rally 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep.Ash. 




Amendment to Bill 23 
Moved to strike in the Be it Proposed section "General tund" and replace 
it with Funding and Awards Committee budget" 
Discussion 
VP Stevens 
Can you explain the mistake? 
Rep. Menville 
TKE approached us on time 
It was a last minute detail 
A student organization needed·funding 
Rep. Hamilton called question, no objection 






Please fill it out objectively 
This will help make our organization better 
To keep it anonymously, don't put your name on it 
Announcements 
Wed., Dec. 5 Jonathan Miller presentation, 
Conference Center 
Thur., Jan 17 Whiteout, MSU Basketball v. Samford 
President Gay 
6-8 at the Morehead 
5:15 at the AAC 
The box for the Christmas for our troops is in the SGA office 
Rep. Allen 
We adopted 2 Shriner's children 
Thomas and Stacy 
We will give the gift to them at the Shriner' s Christmas dinner this Friday 
at Rowan County Middle School 
President Gay · 
Plug the Whiteout as much as possible 
Rep.Arnett 
The Campus Involvement committee will be Mondays at 5:30 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Bishop, seconded by Rep. Hamilton 
Meeting ended@5:48 pm 
\ 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
· SGA Congress Meeting 
Call ta Order 
Rall Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Reports 
Executive VP 
Wednesday, January 16, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Committee Chairs: Student Lile, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
. VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 








"Never underestimate the ability of a small, dedicated 
group of people to change the worla. Indeed, it is the 
only thing that has ever changed the world." 
·, . -Margaret Meade 
Bill 024 Congress Member Appointments 






Th Jan.17 12:30 pm_ 
Th Jan. 17 5:15 & 7:30 pm 
M Jan. 21 6:30 pm 
T Jan.22 10am-6pm 
Adjournment 
Jaime EIiis's Birthday 
"WHITEOUT' Pep Rally 
Eagle Basketball v.' Samford "WHITEOUT" 
Martin Luther King Jr. March & Celebration 





Morehead State University Student Government Association 






• BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA Bill 024 
Congress Member Appointments 
There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
II is vital for the success of the organization ta 
maintain a full capacity; 
The following candidates have met the qualifications 
for appointment to SGA Congress; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest 
in serving in the following capacities; 
Chris Westendorf, At Large 
Jessica Hall, Freshmen 
Jahn Spalding, Junior 
Matt Hitchcock, Senior 
Heather Pennington, College of Education 
Mike Frazier, Graduate 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the 
respective positions; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, 
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution, ratify the 
appointments of the aforementioned students to the 
respective positions. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 
SI UIJP.N I GOVlmNMht-'I' ASSOCIAI ION 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday,January16,2008 
SGA Bill 025 
11 th Hour Movie License 
Whereas: The SGA Campus Involvement Committee - Environmental 
Involvement Sub-Committee is engaging students in 
environmental issues. 
Whereas: Thursday January 31, 2008 colleges across the country will 
be participating in the Great American Teach-In; focusing on 
Global Climate Change. 
Whereas: The SGA will be partnering with the Center for 
Environmental Education for several screenings of the movie 
- The 11th Hour. 
Be it Proposed: That the Student Government Association ratifies the 
allocation of $250 from the Campus Involvement Committee 
Budget to help fund the licensing fee required to screen the 
movie. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Meeting started: 5 :00 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
1-16-08 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Kennedy, Newby, Pennington 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Ash, seconded by Rep. Kettenring 




Vice Chairs, please give me your minutes 
If you need to be on a new committee due to a conflict in scheduling, see 
me after the meeting 
Next Friday will be the Spring Retreat from 4-9 on the third floor of 
ADUC 
Campus Involvement 
We meet 5:30 on Mondays 
The Whiteout game will be this Thursday 
I proposal 
February is Civic Engagement Month for SGA 
March we will focus on volunteerism 
Funding and Awards 
We meet every Tuesday at 5:30 
We are going to stuff envelopes to pass out funding packets 
Need to figure out a due date for the Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Anyone coming in 10 minutes late will be considered absent 
Public Relations 
Out committee meeting will be every Tuesday at 5:30 
To PR the Whiteout, we will pass out papers 
Working on publicizing Grillworks opening later 
Student Life 
We will meet after this meeting around 6:00 
Emergency light behind Breck is now fixed 
We will have a Student Concerns table and there is a link on the website 
Tell everyone about the Grill will be open until IO on the weekends 
Student Lounge 
We will meet every Monday at 4:30 
Furniture will come in at the end of the month 
VP Stevens 
Make sure all of the new candidates see me after this meeting 
VP Harmon 
Movies 
Passed around a sign-up sheet 
Rep. Gruber and Spalding will be ,working it and the Advisor will 
be Thomas 
2 Proposals 
I also need to see the candidates after the meeting 
VP Jones 
Hoped everyone had a great break 
The budget is $8,873.16 
Committee Chairs need to see me after the meeting 
VP Hollon 
The Pep Rally will be tomorrow at 12:30 




Glad to see everyone 
Blood Drive 
The goal is to have 110 people donate blood 
All of the Blood goes to the Kentucky Blood Center 
Come to the Whiteout 
January 29, SAC will be giving away prizes 
Two $200 Buffalo Wild Wings gift certificates 
Two $300 MSU Bookstore Gift cards 
We will not go to any conferences due to the budget deficit 
Working on programs 
Social Chair 
Donated money to the Shriners club for two Shriners kids 
They were very appreciative and got all of the presents they 
wanted 
I, 
If you have any suggestions for social events, let me know 
We will also have a Relay for Life team 
The Whiteout will be the Social event 
President Gay 
Budget cuts 
This will be a crucial year for the Rally 
This is going to be a great opportunity for agency bonding 
Going to meet with several key legislators 
The Rally will be February 19 or 20 
Whiteout 
Excited for the Pep Rally 
Men's and Women's Basketball team will be there as well as the 
Cheerleaders 
They are traveling to Florida this weekend to 
compete in the National Championships 
Need two people to help move a basketball goal to ADUC 
There are some openings for Student Court 
Washington Leadership Institute has an internship opportunity 
It is Jaime Eilis's birthday today 
Congress Member of the Week 
Very diligent 
Strong communicator 
Seeks feedback frequently 
Revitalized the newsletter 
Representative Heather Kettenring 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Margaret Meade 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep. Bishop 
On the 29, will SAC be raffling off the prizes? 
SAC President, Stewart 




Bill 24: Congress Appointmets 
Discussion 
Candidate Westendorf 
Junior Marketing Major 
Former Student Concern and Advocacy Committee Chairman 
Former Campus Involvement Vice Chair 
Worked with the Campus Involvement Committee last year 
Candidate Hall 
Freshmen 
Been to a Jot of meeting last semester 
Wants to help make a change 
Candidate Spalding 
Was on SGA last school year 
Last year was the Vice Chair for the Public Relation Committee 
Candidate Hitchcock 
Senior and President Gay asked me to do it 
Candidate Frazier 
Graduate representative 
Advocate of Social Government 
Rep. Hamilton called question, with no objection 
Bill 24 passed 
Bill 25: 11 th Hour Movie License 
Discussion 
Rep. Ellis 
This should be a big deal 
VP Harmon 
Can you please describe the event? 
Rep. Ellis 
There are going to be 3 movies shown 
The first one, 11 th Hour chronicles Global Warming and has been 
out for 6 months 




It is January 30 in Breckinridge 002 at 4:45 - 6:45 
At 6:50 there will be a quick film on the overpopulation issue 
7:00 will be a film about the 2% increase in population 
8:45 will be the second showing of the 11 th Hour 
If this bill passes, then we will pay ½ of the cost 
Rep. Westendorf called question, with no objection 




The crosswalk between West Mignon and Breckinridge Hall is a 
place where cars do not let pedestrians cross safely 
Open Positions on Congress 
President Gay 
There are currently one Senior and one College of !RAPP positions open 
Open 
If you know of anyone who would fill this spot, let me know 
Rep. Ellis 
January 31, we will cosponsor a Global Climate voting referendum 
If you have any ideas, let me know 
Energy conservation blog will have new entries next week 
Rep. Menville 
We should challenge everyone to nominate award recipient 
They are still available online 
VP Stevens 
Have you streamlined the awards to make it more user-friendly? 
Rep. Ash 
What happens if the student doesn't know the nominee's ID? 
Rep. Menville 
We try to" make sure they have a phone number to contact that 
person 
· If you have any suggestions, let me know 
Advisor Koett 
Chief Kline is resigning, so SGA should recognize him 
VP Hockenberry 
January 31 is the Soul Food Dinner 
Rep. Ellis 
Many teachers will be focusing on Global Warming 
Announcements 
Thursday, Jan. 17 
Thursday, Jan. I 7 
Monday,Jan. 21 





Whiteout Pep Rally ADUC Lobby 
Whiteout game v. Samford AAC 
MLK Jr. March and Celebration Bell Tower 
SGA Blood Drive Button Drill 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Holden 
Meeting ended@5:48 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
. Wednesday, January 23, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Suspended Business- Monthly Award Recipients 
Approval of the Minutes 
Reports 
Executive VP 
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP forPublic Relations 








"Everybody can be great,• 
because everybody can serve." 
- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 






T Jan. 29 
T Jan.29 
W Jan. 30 







SGA Sprtng Retreat 
SAC ATTACK MSU Basketball vs. TN Tech. 
Gov. Beshear presents budget message 
Soul Food Dinner and Trtvia Game 






How will activities in Frankfort Impact MSU? . 
Visit: www.moreheadstate.edu/legislativeupdate/ 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, January 23, 2008 






BE IT PROPOSED: 
Congress Member Appointments 
There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to 
maintain a full capacity; 
The-following candidates have met the qualifications 
for appointment to SGA Congress; 
The following candidates have expressed an Interest 
in serving in .the following capacities; 
Kirstyn Shea Harris, Junior 
Teresa Hille, Senior 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the 
respective positions; · 
That the SGA Congress, .in accordance with Article V, 
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution, ratify the 
appointments of the aforementioned students to the 
respective positions. 
$ I UD~N l"GOVl,IU~i\11 N'I A/>SOCl/ll ION 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Spring2008 
Semester Final Exam Schedule 
Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
8:00 a.m. to 8:00MWF Reserved for 8:00TTHF 9:lOMWF 
10:00 a.m. No Exams Classes Departmental Classes Classes 
Activities 
10:15 a.m. to 9:10 TTHF 10:20 TTHF Reserved for 10:20MWF 11:J0MWF 
12:15 p.m. Classes Classes Departmental Classes Classes 
Activities 
12:45 a.m. to 11:30 TTHF 12:40MWF 12:40 TTHF 1:S0MWF 1:S0TTHF 
2:45p.m. Classes Classes Classes Classes Classes 
3:00 p.m. to 3:00MWF 4:lOMWF 3:00 TTHF 4:10 TTHF NO EXAMS 
5:00 p.m. Classes Classes Classes Classes 
6:00 p.m. to Exams for Exams for Exams for Exams for NO EXAMS 
9:40 pm scheduled night schedul~d night scheduled night scheduled night 
classes classes classes classes 
1. All final examinations for Main Campus and Regional Campuses courses must be 
administered according to this schedule. 
2. Classes meeting only two days per week should follow the exam schedule but ignore Fridays. 
3. Night class examinations will be at the regular class time during fmal exam week. 
4. Saturday cl.asses will have final exam at the last regular class session on Saturday prior to 
fmal exam week. 
Fall Break 2008 will be held Thursday, Oct. 9 & Friday, Oct. 10 
Meeting started: 5: 02 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
1-23-08 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Butler and Hitchcock 
Purpose 
Suspended Business: Of the Month Awards 
Rep. Menville 
November Student of the Month 
Chair of the Latter-Day Saints 
Pi Kappa Phi member 
Pi Kappa Phi softball 
Work-study at IKON 
CIS Major 
He is a great guy and does a lot of great things 
David Applegate 
November Senior of the Month 
Callie McClain 
3.8 GPA 
Exercise Science Major 
2 interns 
No nominations for November Faculty of the Month 
December Faculty of the Month 
Dr. Susan Cresset 
Teaches 200 students 
Goes out of her way to make a difference 
Solves many students problems 
Very dedicated 
No nominations for December Senior of the Month 
December Student of the Month 
Approval of Minutes: 
TJEvans 
Biology/Philosophy Double Major 
Counselor of upward Bound 
President of the AHSA and Aikido Club 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. May 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Stevens 
Executive Officer Elections 
Retreat 
The election committee convenes in the Spring Semester 
We will appoint the committee earlier 
Passed around a sign-up sheet 
This Friday at 4 in room 301 ADUC 
Mandatory 
We will be providing food which will be funded be Aramark 
Committee Chairs Meeting 
We will meet next Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. 
Public Relations 
Looked at the publicizing materials about the Grill staying open later and 
Screening of the 1 1th hour · 
They will be made by tomorrow 
Talked to Suzette about the board and she said to try to use the one we 
have 
Working on publicizing the Funding and Awards 
Funding and Awards 
Streamlined awards 
Will still send a letter to each organization 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship has been set 
Links are on the facebook group 
We have a funding and awards email - fundingandawards@gmail.com 
Student Life 
Beth Moore is our vice chair 
We will have a Student Concerns table January 28 from 11 :00 - 2:00 p.m. 
Working on the cheating/plagiarism issue 
The TV's in Alumni haven't been programmed yet 
Campus Involvement 
Planned through March 
Listen Up Legislators will be Tuesday, February 12 
11 th Hour screening will be in Breckinridge 002 at different times 
Co-sponsored with the Center for Placement of Education 
Student Lounge 




SAC will be working and I will be the advisor 
If anyone has any ideas for the website, let me know 
VP Jones 
The budget is $8,873.16 
Co-ed Cheerleaders 
8th Consecutive National Championship 
Women placed 2nd 
Trophy presentation will be on February 2 
Budget reduction 
26 staff positions will be frozen until July 
Removed low enrollment classes 
3% reduction in spending 
Rallying will be important this year 
Finals Week Schedule 
There will be no exams on the blocks of 8:00 a.m. Monday, 8:0.0 





College of Education and College·ofIRAPP 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep. Hawkins 
When will they announce the tuition increase? 
President Gay 
They will be voted on the Board of Regents meeting March 8 
Rep. Bishop 
When will the Relay for Life be? 
Rep. Allen 








You have to use flex to purchase fried rice and an egg roll 
Rep. Ward 
Tony wants to meet with the committee 
They need more suggestions for the Homezone 
Rep. Westendorf 
VP Hollon 
Need to take pictures of all the new members next week 
Please dress ;ippropriately 
We will also have a commercial on MSUTV 
VP Hockenberry 
Thanks to everyone who helped with the Blood Drive 
They will come again 
Working on Tunnel of Oppression in the Commonwealth Room 
SAC President, Stewart 
SAC-Attack night this Tuesday 
2 - $200 gift cards to Buffalo Wild Wings 
2 - $300 gift cards to MSU Bookstore 
Feb. 13 - Hype Night 
Laughlin · 
It will be a game night with a lot of fun from 10:00-12:00 at night 
April 23 
SAC Spring Concert - Chamillionaire with Opening Act Black Violin 
RHA Representative, Brierley 
Plans various programs 
Discussing RHA Awareness week 
Social Chair, Allen 
Passed around Relay for Life sign-up sheet 
If yciu have any ideas for a social event, let me know 
President Gay 
Went to the President's Council meeting today 
Emerging Leadership Symposium 
Mike Esposito is spearheading this event 
This is for students who have potential 
There will be an etiquette session for dinners 
100 participants 
Academic Audit 
They are working on the General Education classes and Academic 
Programs 
If anyone is interesting serving on these committees, let me know 
Library Research Paper contest 
Undergraduates only 
$500 prize 
Whiteout / Pep Rally 
Thanks for everyone who attended 
Is there any way to localize a list of all of the available work-study 
positions open? 
Advisor Koett 
There is a committee looking on that issue 
Announcements 
Friday, Jan. 25 
Tues., Jan. 29 
Tues., Jan. 29 
Wed., Jan. 30 
Wed., Jan. 30 
SGA Spring Retreat 
SAC ATTACK MSU B-ball 
Gov. Beshear budget message 
Soul Food Dinner and Trivia Game 
Screening of the 11 th Hour 
4:00 p.m. in ADUC 
7:30 p.m. in AAC 
7:00p.m. 
5:30 p.m. in ADUC 
7:00 p.m. in Breck 2 
Rep. Kettenring 
There will be three movies during the 11 th hour screening 
Rep. Menville 
The Funding and Awards Committee needs to speak with me after this 
meeting 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Hardy, seconded by Rep. May 
Meeting ended@ 5:54 pm 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
· · SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, January 30, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 




Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 








"You can't build a reputation on 
what you're going to do." 
0 Henry Ford 
Bill 026 Congress Member Appointments 
Bill 027 Student Court Appointment 
Discussion 
DZ Great Pretenders 
Open 
Announcements 
W Jan. 30 : 5:30 pm 
W Jan. 30 7pm 
Sa Feb. 2 7pm 
Th Feb. 7 7:30pm 
Adjournment 
Soul Food Dinner and Trivia Game 
Screening of the 11th Hour 
MSU Basketball v. KY Christian 





How will activities in Frankfort Impact MSU? · 
Visit: www.moreheadstate.edu/legislativeupdate/ 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 






BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA Bill 026 
Congress Member Appointments 
There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to 
maintain a full capacity; 
The following candidates have met the qualifications 
for appointment to SGA Congress; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest 
in serving in the following capacities; 
Teresa Hille, Senior 
Kirstyn ·shea Harris, .Junior 
President Gay h_as appointed those listed to the 
respective positions; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, 
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution, ratify the 
appointments of the aforementioned students to the 
respective positions. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 












Be it Resolved: 
Morehead state University 
January 30, 2008 
SGA Bill 027 
Student Court Appointments 
The Chief Justice position on the student court is vacant; 
Lisa Hinkle is qualified to serve on the student court; 
She is willing to accept the position; 
President Gay has appointed her to the respective position: 
Lisa Hinkle, Chief Justice 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article VI, Section 3 of the SGA Constitution, 
ratify the appointment of the aforementioned student to the respective aforementioned 
position. 
Morehead state University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, January 30, 2008 
SGA Bill 028 
Creation of the Center for Student Volunteerism 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 
The SGA works to make the college expertence the best It can be and strives to involve 
students in their community through civic engagement and service 
The Mission of the MSU ASPIRE Strategic Plan states: ' ... MSU pursues academic 
excellence, research, community engagement and life-long learning .. ." 
The Third Core Value of ASPIRE states ' ... Commitment to SCHOLARSHIP, LEARNING 
and SERVICE is embraced .. .' 
Goal 3 slates: We [MSU] wm develop an infrastructure to support a more coordinated 
approach to building partnerships specifically focused on regional stewardship. 
The SGA Campus Involvement Committee, Civic Engagement Team has proposed the 
creation of the Center for Student Volunteertsm. To reside under the supervision of the 
Campus Involvement Committee and the Student Government 
The Center for Student Volunteertsm will serve as the central contact between MSU 
students and not-for-profit volunteer organizations from the MSU Campus Community and 
the surrounding Service Region. 
The Student Government Association fully supports the establishment and operation of the 
Center for Student Volunteertsm. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
1-30-07 
Meeting started: 5:05 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Hess, Hitchcock 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. Menville 






Thanked everyone who attended 
Leadership Evaluations 
Executive Board looked at them earlier this week 
The feedback will help make us a better SGA 
We need to be as transparent as possible 
Committee Chair Meeting 
Met yesterday 
Election Committee 
Convene this week 
Rep. Arnett will be the Election Commissioner 
President Gay will advise them 
Public Relations 
Finished making the fliers for Alumni staying open later as well at the 11
th 
Hour 
Working with the Funding and Awards Committee to publicize the 
Funding Packet as well as the Of the Month Awards 
Homework for the committee is to come up with ideas 
Student Lounge 
Furniture will be in soon 
Mural contest will also start soon 
Student Life 
Had a Student Concerns table 
Working to publicize the Student Concern online link 
We are going to meet with Aramark in committee meeting today 
Campus Involvement · 
Tonight is the Global Warming movie night 
11 th showing will be at 8: 10 
Civic engagement team is working on ideas 
Budget is going to have a critical role 
Listen Up Legislators is February 12 and 18 
Rally for Higher Education is February 20 
Environmental Referendum is going to be online through !RAPP 
http://eec.mo reheadstate.ed u/ surveys/green-voting 
It will run for a week 
Also working on a family game night and a Casino Debate 
Election Committee · 
If you are interesting in serving on a committee, let me know 
Funding and A wards 
Rep. Bishop 
Working with Pauline Young to put an update on the Faculty/Staff 
newsletter 
Rep.Dourson 
Coming up with ideas 
Rep. Hamilton 
He is assigned to print off Award applications 
Will send out the funding packets soon 
Met with RHA today 
Decided to table our funding request 
VP Harmon 
Movie 
Rep. Arnett and Hawkins will be working it, with VP Jones being 
the advisor 
Rally on the Website 
If anyone is interested in going to Frankfort, fill out the application 




Committee attendance is part of the overall attendance, so please 
attend the meetings 
The budget is $10,564.16 
We have also set us a Spring Break, Spring Back fund 
Please register for the rally if you are interested 
VP Hollon 
Food Drive 
Begins February 1, 2008 
Toni Hobbs is making the flyers 
Murray State is also doing a Blue and Gold Ball 
VP Hockenberry 
Casino Debate 
It has tentatively been set for March 12 at 6:30 
If you have any ideas for a panelist, let me know 
Looking for a diverse group 
Blood Drive 
Had 140 people registered 
SAC 
SACAttack - gave out all 4 prizes 
Hype Night has been changed to Sizzlin' Night 
February 13 
Giving away free Frisbees 
RHA 
February 11-13 we are selling flowers 
February 20 - swing dance 
Social Chair 
If anyone is interested in participating in the Rally, let me know 
The Social Event will be the Soul Food Dinner 
President Gay 
Retreat 
Best spring retreat for a long time 
Meeting with Senator Winters, Education Chair 
Rally 
Moving forward on the Agency bond issue (HB 111) 
It is stuck in the Senate 
These bonds will help with the Recreational Center, Housing, and 
Food 
Most important event we do 
We encourage everyone to come 
· Drafting a letter to the Provost, Department Chairs, and Dean 
Congress Member of the Week 
Very interested in school spirit 
One of the first to volunteer 
Went to the Martin Luther King, Jr. event 
Rep. Vincent Butler 
Discussion on Officer 'Reports 
Rep. Hardy 
Ifwe go to the Rally, what should we wear 
President Gay 
Encourage everyone to dress up 
At the Rally, you will talk to your Legislators 
It is important to act and dress professionally 
The registration is on the SGA Website 
Rep. Menville 
You can contact them to schedule a visit 




If you call ahead they will try to schedule a visit 
President Gay 




Bill 26: Congress Member appointments 
Discussion 
Candidate Thompson 
Freshmen, Studio Art major 
Likes to help out 
Rep. Westendorf called question, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Bill 26 passed 
Bill 27: Student Court Appointment 
Discussion 
President Gay 
Former Chief Justice Heinenman decided to resign as Chief Justice 
Candidate Hinkle served as Chief Justice last year 
Candidate Hinkle 
Couldn't stay on SGA due to other commitments 
Helped write election rules 
Rep. Menville called question, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Bill 27 passed 
Bill 28: Creation of the Center for Student Volunteerism 
Discussion 
Rep. Arnett 
This would be the central contact between the students and 
community 
There was a need for contacts (specialized contacts) 
Rep. Hamilton 
What is ASPIRE? 
Rep. Arnett 
It is MSU's Strategic Plan through 2010 
President Gay 
This is a resolution ( official statement of SGA) 
Rep. Arnett 
This is a new concept 
Advisor Weathers 
You need to see what MSU is doing 
This implies a physical location in academic units 
Rep. Harlow 
It shouldn't be called Center 
We need to coordinate with the professors 
Rep. Westendorf 
It should be a Student Volunteerism Board 
Rep. Ward 
Is should be changed to support for student volunteerism 
President Gay 
You should change the title to "Support for Student Volunteerism" 
Rep. Hamilton moved to refer to the Campus Involvement Committee, seconded 
by Rep. Menville 
Motion to refer passed 
Discussion: 
President Gay 
Delta Zeta philanthropy is the Painted Turtle Camp 
Great Pretenders is April 2 at 8:15 and the cost is $15.00 
Rep. Allen 
We should donate to cause 
Rep. Menville 










Soul Food Dinner and Trivia Game 
Screening of the 11th Hour 
MSU Basketball v. KY Christian 
MSU Bask~tball v. Southeast Missouri 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Allen, seco~ded by Rep. Hamilton 
Meeting ended@5:59 pm 
5:30 p.m. in ADUC 
7:00 p.m. in Breck 2 
7:00 p.m. at AAC 
7:30 p.m. at AAC 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, February 6, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Suspended Business- Rally PPT 




Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
SAC ~------------------~ 
RHA "Develop a love and passion for 
Social Chair your community-the place where you live." 




--Excerpts from the 11 th Hour 
Bill 029 Congress Member Appointment 
Bill 030 Rally for Higher Education 




W Feb. 6 6 pm- 7pm MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR MAJ. ISHAM 
Th Feb. 7 7:30 pm MSU Basketball vs. Southeast Missouri 
Sa Feb. 9 4:15 pm MSU Basketball vs. Murray 
M Feb.11 1 :5()..2:50 pm Gen Ed Reform Focus Group: Freshman 
W Feb.13 3-4pm Gen Ed Reform Focus Group: Seniors 
T Feb. 12 11 am-3pm Listen Up Legislators 
M Feb. 18 11am-3pm Listen Up Legislators 










Morehead State University Student Government Association 






BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA Bill 029 
Congress Member Appointments 
There are vacancies _on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to 
maintain a full capacity; 
The following candidates have met the quanfications 
for appointment to SGA Congress; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest 
in serving in the following capacities; 
John Hoggard, Commuter 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the 
respective positions; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, 
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution," ratify the 
appointments of the aforementioned students to the 
respective positions. 
SI UIHN I GOVH!NM~N I' A5~0CIAI !Or,:' 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 





Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, February 6, 2008 
SGABi11030 
Rally for Higher Education Expenditures 
The Board of Student Body Presidents is hosting the Rally for Higher 
Education on February 20, 2008; 
Providing transportation and lunch for students participating in the rally is 
an effective incentive for student participation; 
The projected costs of charter buses ($800 each) and food ($400) will 
accommodate the projected student attendance at the rally; 
Be It Proposed: That the SGA Congress approve the expenditure of $2000 dollars from 
the General Fund to provide transportation, food and drink for the MSU 
students attending the 2008 Rally for Higher Education. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Board 
Meeting started: 5:01 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
2-6-08 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Cromer, Hess, Hitchcock, Stewart, Thomspon 
Purpose 
Suspended Business: Rally for Higher Education PowerPoint 
President Gay 
There could be up to a $172.5 reduction in the public universities' budget 
in Kentucky 
Causes 
Decrease in access to higher education 
Decrease in class sections offered 
Larger class sizes 
Up to $1,400 increase in tuition per year 
Decrease of $555,000 in KEES scholarships 
400 MSU students affected 
What can you do? 
Listen Up Legislators 
February 12 and 18 
Rally for Higher Education 
February 20 
We are the Legislators' bosses 
Rep. Menville 
How many people wjll be there? 
President Gay 
Approximately 1000 
Our goal is to get 100 from each school 
Two years ago, we had 175 people 
Encourage everyone to attend 
Rep. Allen 





Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Hamilton, seconded by Rep. May 




You need to take what we just saw 
If you are interested in presenting this presentation 
Contact the professors 
If you are interested, let me know 
Passes around sheet 
Hoping for the biggest showing in rally history 
Evaluations 
Met with each Committee Chair 
If you want to see the results, let any executive know 
Committee Chair Meeting. 
We are meeting this Sunday 
Mayor Perkins 
The problems that continuously are brought up in Congress, will 
be taken care of 
Going to City Council Meeting 
Any concerns let me know 
Open to the public 
Funding and A wards 
Met with Sigma Gamma Rho at the last meeting 
Changed meeting dates to 5:00 every Tuesday 
Rep. Bishop is getting information updated 
PR gave us flyers 
They will be up through campus tonight 
Working on coming up with Congress Member of the Year 
Of the Month Awards will be presented this next week 
Maybe do a new idea of an appreciation award 
Looking through the funding packet 
$ Bill Campaign 
Probably be with the FAFSA deadline 
Rep. Dourson is working on F AFSA initative 
Student Lounge 
Furniture was in Monday 
Working with PR on the Mural contest 
Student Life 
Met with Aramark Representatives, Anthony Johnson, Phillip Keeton, and 
Melinda Johnson 
Update 
Not happy with Alumni Grill, so brought in a chef 
2 special event nights at Alumni each Month 
If you are interested in serving on the food committee, see Phillip 
Keeton 
Run an advertisement in the newspapers 
Working on a survey this week 
Meeting tonight at 7:30 
Everyone who attends will receive a Wal-Mart gift card 
Changing Table 
There will be some in ADUC, and maybe other locations if there is 
money in the budget 
Public Relations 
Gave flyers to the Funding and A wards Committee 
Working on the Mural Contest 
Spring Break, Spring Back 
Table with movie and some pictures 
Working on board outside of Student Activities Council 
Listen Up Legislators/ Rally for Higher Education 
Pamphlet 
Maybe do a newsletter in Trai!Blazer 
Campus Involvement 
Listen Up Legislators 
Not going to send around a sign-up sheet 
Expect everyone to be there 
One of the most important events in SGA 
Civic Subcommittee 
Making a large foam poster will 3 bills 
HB177,lll 
It will be a mass petition 
Environmental Awareness Subcommittee 
Meeting biweekly 
School Spirit Subcommittee 
Working on ideas for all home games 
Election 
Meeting Thursday@5:10 
Discuss dates for the election 
Proposal next week . 
VP Harmon 
Rally 
20 people have signed up for the Rally 
Please invite all of your friends to come to the Rally 
Movie 
Rep. Y arawsky and Hille will be working the movies 
President Gay will be advising 
3 proposals today 
VP Jones 
The budget is $ I 0,564.16 
Committee chairs need to see me after the meeting 
VP Hollon 
Food Drive 
If you want more information, come see me after the meeting 
Going to speak with Jason Blanton to write a press release 
Also, tell your classes 




Changed to March 26 
Working on panelists 
Any suggestions, let me know 
Spri,ng Break, Spring Back is available online 
SAC President, Stewart 
Wednesday, February 13 is Sizzlin Night 
I 0:00 - 12:00 at Laughlin 
February 27 we will have a comedian 
RHA Representative, Jordan 
You can buy a flower for a loved one for $1.00 
Social Chair, Allen 
Relay for Life is April 2 
Delta Zeta Lipsync is April 2 
Passed around a signup sheet 
Basketball games will be our social event 
Next week will be Sizzlin Night 
President Gay 
Program Review 
Freshmen - February 11 
Senior - February 13 
Open positions 
Junior, Graduate, 2 College of Education, 2 College ofIRAPP 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Excerpts from the 11 th Hour 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep. Menville 




Bill 29: Congress Appointment 
Discussion 
Candidate Hoggard 
Senior Communications major 
Want to help SGA and better myself 
Rep. Westendorf moved to approve, seconded by Rep. May 
Bill 29 approved 
Bill 30: Rally for Higher Education Expenditures 
Discussion 
Rep. Westendorf 
When will we consolidate the budget? 
President Gay 
It will be much later in the semester 
Rep. Hamilton 




What kind of food will be there? 
VP Jones 
We are getting pizza 
Rep. Menville moved to approve, seconded by Rep. Hamilton 
Bill 30 approved 
Bill 31: SGA stance_ on 2008 legislation by the Kentucky General Assembly 
Made by Rep. Arnett, seconded by VP Stevens 
Discussion 
Rep. Kettenring 
Why are we opposed to HB 11 (Tuition Freezes)? 
Rep. Arnett 
It is a tough situation 
If the tuition gets a freeze then we will have to cuts some budgets 
Rep. Holden 
Wouldn't the cut be for this year only? 
Rep. Arnett 
It would have a drastic effect on projects that took a long time to 
develop 
Rep. May 
I am opposed to taking a stance on HB 114 ( carry a weapon in a 
vehicle) 
Rep. Arnett 
This is one of the most controversial issues 
I feel it would reduce public safety 
There may be a similar incident to Virginia Tech 
There is no reason to have guns 
VP Stevens 
HB 11 retards growth of the university 
There could be a time where we cut majors 
Rep. Rosser 
If HB 114 goes into effect, then our safety will decrease 
Criminals have weapons 
Guest Burgin 
I don't see why anyone opposes HB 114 
Rep. Hamilton 
HB 111 (using agency bonds) 
There are some students on campus who would want to see the 
tuition not go into organization's funds 
We are here to serve the student 
Rep. May moved to strike HB 114 from Bill 31, seconded by Rep. 
Yarawsky 
Rep. Spalding 
HB 114, if not approved, could have a negative effect on 
the university 
Some people may feel that they lose their freedom of 
speech 
Hinders overall mission 
Rep. Harlow 
Car is locked up doesn't mean anyone can get the gun 
Sometimes a persori' s passion may run high 
Rep. May 
This bill in of extraordinary significance 
We need to pass this bill unanimously 
There is no need to include HB 114 in our bill 
Rep. Rosser 
Criminals have weapons, so why can't we? 
Rep. Spalding . 
People can rob the vehicle and kill a person with someone 
else's gun 
VP Stevens called question, seconded by Rep. Hamilton 
Motion failed 16-18 
Rep. Ward moved to add HCR 7 (task force to study opportunities for 
students with disabilities), seconded by VP Harmon 
Rep. Dourson moved to pass the formal amendment, seconded by 
Rep. Fitch 
Motion approved 
Rep. Dourson moved to passed Bill 31, seconded Rep. Fitch 
Motion approved 25-8 
Discussion 
President Gay 
We have put a lot of energy in the Rally, so please participate 
Rep. Arnett 
Appreciates the discussion on Bill 31 
Discussion has came through 
Hoped this will spark the interest 
Rep. Fitch 
Latin class is dropped 
If anyone is interested, let me or Bryan Maynard know 
VP Jones 
Come see me after the meeting 
Rep. Menville 
Funding and Awards committee need to take flyers 
VP Hollon 
If you have more information on food drive let me know 
Announcements 
Wed., Feb. 6 
Thur., Feb. 7 
Sat., Feb.9 
Mon. Feb. 11 
Wed. Feb. 13 
Tue., Feb. 12 
Mon., Feb. 18 
Wed., Feb. 20 
Memorial Service for Maj. Isham 
MSU Basketball v. SEMO 
MSU Basketball v. Murray St. 
Gen Ed Reform Focus Group: Fr 
Gen Ed Reform Focus Group: Sr 
Listen Up Legislators 
Listen Up Legislators 
Rally for Higher Education 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Meeting ended@6:15 pm 
6:00 p.m. at Crager 
7:30 at the AAC 
4:15 at the AAC 
1 :50 at ADUC 312 
3:00atADUC312 
11 :00 a.m. in ADUC 
11:00 a.m.in ADUC 
1 :30 p.m. in Frankfort 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, February 13, 2008, 5:00 .p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Suspended Business - Monthly Awards 




Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relati9ns 








"'Obstacles don't have to stop you. If 
you run into a wall, don't turn around 
and give up. Figure out how to climb it, 
go through It, or work around it." 
- Michael Jordan 
Bill 0.32 Congress Member Appointments 
Bill 033 Executive Board Election Schedule 
Discussion 
Listen Up Legislators 






Feb. 13 10 pm-Midnight Sizzling Night (Free food, I-shirts, games, etc.) 
Feb.18 11am-3pm Listen Up Legislators 





Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, February 13, 2008 
SGA Bill 032 
Congress Member Appointments 
WHEREAS: There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
WHEREAS: It is vital for the success of the organization to 
maintain a full capacity; · 
WHEREAS: The following candidates have met the qualifications 
for appointment to SGA Congress; 
WHEREAS: The following candidates have expressed an interest 
in serving in the following capacities; 
Tony Spalding, !RAPP 
Chris Burgin, Sophomore 
WHEREAS: President Gay has appointed those listed to lh.e 
respective positions; 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, 
Section 4 of Iha SGA Constitution, ratify the 
appointments of the aforementioned students to the 
respective positions. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 





Morehead State University Student Government Association 
· Wednesday,February13,2008 
SGABill 033 
2008 Executive Board Election Schedule 
The 2008 Election Commission oversees the process of Executive 
Elections; 
The Election Commission has taken into consideration the timing of the 
2008 Executive Election and voter tum-out needs for the executive · 
election process; 
The Election Commission recommends the following schedule for 
conducting the 2008 Executive Election: 
Executive Election Registration of Candidates: March 6th - March 13th 
Mandatory Candidates Meeting: March 13th, 2008@ 5:00p.m. 
Executive Primary Election: April 1•t, 2008 
Executive General Election:_ April 8th, 2008 
Whereas: New Officers will be installed at the 2008 SGA Banquet to be set by the 
Congress and Executive Branch at a later date, rio later than May 10th, 
2008. 
Be it Proposed: That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article VIII, Section 1 of 
the SGA Constitution, approve the aforementioned 2008 Executive 
Board Election Schedule. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Election Commission 
Commissioner, Neil Arnett 
Meeting started: 5 :06 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
February 13, 2008 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Butler, Clark, Connor, and Harlow 
Purpose 
Suspended Business: Of the Month 
Student of the Month 
Raymond Mayers 
Been on the Dean's list 
Delta Tau Delta Recruitment and Academic Affiars Chair 
Historian of Tau Omega Epsilon 
EMS Volunteer 
Senior of the Month 
Jenny Reinhart 
Pre-med. Major and Biology minor 
MSU soccer team 
Been on multiple church missions 
Biology tudor 
Faculty/Staff of the Month 
Former Chief of Police, Joe Cline 
Approval of Minutes: 
Morehead officer since 200 I 
MSU Chief of Police since 2003 
Involved with Anti-terrorism task force 
Future of Kentucky Law Enforcement Committee 
Worked with SGA on campus safety walks 
Made MSU one of the most safest universities 
Motion to approve by Rep. Ash, seconded by Rep. Ward 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Stevens· 
General Education Task Force 
Wants to make student and faculty more accountable 
City Council 
They are having a city recycling route 
Working on painting a lane on the overflow lot 
If you have any concerns, let me know 
Funding and Awards Committee 
There are currently 4 members 
If you are interested in switching, let me know 
Rally for Higher Education Presentations 
12 people are going to an additional 18 classes 
Student Life 
5 goals 
Main priority is working on the emergency weather system 
Public Relations 
Give specific jobs to each member 
Next meeting will be a late one 
Campus Involvement 
Listen Up Legislator 
Election 
We had a bad location yesterday 
Goal is to get 1000 letters signed by tomorrow 
You need to push people to write letters 
Passed around sign up sheet 
One proposal 
Working on amendments concerning absentee voting ( secure issue) 
Student Lounge 
Figuring out a·way to hang jerseys 
Working on a name (Beaker Lounge) 
Funding and Awards 
Chris Hamilton is the new vice chair 
The goal is to discuss money grant for Congress Member of the Year 
Teresa is working on a table tent 
Send links to funding packets to students 
Letters have been sent 
Need more nominations 
VP Harmon 
2 proposals 
Rally for Higher Education 
82 have signed up, with 77 people signed up to ride the bus 
Movie Night 
VP Jones 
Rep. Hardy and Butler are working the movie 
VP Hollon is the advisor 
The budget is $8,486.51 
Please register for the Rally 
VP Hollon 
Working on a big slot machine for the debate 
The rally will be on the bird 
VP Hockenberry 
Casino Debate 
March 26 at 6:30 
Need panelist 
People at the gun show will be there to help set up at the Conference Center 
February 22 and 24 
Need help unloading the trucK 
SAC 




February 20, 8:00 - 12:00 
Working on publicizing Spring Break, Spring Back 
Social Chair, Allen · 
Relay for Life 
Please register on the Relay for Life Website 
Working on fundraising ideas 
Delta Zeta Lip Sync 
• Sizzlin Night is our social night 
President Gay 
Washington DC Center Internship 
More information, let me know 
Rally for Higher Education 
You can register at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga 
Please wear your lanyards 
Be good stewards 
Listen Up Legislators 
Wear your lanyards and look nice 
Frankfort 
Spent the past couple of days in Frankfort 
Both meetings are scheduled for next week 
Congress Member of the Week 
Attended all of the University committee meetings 
Willing to volunteer 
Taken initiative 
Very involved on the committee 
Willing to speak his mind 
Rep. Chris Hamilton 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Michael Jordan 




Bill 32: Congress Member Appointment 
Discussion 
Candidate T. Spalding 
Didn't know much about Morehead earlier 
Want to be part of it 
Candidate Burgin 
Third year student 
Want to make changes on campus 
Rep. Menville moved to approve, seconded by Rep. Ash 
Bill 32 approved 
Bill 33: Election Schedule 
Discussion 
VP Harmon 
What are the exact days on the bill 
Rep. Arnett 
Sign-ups will be from a Thursday-Thursday • 
Candidates Meeting will be Thursday 
Elections will be on a Tuesday 
Rep. Ash 
What about the situation? 
Rep. Arnett 
The main issue is the Board of Regents hasn't approved the 
Constitutional Amendments 
We are going to start sign-ups early because we feel the Board will 
not be in opposition 
This would give more transition time 
This will also help that people not on SGA can run 
Rep. Westendorf moved to approve, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Bill 33 approved 
Discussion: 
Listen Up Legislators 
President Gay 
Please fill out two letters and return to Rep. Arnett 
Send one to the House of Representatives and one to the Senate 
If you are from another state, use campus address 
Rally for Higher Education 
President Gay 
Please bring your ID 
Dress professionally 
Buses will load at 7:45 a.m. and leave from the Laughlin/Cartmell 
parking lot around 8 :00 
Projected to arrive at I 0:00 
Open 
,\ ,' 
If you aren't from Kentucky, speak to local representatives 
Be respectful 
Rally will begin at 1 :30 
Governor Beshear will speak 
Theme is don't balance the budget on our backs 
Don't bring sticks 
Rally. will last a half hour 
After the rally, we will have a group photo 
Return between 4:00 and 4:30 
VP Jones 
If you had a cooler to put some pop and water, that would be great 
President Gay 
We will have pizza and drinks 
Advisor Koett · 
We will have the signed excuse absence letters when we leave for 
the rally 
Rep. Arnett 
If you want to help stuff envelopes after our meeting, that would 
be great 
Our goal is 1,000 signed letters 
President Gay 
Talk to everyone 
Rep. Ellis 
Go around to people who aren't in ADUC 
Rep. Hamilton 
Should we give an award (scholarship) to SGA Member of the 
Year? 
Rep. Ellis 
Would it be a gift card? 
Rep. Y arawsky 
It wouldn't represent the entire student body 
Rep. Hamilton 
It isn't a funding request 
Rep. Arnett 
SGA should reach out to the students 
President Gay 
Congress Member _of the Year is elected by the members 
Advisor Weathers 
You shouldn't call it a scholarship 
Advisor Koett 
Spring Break, Spring Back applications are due February 29 
President Gay 
It really changed my life 
Rep. Fitch 
We still need more people to take a Latin class 
Announcements 
Wed. Feb. 13 
Mon. Feb. 18 
Wed. Feb. 20 
Sizzlin Night 
Listen Up Legislators 
Rally for Higher Education 
10:00 p:m. 
I 1:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
Rep. Westendorf moved to close, seconded by Rep. Hamil ton 




Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, February 27, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 




Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 
VP for Campus Involvement 
SAC 
" ... examination of the acts of the Government 
should be not only tolerated, but encouraged." 
RHA 
-William Henry Harrison, Social Chair 




Bili 034 Sigma Gamma Rho Funding 
Bill 035 Amend Election Bylaws 
BIii 036 Election Commission Budget 
BIii 037 KY Solar Roadshow Student Tickets 
Discussion · 




W Feb. 27 8 p.m. Preacher Moss-Comedian 
Th Feb. 28 7:30 p.m. Eagle Basketball v. Tennessee State 
M Mar. 1 7:30 p.m. Eagle Basketball v. Austin Peay 
W Mar.12 6 p.m, Skate Night _ 
W Mar. 26, 6:30 p.m. Casino Debate 
Adjournment 




· Button Auditorium 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA BIii 034 
Whereas: 
Whereas: 
Wednesday, February 27, 2008 
Sigma Gamma Rho Funding 
The SGA is committed to serving all students of Morehead 
State University and their organizations; 
Sigma Gamma Rho is a student organization sponsoring a 
series of events that are open to all students of Morehead State 
University; 
Where as: The requirements to receive funding are established in the 
SGAbylaws; 
Where as: Sigma Gamma Rho has met with the funding and awards 
committee and meets all requirements to receive funding from 
theSGA; 
Be it proposed: That $336.16 is allocated from the funding and awards 
budget to supplement the cost of supplies for Sigma Gamma 
Rho week. 
Respectively Sub·mltted, 
Funding & Awards Committee 
S fUUEN l GOVl!ltNMJ N'I' 1\SSOCJ,1.'J ION 






Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, February 27, 2008 · 
· SGA Bill 035 
Amend Election Bylaws 
The 2008 Election Commission has been appointed to oversee the 
process of 2008 Executive Elections 
The Election Commission has taken into consideration Article V - SGA 
Election Rules and Procedures; of the SGA Bylaws 
The Election Commission has passed the following amendments to the 
SGA Bylaws Article V. 
Amendments to the SGA Bylaws require a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the 
SGA Congress, 'pursuant SGA Bylaw Article Ill Adding, Striking, and 
Amending the Bylaws of SGA - Section: 1.B 
Be it Proposed: The Student Government Association ratifies the amendments to the 
SGABylaws: 
Amendment 1 - Article V Section 1.C: 
- Line 1: Strike "on-line" 
- Line 1: strike 6:00am and insert 8:00am 
Amendmerit 2 - Article V Section 1.D: 
- Line 1: After "If and before "there is any failure ... " add; "an election is 
held on-line and" 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Election Commission 





Morehead State University 
2007 - 2008 Student Government Ass11ciation 
Election Commission Proposal -::t4j5' 
The 2008 Election Commission has been appointed to oversee the 
process of2008 Executive Elections 
The Election Commission has taken into consideration Article V - SGA 
Election Rules and Procedures; of the SGA Bylaws 
The Election Commission has passed the following amendments to the 
SGA Bylaws Article V. 
Amendments to the SGA Bylaws require a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the 
SGA Congress, pursuant SGA Bylaw Article III Adding, Striking, and 
Amending the Bylaws ofSGA- Section: l.B 
Be it Proposed: The Student Government Association ratifies the amendments to the 
SGABylaws: 
Amendment 1 - Article V Section l.C: 
- Line 1: Strike "on-line" 
- Line 1: Strike 6:00am and insert 8:00am 
Amendment 2 - Article V Section l.D: 
- Line 1: After "If' and before "there is any failure ... " add; "an election 
is held on-line and" 
Floor Amendment 1 to Bill # .1lf 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Election Commission 
Commissioner, Neil Arnett 
Move to amend "Be it Proposed l" - insert after Bylaw Amendment 2: 
Amendment 3 - SGA Bylaws Article V Section 1-6 
- Strike all references to "Legislative Committee" and insert "Election Committee" 
Floor Amendment 2 to Bill #1) 
Move to amend "Be it Proposed l" - insert after Bylaw Amendment 3 (pending approval ofJ): 
Amendment 4 - SGA Bylaws Article V Section 2.C 
- Insert after the last sentence "A campaign manager or designated representative at the 
candidates meeting must be listed on the candidate registration form prior to the close of 
the registration period." 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, February 27, 2008 
SGA Bill 036 
Election Commission Budget 
Whereas: The 2008 Election Commission has been appointed to oversee the 
process of2008 Executive·Elections 
Whereas: The Election Commission has taken into consideration the sensitive 
nature of the executive elections. 
Whereas: The Election Commission will be facilitating all Public Relations, 
operations and awareness efforts surrounding the 2008 Executive 
Election. 
Whereas: Funding will be required for some purchases in this facilitation 
Be it Proposed: The Student Government Association ratifies the allocation of $500.00 
from the SGA General Fund to create the budget for the Election 
Commission. 
The administration of this budget will be governed in accordance with 
all rules contained within SGA Bylaws Article IV - Dispensation of 
SGA Funds, as would any other committee of the SGA. 
Be it Proposed: Any remainine funds are dissolved back into the SGA General Fund 
upon the dissolution of the Election Commi~on following the 
conclusion of the 2008 Executive General Election. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Election Commission 




Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, February 27, 2008 
SGABill 037 
· Kentucky Green Energy Roadshow 2008-Student Tickets 
The SGA Campus Involvement Committee - Environmental Involvement 
Sub-Committee is engaging students in environmental issues 
Saturday March 8, 2008 Morehead State University's Environmental 
Education Center, Appalachia-Science in the Public Interest, the Kentucky 
Solar Partnership, and the Kentucky Solar Energy Society will be hosting a 
Kentucky Green Energy Roadshow on the campus of Morehead State 
University. 
There is a cost to students who attend this event and the SGA has a 
responsibility to provide students with the opportunity to attend public 
events held on campus. 
Be it Proposed: That the Student Government Association ratifies the allocation of $120 
from the Campus Involvement Committee Budget to purchase 20 student 
tickets at the cost of $6 each. 
To be distributed on a first-come-first-serve basis to students who register 
at the SGA website by March 6, 2008 at 3:00pm. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Meeting started: 5:03 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
February 27, 2008 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Menville 
Purpose 
Suspended Business 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Hamilton, seconded by Rep. May 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Stevens 
Working trying to get elections online through Blackboard 
Working with the Green team 
Committee Chairmen need to see me after the meeting 
Student Life 
Meeting was cancelled Wednesday 
If a person has slow internet problems, call 783-5000 
The goal of graveling the parking lot has been fixed 
We have few student concerns 
Dean Koett will meet with us to discuss an emergency weather system 
Public Relations 
Went over duties 
Bulletin board is almost completed 
Table tents and flyers are at IKON 
Working on starting the casino debate 
Funding and A wards 
Nominated February participants 
Coming up with PR ideas 
Student Lounge 
Working on getting a bulletin board in the lounge 
Working on a proposal for the frames 
Campus Involvement 
Listen Up Legislators 
Thanked everyone who participated 
Had 900 signatures 
The letters went to 50 legislators 
Rally for Higher Education 
Went very well 
Student Support will have a proposal for a tournament game 
I 
Memorandum 
To: All SGA Executive Election Candidates 
CC: SGA Election Commission 
From: Neil Arnett, Election Commissioner 
Date: 3/6/2008 
Re: Executive Candidate Registration 
Executive Candidate Registration 
Candidate: 
Congratulations! You have just taken the first step toward serving the students of Morehead State 
IJniversity and committing to help make MSU the best it can be. Now that you have completed the 
pre0registration process to become a candidate in the 2008 SGA Executive Election, there is still one 
more pa,t to the registration process that must be completed ... 
To be added as an official candidate to the final 2008 ballot you or your official campaign manager 
MU~T ATJEND the mandatory candidates meeting on February 13, 2008 at 5:00pm in the ADUC 
Riggle Rootp; in accordance with SGA Bylaws Article V Section 2.C. Any candidate not counted as 
present at this meeting prior to adjournment will not be added to the official 2008 ballot. 
; < : 
Also•in accordance with; Article V. SGA Election Rules and Procedures, Section 3.A: "Candidates 
running f6r office may begin campaigning after, and only after, the election rules meeting ... " 
Ii is•(ctvised that you review all of these rules prior to purchasing or making any campaign materials 
or planning any events. These rules can be viewed at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by clicking 
"Bylaws" and reviewing Article Vin its entirety. 
The Primary Election will be held April 1, 2008 narrowing the field of candidates to the top two vote 
receivers. The General Election will then be held on AJ"il 8, 2008. All election results will be 
announced outside of the Student Activities Office, 2" floor of ADUC after 10:30pm on the day of 
each election. 
Any and all questions you may have should be addressed to the Commission prior to the candidates 
meeting on February 13'\ via email as listed below. Hopefully all questions regarding the elections 
will be clarified at that time. 
Thank you for willingness to serve. 
Best Wishes, 
Neil Arnett 
SGA Election Commissioner 
nci1.arnett@gmail.com 
STUDE.NJ .. GOVERNMINT 1 
March will be volunteerism month 
Working on registering Spring Break, Spring Back 
Casino debate 
Executive 
Candidate registration starts March 6 
Working on a medium for elections 
VP Harmon 
Movie 
Rep. Hamilton and Westendorf will be working 
VP Stevens is the advisor 
4 proposals 
Chief of Police interview 
We already had one this past Monday 
The next one is Monday at 11:30 in 301 
Another one will be Tuesday at 11 :30 in 312 
VP Jones 
General Fund - $ 8,486.51 
Thanks for everyone who participated in the Rally 
VP Hollon 
Food drive is starting to roll 
Was contacted by MSU TV 




Working on finding panelists 
We were the best dressed at the Rally 
Emerging Leadership Symposium is this Friday 
If anyone wants to help, we are going to have a table at 11 :30 and 
2:30 
Preacher Moss is tonight 
Duncan Recital Hall 
Two front row Chamillionaire tickets will be given out there 
Skate night 
Two weeks at the New Spot Skating Rink 
Chamillionaire 
You can buy up to 4 tickets at the $5.00 level 
Designing buttons for Spring Break, Spring Back 
Social Chair, Allen 
Basketball game, Thursday and Saturday at 7:30 
Thursday will have a dance/cheer routine at halftime 
Friday "Comedy of Errors" at 7:30 
Memoranchm 
To: All SGA Executive Election Candidates 
CC: SGA Election Commission 
From: Neil Arnett, Election Commissioner 
Date: 3/6/2008 
Re: Executive Candidate Registration 
Executive Candidate Registration 
Candidate: 
Congratulations! You havejusttaken the first step toward serving the students of Morehead State 
University and committing to help make MSU the best it can be. Now that you have completed the 
pre-registration process to become a candidate in the 2008 SGA Executive Election, there is still one 
more part to the registration process that must be completed ... 
To be added as an official candidate to the final 2008 ballot you or your official campaign manager 
MUST ATTEND the mandatory candidates meeting on February 13, 2008 at 5:00pm in the ADUC 
Riggle Room; in accordance with SGA Bylaws Article V Section 2.C. Any candidate not counted as 
present at this meeting prior to adjournment will not be added to the official 2008 ballot. 
Also in accordance with; Article V. SGA Election Rules and Procedures, Section 3.A: "Candidates 
running fcir office may begin campaigning after, and only after, the election rules meeting ... " 
It is'advised that you review all of these rules prior to purchasing or making any campaign materials 
or planning any events. These rules can be viewed at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by clicking 
"Bylaws" and reviewing Article Vin its entirety. 
The Primary Election will be held April I, 2008 narrowing the field of candidates to the top two vote 
receivers. The General Election will then be held on AJ"il 8, 2008. All election results will be 
announced outside of the Student Activities Office, 2" floor of ADUC afler 10:30pm on the day of 
each election. 
Any and all questions you may have should be addressed to the Commission prior to the candidates 
meeting on February 13'", via email as listed below, Hopefully all questions regarding the elections 
will be clarified at that time. 
Thank you for willingness to serve. 
Best Wishes, 
Neil Arnett 
SGA Election Commissioner 
ncil.arnett@gmail.com 
·-,-------"-·----------1 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT I 
I 
1 
Working on having a Blue and Gold Bash in April 
President Gay 
Open positions 
Junior, Senior, Graduate, 2 College of Education, College of!RAPP 
Visitors 
Dr. Hughes will be here next week discussion Academic Program 
Review and General Education Review 
VP Patrick will talk about Morehead's budget 
Spring Break, Spring Back Deadline 
This Friday, but may be extended 
Chief of Police Candidate Selection 
Next Monday, 11 :30 in 301 
Next Tuesday, 11 :30 in 301 
If you are interested, please let Dean Koett know 
Congress Member of the Month 
Active in Listen Up Legislators 
Put in extra time 
Very dedicated 
Rep. Jessica Hall 
Gay Quote of the Week 
Fmr. President William Henry Harrison 
We need to be sure to do what is the best for the students 





Bill 34: Sigma Gamma Rho Funding 
Discussion: 
Guest Bald 
Sigma Gamma Rho week is April 7-12 
Making cards, having a BBQ, and a fashion show 
VP Stevens 




What is Sigma Gamma Rho? 
Guest Bald 
It is a sorority 
Rep. Westendorf moved to call question 
Bill 34 passed 
Memorandum 
To: All SGA Executive Election Candidates 
CC: SGA Election Commission 
From: Neil Arnett, Election Commissioner 
Date: 3/6/2008 
Re: Executive Candidate Registration 
Executive Candidate Registration 
Candidate: 
Congratulations! You havejusttaken the first step toward serving the students of Morehead State 
:University and committing to help make MSU the best it can be. Now that you have completed the 
pre-registration process to become a candidate in the 2008 SGA Executive Election, there is still one 
more part to the registration process that must be completed ... 
Ti! be added as an official candidate to the final 2008 ballot you or your official campaign manager 
MUStATtEND the mandatory candidates meeting on February 13, 2008 at 5:00pm in the ADUC 
Riggle Rool/1; in accordance with SGA Bylaws Article V Section 2.C. Any candidate not counted as 
present at this meeting prior to adjournment will not be added to the official 2008 ballot. 
' 
Also in accbrdance with; Article V. SGA Election Rules and Procedures, Section 3.A: "Candidates 
ru'ilnin'g.for office may begin campaigning after, and only after, the election rules meeting ... " 
ltis"advised that you review all of these rules prior to purchasing or making any campaign materials 
or planning any events. These rules can be viewed at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by clicking 
"Bylaws" and reviewing Article Vin its entirety. 
The Primary Election will.be held Aprill, 2008 narrowing the field of candidates to the top two vote 
receivers. The General Election will then be held on April 8, 2008. All election results will be 
announced outside of the Student Activities Office, 2" floor of ADUC after 10:30pm on the day of 
each election. 
Any and all questions you may have should be addressed to the Commission prior to the candidates 
meeting on February 13th, via email as listed below. Hopefully all questions regarding the elections 
will be clarified at that time. 
Thank you for willingness to serve. 
Best Wishes, 
Neil Arnett 






Bill 35: Amend Election Bylaws 
Discussion: 
VP Stevens 
This will give us flexibility 
Rep. Ellis 
Why will we change from 6 to 8? 
Rep. Arnett 
It is mainly a clarifying issue 
Rep. Arnett moved to add Amendment 3, seconded by Rep. Hawkins 
Amendment 3 - Article V Section 1-5- Strike all references to 
"Legislative Committee" and insert "Election Committee" 
Rep. Hamilton 
What is the purpose? 
Rep. Arnett 
It is to help clean up the bylaws 
Rep. Ward called question 
Amendment passed 
Rep. Arnett moved to add Amendment 4, seconded by VP Stevens 
Amendment 4 -Article V Section 2.C 
- Insert a~er the last sentence "A campaign manager or designated 
representative at the candidate's meeting must be listed on the 
candidate registration form prior to the close of the registration 
period." 
Rep. Hamilton 
It is not necessary 
We should leave it open 
We are electing by the students 
Rep. Harlow 
What if their intent is to withdraw 
Rep. Ash 
What about an emergency crisis? 
Rep. Westendorf 
You should have two lines for representing 
Rep. Arnett 
We can change the registration form 
5:00 p.m. is the candidate's meeting 
Rep. Hille 
We need our members to show responsibility 
Rep. Ward called question 
Amendment passed 
Rep. Arnett moved to approve Bill 35, seconded by Rep. Kettenring 
Bill 35 passed 
Bill 36:Election Commission Budget 
Discussion 
Memorandrnn 
To: All SGA Executive Election Candidates 
CC: SGA Election Commission 
From: Neil Arnett, Election Commissioner 
Date: 3/6/2008 
Re: Executive Candidate Registration 
Executive Candidate Registration 
Candidate: 
Congratulations! You have just taken the first step toward serving the students of Morehead State 
University and committing to help make MSU the best it can be. Now that you have completed the 
priMegistration process to become a candidate in the 2008 SGA Executive Election, there is still one 
more part to the registration process that must be completed ... . ' 
\ 
To be added as an official candidate to the final 2008 ballot you or your official campaign manager 
MUST ATTEND the mandatory candidates meeting on February 13, 2008 at 5:00pm in the ADUC 
Riggle Rooiµ; in accordance with SGA Bylaws Article V Section 2.C. Any candidate not counted as 
present at th_is meeting prior to adjournment will not be added to the official 2008 ballot. 
Also in accordance with; Article V. SGA Election Rules and Procedures, Section 3.A: "Candidates 
runnin~,fcir office may begin campaigning after, and only after, the election rules meeting ... " 
!tis ad~ised that you review all of these rules prior to purchasing or making any campaign materials 
or planning any events. These rules can be viewed at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by clicking 
"Bylaws" and reviewing Article Vin its entirety. 
The Primary Election will be held April I, 2008 narrowing the field of candidates to the top two vote 
receivers. The General Election will then be held on April 8, 2008. All election results will be 
announced outside of the Student Activities Office, 2" floor of ADUC after 10:30pm on the day of 
each election. 
Any and all questions you may have should be addressed to the Commission prior to the candidates 
meeting on February 13th, via email as listed below. Hopefully all questions regarding the elections 
will be clarified at that time. 
Thank you for willingness to serve. 
Best Wishes, 
Neil Arnett 
SGA Election Commissioner 
neil.arnett@gmail.com 
STUDENT GOVERNrw1ENT 1 
VP Stevens 




Signs will say "Vote Online" 
Replaced the old signs and use the new ones in the future 
As long as we get the budget approved, the expenditures will have 
to be approved by Congress 
Rep. Bishop 
Does the money come from the general fund? 
Rep. Westendorf 
Are there any other options? 
Rep.Arnett 
We have to bring a proposal every week 
It will be a slow process 
Rep. Gruber 
We are going to PR what? 
Rep.Arnett 
We will tell when the elections are and signups are online 
Rep. Burgin 
What is the general fund? 
VP Jones 
Iftqe proposal gets passed, we will have $7,986.51 
Rep. Hamilton 
You will have to go to Congress if over $100 
Rep. Arnett 
We are just creating another budget 
Rep. Ward called question 
Bill 36 passed 





Don't want to spend as much money as possible 
You can buy tickets until next Wednesday 
Rep. Ellis moved to amend to change from 10 to 20 tickets, seconded by 
Rep. Ash 
Rep. Harlow 
Why should we change it? 
Rep. Ellis 
Don't want to spend it as much as possible 
Memorandum 
To: All SGA Executive Election Candidates 
CC: SGA Election Commission 
From: Neil Arnett, Election Commissioner 
Date: 3/6/2008 
Re: Executive Candidate Registration 
Executive Candidate Registration 
Candidate: 
Congratulations! You have just taken the first step toward serving the students of Morehead State 
{,'niversity and committing to help make MSU the best it can be. Now that you have completed the 
pie0registration process to become a candidate in the 2008 SGA Executive Election, there is still one 
in ore Ji•!'! to the registration process that must be completed ... 
ii'' , ' 
:robe add~d as an official candidate to the final 2008 ballot you or your official campaign manager 
MUST A TIEND the mandatory candidates meeting on February 13, 2008 at 5:00pm in the ADUC 
Riggi~ Rool)l; in accordance with SGA Bylaws Article V Section 2.C. Any candidate not counted as 
present at this meeting prior to adjournment will not be added to the official 2008 ballot. 
/ 
' ' Also.in accordance with; Article V. SGA Election Rules and Procedures, Section 3.A: "Candidates 
J'unlling_for office may begin campaigning after, and only after, the election rules meeting ... " 
It is'advised that you review all of these rules prior to purchasing or making any campaign materials 
or planning any events. These rules can be viewed at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by clicking 
"Bylaws" and reviewing Article V in its entirety. 
The Primary Election will be held April I, 2008 narrowing the field of candidates to the top two vote 
receivers. The General Election will then be held on April 8, 2008. All election results will be 
announced outside of the Student Activities Office, 2" floor of ADUC after 10:30pm on the day of 
each election. 
Any and all questions you may have should be addressed to the Commission prior to the candidates 
meeting on February 13"', via email as listed below. Hopefully all questions regarding the elections 
will be clarified at that time. 
Thank you for willingness to serve. 
Best Wishes, 
Neil Arnett 
SGA Election Commissioner 
neil.arnett@gmail.com 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 1 
Rep. Dourson 
Everyone should attend 
VP Stevens 




Why don't we keep it the way we have it 
Rep.Arnett 
We shouldn't overspend 
VP Jones 
We need to go toward 
Rep. Burgin 
How much is the price increase? 
Rep. Ellis 
It will be $10 
Rep. J. Spalding called question 




There were figures from up to 1,000 people 
Our group was the most professional 
Over half of SGA members were there 
Advisor Koett 
We tabulated information 
Rep.Ash 
There were a lot of people who watched the rally· 
Rep. Bishop 
We saw Morehead posters on the news 
Rep. Burgin 
We were very respectful 
Rep. Ellis 
We should work with members to register for appointments 
Rep. Harlow 
We should also work with State Democrats and Republicans 
Rep. Y arawsky 
A lot of members are in committee meetings 
Rep. Hawkins 
It is tough to schedule time in advance 
President Gay 
Encourage to continue experience 
r-· 
Memorandum 
To: All SGA Executive Election Candidates 
CC: SGA Election Commission 
From: Neil Arnett, Election Commissioner 
Date: 3/6/2008 
Re: Executive Candidate Registration 
Executive Candidate Registration 
Candidate: 
Congratulations! You have just taken the first step toward serving the students of Morehead State 
University and committing to help make MSU the best it can be. Now that you have completed the 
pre-registration process to become a candidate in the 2008 SGA Executive Election, there is still one 
more p~ to the registration process that must be completed ... 
' . ·, 
'fo be added as an official candidate to the final 2008 ballot you or your official campaign manager 
MUST ATTEND the mandatory candidates meeting on February 13, 2008 at 5:00pm in the ADUC 
Riggle Rooin; in accordance with SGA Bylaws Article V Section 2.C. Any candidate not counted as 
presentait~is meeting prior to adjournment will not be added to the official 2008 ballot. 
Also in accordance with; Article V. SGA Election Rules and Procedures, Section 3.A: "Candidates 
running/or office may begin campaigning after, and only after, the election rules meeting ... " 
It is advised that you review all of these rules prior to purchasing or making any campaign materials 
or planning any events. These rules can be viewed at wmv.moreheadstate.edu/sga by clicking 
"Bylaws" and reviewing Article Vin its entirety. 
The Primary Election will be held April I, 2008 narrowing the field of candidates to the top two vote 
receivers. The General Election will then be held on April 8, 2008. All election results will be 
announced outside of the Student Activities Office, 2" floor of ADUC after 10:30pm on the day of 
each election. 
Any and all questions you may have should be addressed to the Commission prior to the candidates 
meeting on February 131", via email as listed below. Hopefully all questions regarding the elections 
will be clarified at that time. 
Thank you for willingness to serve. 
Best Wishes, 
Neil Arnett 
SGA Election Commissioner 
neil.arnett@gmail.com 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 1 
Lead Certificates 
Rep. Ellis 
We are working on 2 fronts: policy and publicity 
This will help save energy 
VP Stevens 
We are trying to be more energy efficient 
We will build and renovate structures 
Renovate in an environmentally friendly manner 
Rep. Dourson 
It is very important, and represents a significant portion of time 
Help lower energy demand, great publicity, and we need to show 
us that we are a leader 
Green Team Petition 
Rep. Ellis 
Table will be next week 
Announcements 
Mon. Feb. 25 
Wed. Feb. 27 
Thur. Feb. 28 
Sat. Mar. 1 
Mon. Mar. 3 
Mon. Mar. 4 
Wed. Mar. 12 
Wed. Mar. 26 
Rep. Arnett 
The US is leading .. .is anyone following 
Preacher Moss 
MSU Basketball v. Tenn. St. 
MSU Basketball v. Austin Peay 
Chief of Police Interview 











Election Commission is tomorrow at 5:00 in the lunchroom 
Also, the Relay for Life team will be meeting after the meeting 
VP Stevens 
Committee Chairmen will meet after this meeting 
Advisor Koett 
Softball is 9-0 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Fitch, seconded by Rep. Maynard 
Meeting ended@ 6:20 pm 
To: cutive Election Candidates 
~didate R!)gistrati/ 
Candidate: 
Congratulations! You have just taken the first step toward servm -Iii,_ students of Morehead State 
University and committing to help make MSU the best it can be. Nowlhat,you have completed the 
pre-registration process to becom i!..Canl(idate.in,lh;,,1008 SGA Executive Et~ion, there is still one 
more'part to t!u,_regi rat10n process that must be compieW!~~-~-~•-----~:) 
1:.4.s an official candidate to the final 2008 ballot you or your official campaign manager 
MOST'ATIENDil\efualitlatory-candida~OJ.e.eting on February 13, 2008 at 5:00pm in the ADUC 
Riggle Rooin; in accordance with SGA BylawsArticle..'l.l,ection 2.C. Any candidate not counted as 
present at this meeting prior to adjournment will not be addell'to. he official 2008 ballot. 
Also in accordance with; Article V. SGA Election Rules and Procedures, ction 3.A: "Candidates 
running for ~igning,aftel'f!llllR'n~ht,,el . rules meeting ... " 
It is ad¥ised that _l;!'U revi~w.all-of'these•rules•pd0r•to.~~g or making any campaign materials 
~~ning-anrevents. These rules can be viewed at www.niorelreadstate.edu/sga by clicking 
"Bylaws" and reviewing Article Vin its entirety. ""'"' 
The Primary Election ~e-held'Xprill, 2008 narrowing the"IIB,u d~ates to the top two vote 
receivers. The GeneI1ll·Election-will.the~ held on April 8, 2008. All election results will be 
announced outside of the Student Activities Office;-2~j]oor of ADUC after 10:30pm on the day of 
each election. --..___, 
-------~ 
Any and all questions you may have should be addressed to the Com~sion prior to the candidates 
meeting on February 13'\ via email asJisted,belOW:--l'lopefillif'all"<!ue.st.iogs";/;-gaJffeng the elections 
will be clarified at that time----= :.. _ ~ "-
Thank you for willin~.to,ser\"e. 
Best Wishes, · • 
Neil A 
SGA Election Commission~e!'.!r;....-------------"' 
nciI.arnett@gmail.CGn ---- - - -
----,·-,--··--·-· ____ . ---~;:~"_-: __ ~------~!KW 
1 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, March 5, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Dora_n University Center 
AGENDA 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Suspended Business- Dr. Karla Hughes, Provost & Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Reports 
Executive VP 
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relatlons 








Bill 038 Congress Member Appointment 
Bill 039 OVC Tournament Student Ticket Funding 
Bill 040 CFL Purchase 




Th Mar. 6 8 a.m. 
W Mar.12 6-10pm 
Th Mar. 13 5 p.m. 
Sa Mar.15 
W Mar. 26, 6:30 p.m. 
Adjournment 
SGA Executive Election Sign Ups Open 
Skate Night (12mi West on US 60) 
Exec Candidates Meeting 
FAFSA Priortty Deadline 
Casino Debate 
ADUC 204 




Morehead State University Student Government Association 






BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA Bill 038 
Congress Member Appointments 
There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to 
maintain a full capacity; 
_The follqwing candidates have met the qualifications 
for appointment to SGA Congress; 
The following candidates have expressed an interest 
in serving In the following capacities; 
Nathan Cromer, College of Education 
Cate Bevis, Campus Housing 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the 
respective positions; 
That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V, 
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution, ratify the 
appointments of the aforementioned students to the 
respective positions. 
SI uur:N r GOVJ:llN1'1ENT ,\SSOCl/\l ION 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 







Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, March 5, 2008 
SGA Bill 039 
OVC Tournament Student Ticket Funding 
SGA strives to foster school spirit in the campus community, 
Morehead State University hosted the first round of the Ohio Valley 
Conference basketball tournament against Tennessee State on 
Tuesday, March 04, 2008, 
Free admission for students is permitted throughout the regular season, 
The OVC would not allow MSU Athletics to give tickets to the game for 
free, · 
Athletics asked SGA to help sponsor a portion of student ticket sales, 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA co-sponsor the MSU Men's Basketball program by allocating 
up to $500 from the general fund to partially fund student tickets sales 
with the intention that any remaining funds be returned to the general 
fund. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Michael Harmon, VP for Administration 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, March 5, 2008 
SGA Bill 040 
Compact Fluorescent Light (CFL) Light Promotion 
WHEREAS: The SGA Campus Involvement Committee - Environmental Involvement 
Sub-Committee is engaging students in environmental issues, 
WHEREAS: In an effort to promote more ·practices of energy efficient living among the 
Morehead State University community, 
The Environmental Involvement Sub-Committee will be sponsoring 
WHEREAS: Compact Fluorescent Light Giveaways throughout the 2008 Spring 
semester, 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association ratifies the allocation of $100 
from the Campus Involvement Committee Budget for the purchase of CFL 
bulbs. With the instruction to procure the most cost efficient amount to 
maximize involvement in this activity. With the request that only one CFL 
be given to each participant. 
Respectfully Submitted, 





Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, March 5, 2008 
SGA Bill 041 
Amendment of Bylaws -Absentee Electi_on Process 
Article VIII, Section 1ofthe SGA Constitution provides that 'All dates, procedures, and rules 
proposed by the Election Committee are subject to final approval of Congress,' 
Congress has established bylaws pertaining to the procedures and rules of SGA Elections, 
The election committee would like to provide an opportunity for as many MSU students to vote in 
SGA elections as possible, 
Absentee voting will offset the lower rates of voter participation due to the loss of online voting, 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student GovemlJlent Association Bylaws be amended to add Article V. Section 1 
Subsection E. as follows: 
E. Absentee Voting: In the event online voting is not available the following process of absentee voting will be 
in effect 
1. Any eligible voter who is unable to vote during polling hours may vote using an absentee 
ballot, under any of the following circumstances; 
a. An approved Morehead State University function will take them out of town during 
the hours of voting 
b. A student's class schedule prevents them from being present at the main campus 
during voting hours. 
c. A student's work schedule prevents them froni being present at the main campus 
during voting hours. 
2. An Affidavit for Absentee Ballots must be filed with the Office of the Dean of Students at the 
point of absentee voting before a student will be given an absentee ballot (The Absentee 
Ballot may be completed as soon as the Affidavit for Absentee Ballots has been approved.) 
3. Affidavit for Absentee Ballots must be accompanied by proper documentation, showing one of 
the reasons ouflined in Section 1, as well as proper student photo identification card. 
4. Absentee ballots must be completed upon receipt and may not be removed from the office in 
which absentee voting is administered. 
5. Absentee ballots must be completed no more than 3 business days before the election and by 
3:30pm the day prior to the election. 
6. The voter must sign the Registry of Eligible Voters and will not be pennitted to vote on the day 
of the regular election. 
7. The Office of the Dean of Students and Office of Student Activities will be join Uy responsible 
for the administration and security of the absentee voting process and an completed ballots. 
8. Absentee ballots are not to be opened or counted until the close of voting; and will be counted 
with the votes cast during, the regularly schedule election. 
9. All election rules, procedures, and decisions made by the Section Committee and SGA 
Congress concerning regular polling; prior to the opening of absentee voting, will be in effect 
during absentee voting. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Nell Arnett, Election Commissioner 
Note: Article Ill. Section 1. B. of the SGA Bylaws require that all Bylaws "may be accepted, rejected, and amended by 
a TWO-THIRDS vote of congress." 
Meeting started: 5:06 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
March 5, 2008 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Harlow, Rosser, Stewart 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Ash, seconded by Rep. Ward 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business (Academic Program and General Education Reform) 
VP Hughes 
It has been a long time since programs have been evaluated 
Our goal is to get 21st Century Curriculum 
We need to make sure we are a cutting edge university 
There is no universal way to evaluate our curriculum 
We spent the first semester to plan this audit 
We are asking teams in each department about the quality of programs 
We need to figure out the needs and opportunities so we can reach them 
It is very tough to fix the entire education system 
We are not starting to fire people or save money 
We have a responsibility to a quality education 
We are going to do an audit in every program 
There are no predetermined outcomes 
We will send a formal recommendation in October 
General Education Redesign 
We will not be implementing this until fall of 2011 
We have to work with the students to be sure they get a quality 
education 
Working to get the opportunity that a student can graduate with 
120 hours with the intention a person can graduate within 4 
years 
Want to work with SGA 
The plan is to have a process to work with students 
Rep. Allen 
Would our education be less competitive after the General Education 
Reform? 
VP Hughes 
It is more competitive because we will have to create interdisciplinary 
courses 
Memorandrnn 
To: All SGA Executive Election Candidates 
CC: SGA Election Commission 
From: Neil Arnett, Election Commissioner 
Date: 3/6/2008 
Re: Executive Candidate Registration 
Executive Candidate Registration 
Candidate: 
Congratulations! You have just taken the first step toward serving the students of Morehead State 
University and committing to help make MSU the best it can be. Now that you have completed the 
pre-registration process to become a candidate in the 2008 SGA Executive Election, there is still one 
_more par) to the registration process that must be completed ... 
,, 
,I'o be added as an official candidate to the final 2008 ballot you or your official campaign manager 
MUST ATTEND the mandatory candidates meeting on February 13, 2008 at 5:00pm in the ADUC 
Riggle Room; in accordance with SGA Bylaws Article V Section 2.C. Any candidate not counted as 
present at this meeting prior to adjournment will not be added to the official 2008 ballot. 
Also in accordance with; Article V. SGA Election Rules and Procedures, Section 3.A: "Candidates 
running for office may begin campaigning after, and only after, the election rules meeting ... " 
It is advised that you review all of these rules prior to purchasing or making any campaign materials 
or planning any events. These rules can be viewed at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by clicking 
"Bylaws" and reviewing Article V in its entirety. 
The Primary Election will be held April I, 2008 narrowing the field of candidates to the top two vote 
receivers. The General Election will then be held on AJ'ril 8, 2008. All election results will be 
announced outside of the Student Activities Office, 2" floor of ADUC after 10:30pm on the day of 
each election. 
Any and all questions you may have should be addressed to the Commission prior to the candidates 
meeting on February 131", via email as listed below. Hopefully all questions regarding the elections 
will be clarified at that time. 
Thank you for willingness to serve. 
Best Wishes, 
Neil Arnett 
SGA Election Commissioner 
neil.arnett@gmail.com 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 1 
Some of the course reductions will come from both General Education and 
regular courses 
Rep. Burgin 
When will this go into action? 
VP Hughes 
It will be tested 2010 and it will begin 2011 
Rep. Ellis 
Are we going still going to focus on Regional Engagement? 
VP Hughes 
We cannot apply learning only in the classroom 
We have a responsibility to the community and students 
Rep. Ellis 
Will there be one teacher who will teach multidisciplinary classes? 
VP Hughes 
There will be multiple faculty members 
Rep. Dourson 
The forward vision is very wise 
New Business 
Bill 38: Congress Member Appointments 
Discussion 
President Gay 
Rep. Cromer has decided to move to College of Education 
Candidate Bevis 
Marketing Major from Ohio 
Interested in getting involved 
Rep. Menville called question, no objection 
Bill 38 passed 
Bill 39: OVC Tournament Student Ticket Funding 
Seconded by VP Jones 
Discussion 
VP Stevens 
Athletics has a large budget 
It seems counterintuitive to let students in free 
Rep. Hamilton 
It should have come from the Funding and Awards Committee 
President Gay 
Athletics is not a student organization 
Advisor Koett 
We found out about this Saturday, so it has been a logistical 
nightmare 
President Gay 
Athletics could not give the tickets away 
The money will go to the OVC 
Rep. Burgin 
What happens ifwe don't approve this bill? 
Memoranch.nn 
To: All SGA Executive Election Candidates 
CC: SGA Election Commission 
From: Neil Arnett, Election Commissioner 
Date: 3/6/2008 
Re: Executive Candidate Registration 
Executive Candidate Registration 
Candidate: 
Congratulations! You have just taken the first step toward serving the students of Morehead State 
University and committing to help make MSU the best it can be. Now that you have completed the 
pre-registration process to become a candidate in the 2008 SGA Executive Election, there is still one 
more part to the registration process that must be completed ... 
To be added as an official candidate to the final 2008 ballot you or your official campaign manager 
MUST A ITEND the mandatory candidates meeting on February 13, 2008 at 5:00pm in the ADUC 
Riggle Room; in accordance with SGA Bylaws Article V Section 2.C. Any candidate not counted as 
present at this meeting prior to adjournment will not be added to the official 2008 ballot. 
Also,in accordance with; Article V. SGA Election Rules and Procedures, Section 3.A: "Candidates 
running for office may begin campaigning after, and only after, the election rules meeting ... " 
It is advised that you review all of these rules prior to purchasing or making any campaign materials 
or planning any events. These rules can be viewed at \V\Vw.moreheadstate.edu/sea by clicking 
"Bylaws" and reviewing Article Vin its entirety. 
The Primary Election will be held April I, 2008 narrowing the field of candidates to the top two vote 
receivers. The General Election will then be held on AJ"il 8, 2008. All election results will be 
announced outside of the Student Activities Office, 2' floor of ADUC after 10:30pm on the day of 
each election. 
Any and all questions you may have should be addressed to the Commission prior to the candidates 
meeting on February 13 th, via email as listed below. Hopefully all questions regarding the elections 
will be clarified at that time. 
Thank you for willingness to serve. 
Best Wishes, 
Neil Arnett 
SGA Election Commissioner 
neil.arnett@grnail.com 
: STUDENT GOVERNMENT 1 
President Gay 
Then it won't come from us 
Rep. J. Spalding 
If it came from athletics, why didn't we charge? 
President Gay 
It was a tentative agreement 
Rep. Gruber 
If the cost is over $500, who will pay for the rest? 
President Gay 
They will have to figure that out 
Rep. Bishop 




We have already given athletics money 
Rep. Kettenring ,. · 
Whiteout was the biggest game of the year 
We are trying to support students 
Rep. Allen 
· One of our goals were to do anything and. everything for school 
spirit 
Advisor Koett 
It will cost $1,872 
Rep. Westendorf 
Budgets will be consolidated, so that won't be a problem 
. Rep. Arnett 
We need to do whatever is possible 
Not happy with the situation 
An executive decision has to be made 
We need to be sure to tell them to plan better and have more 
forethought 
Rep. Menville 
If this is passed, we should be sure to tell them to announce it at 
. the ballgames 
Rep. J. Spalding 
We need better planning next time 
VP Stevens 
We need to support athletics 
Rep. Menville called question, no objection 
Bill 39 passed 
Bill 40: CFL Light Promotion 
Discussion 
Rep. Ellis 
It is a PR/awareness campaign 
s'IAl'~ o 
e~G& 
C' Student ll'l 
~ Government ~ 
-P Association;" 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY E UPO BOX 1331 [!I MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 I> 606-783-2298 
February 18, 2008 
Dear Legislator: 
As a student at Morehead State University, I wish to share my concerns regarding the future of 
public higher education in the Commonwealth. The state budget presented by the Governor 
proposes an unacceptable $7.2 million dollar cut in operating funds to my university. This budget 
threatens to return all progress in higher education back to the funding level of 1998. 
Given the problematic budget from our Governor, it is essential that you as our representative step 
up to rectify this situation. We need you to maintain a strong base appropriation for Morehead State 
University. · 
Please limit future delays in agency bond projects for universities by supporting HB 111 & HB 
177. Furthermore, I request your support for MSU' s agency bond projects currently included in the 
budget; 
• $39 million for a student recreation center 
• $ I I million in housing improvements 
The proposed 15% cut in KEES awards equates to about 1,000 MSU students not receiving this 
support over the next two years. Please support HB 12. 
Decreases in state appropriations and cuts to KEES awards will only create greater barriers for 
· Kentuckians to enter college and receive a quality education-- marginalizing many individuals, and 
putting the future of the Commonwealth at risk. 
I thank you for your service to Kentucky and continual support for higher education. 
Sincerely, 
Concerned Voter & Supporter of Morehead State University 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
VP Jones 
How many are we going to purchase? 
Rep. Ellis 
Approximately 30, but as many as we can 
Rep. Menville 
Kentucky Utilities did this and more people are beginning to use 
these bulbs 
Rep. Ward called question, no objection 
Bill 40 Passed 
Bill 41: Amendment of Bylaws - Absentee Election Process 
Seconded by Rep. Ward 
Discussion 
Rep. Dourson 
What is proper identification? 
Advisor Koett 
Your supervisor can sign off on it 
Rep. Dourson 
We need to publicize it 
VP Stevens 
Are we going to go to regional campuses? 
Rep. Arnett 
Talked about it 
It would be a logistical nightmare ifwe did absentee voting there 
We will PR it there 
Rep. Hille called question, no objections 
Bill 41 passed 
Officer Reports 
VP Stevens 
Rep. Ellis and I will be speaking to Gene Caudill tomorrow 
Committee Chairs will meet Sunday at 7:00 
City Council will be this Monday 
If you have any city concerns, please let me know 
Funding and Awards 
Talking to April Nutter to put Of the Month Awards on the website 
Talking to Jason Blanton on putting something in the monthly newsletter 
Dollar Bills will be ready tomorrow 
They will be distributed Friday and Monday 
Election 
Signups will begin this Thursday 
If you are interested, stop by room 204 to fill out a form 
No campaigning until after the Candidate's meeting 
Public Relations 
Table Tents are ready 
Working on publicizing the student lounge 
Tuition forum will be next week 
Student Government Association 
Senior of the Month Award 
Nomination Form 
Name: ------ GPA: ____ _ 
Phone:, ____ _ E-Mail:. __ ~--
Major and Minor: _____________ _ 
Student ID:. ___ _ 
Nominating Person:. ______ _ 
Activities, Awards/Honors, & Testimonials 
Campus Involvement 
Got the set ready for the Casino Debate 
Work session this Tuesday 
Environmental Awareness ticket registration is online 
Blue and Gold Bash will be an informal dance 
Student Success subcommittee 
Audrianna Sturgill and Lloyd V anHoose were the recipients of the raffle 
for Listen Up Legislators 
Student Life . 
Flyers are done 
Working on a goal 
Met with Dean Koett last week 
Health insurance 
Most of the people in the MSU service region won't pay for ii 
· It certainly won't be subsidized 
VP Harmon 
Rep. Hardy and Rosser will be working the movies 
VP Jones 
General fund budget is $7,505.54 
VP Hollon . 
Took a set of food to Christian Social Services 
Speaking to Newscast next week 
Yearbook is going to be here next week, so please dress professionally 
VP Hockenberry 
Working on Casino Debate 
SAC 
Skate Night is next Wednesday at New Sport Rink 
Ticket Sales are still going on for Chamillionaire 
RHA 
Alumni Hall is going to have a ba~et raffle March 7 on the 2nd floor 
Social Chair, Allen · 
No event this week 
Next week is Skate Night 
Thursday is also Relay for Life 
President Gay 
Next week VP Patrick is going to be speaking with us 
We need )'.OU to help publicize this event 
Please ask good questions 
Announcements 
SGA Executive Election Sign Up 
Skate Night 







Thur. March 6 
Wed. March 12 
Thur. March 13 
Sat. March I 5 
Wed. March 26 
F AFSA Priority Deadline 
Ca_sino Debate 6:30 p.m. Button 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Ward, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Meeting ended @ 6:33 pm 
Funding Request Form 
"All committee expenditures ofless than or equal to $50.00 may be approved by the Vice 
President for Finance without the majority vote of the SGA Congress ... All committee 
expenditures of less than or equal to $100.00 may be approved by the Vice President for 
Finance without a majority vote of the SGA Congress for the specific use of printed 
promotional materials." 
-Article IV, Section 2, Subsections C-D ofSGA Bylaws 
Name of Committee: ____________________ _ 
Date: _______ _ Submitted by: __________ _ 
Amount Requested: _____________________ _ 
Brief Description of Request: __________________ _ 
·Signature: ________________________ _ 
Approved By: ________ _ Date: _________ _ 
*Note* Please attach all additional information (receipts, estimates, etc.) needed for 
consideration. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, March 12, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Do.ran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
AGENDA 
Suspended Business- Tuition Forum Dr. Andrews, President 
Beth Patrick, VP Planning, Budgets & Technology 
Reports 
Executive VP 
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 












W Mar.12 6 -10pm 
Th Mar. 13 4:30 p.m. 
Th Mar. 13 5 p.m. 
Th Mar, 13 6pm-2am 
Sa Mar.15 
W Mar. 26, 6:30 p.m. 
Adjournment 
Skate Night (12mi West on US 60) 
SGA Executive Election Sign Ups Close 
Exec Candidates Meeting 
Relay for Life 
FAFSA Priority Deaaline 
Casino Debate 






Morehead State University Student Government Association 






BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA Bill 042 
Congress Member Appointments 
There are vacancies on the SGA Congress; 
It is vital for the success of the organization to 
maintain a full capacity; 
The following candidates have met the qualifications 
for appointment to SGA Congress; 
The following candidates have eJ<PreSSed an Interest 
In serving In the following capacities; 
Raymond 'Rocky" Ross Ill, Graduate Representative 
President Gay has appointed those listed to the 
respective positions; 
That the SGA Congress, In accordance with Article V, 
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution, ratify the 
appointments of the aforementioned students to the 
respective positions. 
S···.,,_ ' " _.~ 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Executive Board 
How will activities in Frankfort impact MSU? 
Visit: www.moreheadstate.edu/legislativeupdate/ 
Meeting started: 5 :05 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
3-12-08 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Burgin, Comley, Conner, Harlow, Stewart 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Arnett, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business: Per Credit Hour Tuition Model 
President Andrews 
Governor Beshear submitted a budget that contains a significant reduction 
I. Structure imbalance 
9.2 billion in costs with 8.75 billion in revenues 
2. Shortfall of Medicaid and correction revenue 
He had to present a balanced budget . 
I 2% decrease in base fund appropriations 
3 % budget cut this year . 
That is approximately $7.2 million dollars at Morehead 
General Assembly appropriates money 
House of Representatives crafted a bill based new revenue 
$0.30 cigarette tax 
Refinance debt 
Not hiring 3,500 new employees from the ones who are 
retiring this year 
This budget will add $400 million to both years 
They are hopefully going to restore funding at the current level 
Vetoed projects have been brought back this year 
KEES funding are hopefully back 
This will go to the Senate and they will revise it 
It will then go to a joint conference committee 
We have worked hard 
Each University Vice President is looking to see where we can cut 15% 
Plan for a worst case scenario 
We will cut costs, increase tuition 
We will try to be responsible to the students, but there have been 9 budget 
cuts in the past 20 years 
We are the best affordable institution in Kentucky, but we can't stay there 
Our philosophy 
We will continue to be great 
We have to be very strategic in cuts 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Executive Board Meeting 




Executive V .P. 
V.P. for Administration 
Movies 
V.P. for Finance 
Monday, March 10, 2008 
4:30 p.m. SGA Office 
AGENDA 
V.P. for Campus Involvement 
Casino Debate 
V.P. for Public Relations 
Parking Ticket Food Drive 
Advisors 
4. Old/ New Business: 
5. Discussion Items: 








Mar.12 5 p.m. 
Mar.12 6 -10pm 
Mar. 13 5 p.m. 
Mar.15 
Mar. 26 6:30 p.m. 
7. Adjournment 
Tuition Forum 
Skate Night (12mi West on US 60) 
Exec Candidates Meeting 








Our ultimate goal is to be the best university in the South 
VP Patrick 
The Board of Regents will meet tomorrow to approve a framework for 
tuition 
We need extra revenue 
Utility increase 
Working on a project to upgrade a coal powered boiler 
Services contract leases 
Liability insurance 
Debt services 
$39 million for recreation center 
$2.989 million per year for 20 years 
Facility repair and maintenance 
Personal expenditures 
Employment health benefits 
Facility promotions and staff reclassification 
Scholarship increases 
Graduate assistantships 
Undergraduate research fellowships 
Athletic and merit awards 
Capital campaign expenses (fundraisers) 
They will pay for themselves, but have to have start-up cap. 
Cost reductions 
Non-essential facilities 
Some employee benefits 
Personnel expenditures 
Eliminate non-essential vacancies 
Reduce administrative structure 
Change MAP to 3, maybe 4, years 
Charter bus service 
Outsource select services and functions 
Other quality enhancements 
Academic Programs Review 
Internal self-assessment 
21 st Century Programs 
Change way to graduate to 120 from 128 credit hours 
General Education Review 
Eliminate Duplication 
Review of student support function 
1st year/ 2nd year programs 
New revenues 
$30 application fee 
Parking fee structure 
Improve parking structures 
State will not provide funds 
Facility fee 




Per Credit hour model 
Generates more revenue 
No more free classes (between 12-18 credit hours) 
All students pay something for every credit hour 
Addresses affordability for part time students 
This is a more flexible model 
Currently 
Students do not pay for 12-18 credit hours 
We want to make a rate for credits over 12 hours (25%) 
Ifwe didn't increase the rate, we would have to increase tuition by 
9.5% 
People who take 15 and 19 credits will have to pay the same 
Next steps 
Campus budget hearings 
Tuition fee approved by the Board of Regents, then CPE 
Rep. Arnett 
What is the marginal cost to produce 13-21 hours? 
VP Patrick 
We will still have to pay for faculty 
President Andrews 
Our staff productivity is going down 
VP Stevens 
Will students who are on a merit scholarship have their scholarship capped 
VP Patrick 
Need based scholarships won't change 
We have to decide what should be considered as full tuition 
Rep. Hille 
You could say tuition counts as the first 120 credit hours 
Rep.Ash 
Wouldn't people switch to part-time ifwe implement this model? 
VP Patrick 
There are other reasons to be full time 
Rep. Westendorf 
How will this affect the retention rate? 
VP Patrick 
We need to watch students who are taking 15 credit hours 
Rep. Kettenring 
This model will make students less willing to challenge themselves 
Originally students can take tough class and drop them 
With this model, their GPA could drop, making them ineligible for 
scholarships 
VP Patrick 
We need to be as efficient as possible 
Our main goal is to cover the costs 
Rep. Hamilton 





That is the ultimate question 
Who will pay for free classes? 
VP Stevens 
Many student appreciate the free credits 
What will happen ifwe drop this model? Will students leave? 
VP Patrick 
Our research says students won't 
Rep. Spalding 
What about the recreation center fee? 
Many students use the facility who are paying for it 
VP Patrick 
We have to have guaranteed money to build it 
Rep. Menville 
How will a student graduate in 4 years? 
VP Patrick 
Per Credit Hour Model will treat everyone equally 
Rep. Bishop 
Will this affect the housing rate? 
VP Patrick 
We have already developed the 10 year housing plan 
It has the rates for the next IO years 
Rep. Fitch 
What will happen to the I credit hour classes? 
VP Patrick 
We will have to look at them 
Rep. Arnett 
We have a major issue: remediation 
Will we bump these requirements? 
They are required to take the classes which means extra costs 
Changing classes is part of the education process 
We should have an opportunity to vote 
We will discourage people to take in the full college experience 
President Andrews 
We have got to pay the bills 
Rep. Spalding 
It is as cost effective to graduate in IO years compared to 4 years? 
VP Patrick 
It is the same 
VP Stevens 
A student referendum is vital 
President Andrews 
We are trying to figure out a way to be more affordable 









Per Credit Hour Model Stance 
President Gay 
What should our stance be? 
VP Stevens 
New Business: 
Not objecting to our draft 
Guest Irons 
Two choices: 
1. 25% discount rate for credits over 12 
2. Overall increase by 9.8% 
Rep. Spalding 
What are the ideas of other institutions? 
President Gay 
We will be the first one to adopt 
Rep. Hardy 
What gives us our competitive advantage? 
Advisor Weathers 
Affordable tuition is 4th on the list of what student want 
Quality education is the top priority 
Rep. Dourson 
Thinks the per credit hours model is reasonable 
Bill 43: Stance on Per Credit Hour Model 
Made by VP Stevens, seconded by Rep. Arnett 
Discussion: 
Rep. Fitch called question, no objection 
Bill passed unanimously 
Announcements 
Wed. Mar. 12 Skate Night 6:00 New Spot Roller Rink 
Th. Mar. 13 SGA Ex. Elections Sign-up end ADUC 204 
Th. Mar. 13 Candidate Meeting 5:00 Riggle Room 
Th. Mar. 13 Relay for Life 6:00 Wetherby Gym 
Sat. Mar. 15 F AFSA Priority Deadline 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Bishop, seconded by Rep. Westendorf 





Morehead State University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of-the Minutes 
Wednesday, March 26, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
AGENDA 
Suspended Business- Monthly Award Recipients 
Reports 
Executive VP 
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 








Biil 043 Celebration of Student Scholarship T -Shirts 











Mar. 31 2:00-4:00 p.m. Majors Fair (for students undecided) 
Apr. 2 6:30-8:00 p.m. SGA Executive Elections Debate 
Apr. 8 8 a.m. -10 p.m. SGA Executive Elections 
Apr. 1-1 6 p.m. - Midnight Dance Marathon 
Apr. 15 4:30-6:30 p.m. --Presidenfs 1.awn Concert I SACyard BBQ 
Apr, 17 8: 00 p.m. John Mulaney Comedian · 
Apr. 19 7:00 p.m. Step Show ($10 entry to public*) 
•Greek ent,y sponsored by /FC, Pan-Hellenic and NPHC requires weaiing letter shirt and student ID 







w Apr. 23 8 p.m. Chamillionaire w/ Black Violin Button Aud. 
Adjournment 







Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, March 26, 2008 
SGA Bill Qfi- CJ'{ <f 
·celebration of Student Scholarship T-shirts 
Academic Excellence and Student Success are among the goals of the 
Morehead State University 2006-2010 Strategic Plan, 
The Celebration of Student Scholarship Committee, the Provost, and the 
President have sponsored and designed a plan to hold the Celebration of 
Student Scholarship Event and distribute 230 !-shirts to student participants, 
Co-sponsoring the Celebration of Student Scholarship !-shirts will express SGA 
support for Academic•Exceilence and Studenrsuccess While promoting our 
organization, 
The SGA logo will be featured on the reverse of the !-shirts, 
The total cost of these shirts is approximately $1400, 
The Celebration of Student Scholarship will be held in ADUC on Apnl 12, 2008 
beginning at 8 a.m. and ail interested students are encouraged to attend, 
Be it Proposed: That SGA co-sponsor the Celebration of Student Scholarship t-shirts by the 
allocation of $100 dollars from the general fund to partially fund the cost. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Executive Board 





BE IT PROPOSED: 
BE ITRESOLVED: 
Wednesday, March 26, 2008 -
SGA Bill 8llll' t!>'l.5 
Dance Marathon Proposal 
The Student Activities Council will be hosting Dance Marathon on Friday, 
April 11
th
, 200!3 from 6 p.m. to midnight in the Crager Room of ADUC. 
Dance Marathon is a six hour event and fundraiser for the Children's 
Miracle Network at the Kentucky Children's Hospital. 
The Student Activities Council has extended an invitation for S.G.A to 
attend Dance Marathon. 
The S.G.A. Congress membership will be provided entry to Dance 
Marathon in exchange for a $300.00 donation to the Children's Miracle 
Network. 
That S.G.A. allocate $300.00 from the general fund as a sponsor of 
Dance Marathon. 
That S.G.A. encourages all members of Congress to attend Dance 
Marathon on Friday, April 11th, 2008 from 6 p.m.-to midnight in the 
Crager Room of ADUC. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Executive Board 
Meeting started: 5 :04 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
March 26, 2008 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Bishop, Clark, Hardy, Harlow, Hoggard 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. May 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business - Of the Month Awards 
Rep. Menville 
Student of the Month 
Caving Club President 
Secondary Education Teacher 
Social Studies Major 
Chris Wiseman 
Senior of the Month 
MSU Art Education Club 
Work Study at the Department of Communication 
Been on the Dean's List 
Kim Baker 
Faculty/Staff of the Month 
Officer Reports 
VP Stevens 
Chair of the Math and Computer Science Department 
Dora Ahmadi 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Ends April 9 
We are getting ready to form the committee 
Be sure to tell people on campus 
SGABanquet 
Next month 
If you have any suggestions for the food, let me know 
Student Life 
Tony Johnson sent the menu for March and will send April's menu soon 
Flyers for the Student Concern have been printed 
Classes at the Wellness Center 
Need to pay for teachers and the new edition 
Print station 
Looked at different locations due to a new system 
YOU TO INSIST YOUR STATE REPRESENTATIVE & SENATORS 
SUPPORT HIGHER EDUCATION: 
1. Go to http:/(\,.-ww.moreheadst~te.edu/sga CLICK: "Who is Your Legislator?" 
2. Write an Email, Letter and/ or Place a Phone Call! 
What you need to know ... 
:tHIS ts the Situation RIGHT NOW: 
• The current state budget proposal presented by the Governor proposes an 
unacceptable $7.2 million dollar cut in operating funds. 
• This budget threatens to return all progress in higher education back to the 
funding level of 1998. 
• Higher education funding is being treated as part of the problem; rather than part 
of the solution. 
• Voters are not willing to tolerate these dramatic cuts! 
YOU SHOULD TELL THEM: 
* * Legislators need to maintain a strong base appropriation for Morehead State University; we 
could be facing a possible $1400 increase in tuition the fall of 2008. 
** Ask your Legislators to: please limit future delays in agency bond projects for universities by 
supporting BB 111 & HB 177. 
**Legislators need to support MSU's agency bond projects currently included in the budget; 
• $39 million for a student recreation center 
• $11 million in housing improvements 
**The proposed 15% cut in KEES awards is also unacceptable. This equates to about 500 MSU 
students not receiving these awards over the next two years. 
Legislators should support HB 12. 
**Decreases in state appropriations and cuts to KEES awards will only create greater barriers 
for Kentuckians to enter college and receive a quality education-- marginalizing many 
individuals, and putting the future of the Commonwealth at risk. 
*** Voters are not willing to tolerate these dramatic cuts! 
Looking at getting picnic tables at Laughlin Lawn 
Funding and Awards 
Presented February awards 
Passed out dollar bills 
Met with MSC and PBL for a funding request 
We need more information 
Public Relations 
Working on PR for Environmental Awareness Week 
Another MSU Spotlight 
April 21 edition 
120 word limit 
Done by April 9 
Campus Involvement 
Blue and Gold Bash 
Environmental Awareness Week 
Election Committee 
We are in full swing 
Posters will be up tomorrow 
Ballot has been finalized 
President - Michael Harmon 
Executive Vice President - Benji Conner 
Vice President for Administration - Chris Burgin and Heather 
Kettenring 
Vice President for Finance - Valencia Dickerson and Chris 
Hamilton 
Vice President for Public Relations - Nate Cromer and Jessica Hall 
Vice President for Campus Involvement - Shanae Allen and John 
Hawkins 
Election debate - April 2 from 6:30 - 8:00 
General Election 
April 8 from 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. on the first floor of ADUC 
Absentee ballots are April 3-7 





Rep. Bevis and Hamilton will be working the movies 
VP Stevens will be advising 
General Fund is $7,503.54 
If any of the committees have spent money, I need to speak with the 
chairmen after this meeting 
VP Hollon 
Food drive is going along well 
YOU TO INSIST YOUR STATE REPRESENTATIVE & SENATORS 
SUPPORT HIGHER EDUCATION: 
1. Go to http://www.moreheadst1te.edu/sga CLICK: "Who is Your Legislator?" 
2. Write an Email, Letter and/or Place a Phone Call! 
What you need to know ... 
THIS IS the Situation RIGHT NOW: 
• The current state budget proposal presented by the Governor proposes an 
unacceptable $7.2 million dollar cut in operating funds. 
• This budget threatens to return all progress in higher education back to the 
funding level of 1998. 
• Higher education funding is being treated as part of the problem; rather than part 
of the solution. 
• Voters are not willing to tolerate these dramatic cuts! 
YOU SHOULD TELL THEM: 
* * Legislators need to maintain a strong base appropriation for Morehead State University; we 
could be facing a possible $1400 increase in tuition the fall of 2008. 
** Ask your Legislators to: please limit future delays in agency bond projects for universities by 
supporting HB 111 & HB 177. 
**Legislators need to support MSU's agency bond projects currently included in the budget; 
• $39 million for a student recreation center 
• $11 million in housing improvements 
**The proposed 15% cut in KEES awards is also unacceptable. This equates to about 500 MSU 
students not receiving these awards over the next two years. 
Legislators should support HB 12. 
* *Decreases in state appropriations and cuts to KEES awards will only create greater barriers 
for Kentuckians to enter college and receive a quality education-- marginalizing many 
individuals, and putting the future of the Commonwealth at risk. 




Working on finding a debate 
Have a Dance Marathon proposal 
SACyardBBQ 
John Muhlaney 
Monday is an undecided adacemic fair 
S0's Dance, April 8 in the Crager Room 
Email - moreheadrha@gmail.com 
Social Chair, Allen 
Relay for Life 
Donated $700 
Blue and Gold Bash 
Will take further precautions 
It is tentatively scheduled for April 25th in the Crager Room 
Possible theme is a Rave 
Will not do Delta Zeta Lipsync due to the Election Debate 
Next week will be Kappa Delta Classic Dude 
President Gay 
Relay for Life 
Thanks for everyone who attended 
Tuition Forum 
President Andrews and VP Patrick were very impressed 
Board of Regents 
I articulated the concerns from the students 
It was well received 
They went ahead and approved the tuition model 
The regents were very concerned and the effect of this model 
Longest debate ( over an hour) 
Rescheduled the group photo 
Academic Success 
If anyone is interested in working on the system, let me know 
Hopefully we can lay the foundation for the next E board 





Bill 44: Celebration of Student Scholarship T-shirts 
Discussion 
Rep. Arnett 
Can you elaborate on the bill? 
YOU TO INSIST YOUR STATE REPRESENTATIVE & SENATORS 
SUPPORT HIGHER EDUCATION: 
1. Go to htt;p://www.moreheadstate.edu/sga CLICK: "Who is Your Legislator?" 
2. Write an Email, Letter and/ or Place a Phone Call! 
What you need to know ... 
THi~f is-the Situation- RIGHT-Now/ 
-- ----- -- -
• The current state budget proposal presented by the Governor proposes an 
unacceptable $7.2 million dollar cut in operating funds. 
• This budget threatens to return all progress in higher education back to the 
funding level of 1998. 
• Higher education funding is being treated as part of the problem; rather than part 
of the solution. 
• Voters are not willing to tolerate these dramatic cuts! 
YOU SHOULD TELL THEM: 
** Legislators need to maintain a strong base appropriation for Morehead State University; we 
could be facing a possible $1400 increase in tuition the fall of 2008. 
** Ask your Legislators to: please limit future delays in agency bond projects for universities by 
supporting HB 111 & HB 177. 
**Legislators need to support MSU's agency bond projects currently included in the budget; 
• $3 9 million for a student recreation center 
• $11 million in housing improvements 
**The proposed 15% cut in KEES awards is also unacceptable. This equates to about 500 MSU 
students not receiving these awards over the next two years. 
Legislators should support HB 12. 
**Decreases in state appropriations and cuts to KEES awards will only create greater barriers 
for Kentuckians to enter college and receive a quality education-- marginalizing many 
individuals, and putting the future of the Commonwealth at risk. 
*** Voters are not willing to tolerate these dramatic cuts! 
President Gay 
Every year, there is a student scholarship event 
This year there is a conference and some students will give a 
presentation 
Rep. Westendorf called question, seconded by Rep. Hamilton 
Bill 44 passed 
Bill 45: Dance Marathon Proposal 
Discussion 
Rep. Menville called question, no objection 
Bill 45 approved 
Bill 46: Funding to participate in Kappa Delta Classic Dude 
Rep. Kettenring moved to approve, seconded by VP Hollon 




We should move to put Academic Excellence in the SGA mission 
statement 
We need to look at other Student Government 
Gala 
Advisor Roberts 
Do we need sell tickets for the Gala? 
President Gay 
We will discuss that in the Executive Board 
Kappa Delta Classic Dude 
Nominations 
VP Stevens nominated VP Jones, declined 
Rep. Menville nominated President Gay, approved 
Rep. Arnett nominated VP Stevens, declined 
VP Hannon moved to close nominations, seconded by VP Hockenberry 
Announcements 
Mon. March31 Majors Fair 2:00 p.m. 3
rd Floor ADUC 
Thur. April. 2 Ex. Election Debate 6:30 p.m. ADUC 
Tu. April 8 Ex. Election 8:00 a.m. ADUC 
Fri. April 11 Dance Marathon 6:00 p.m. Crager Room 
Tu. April 15 SACyardBBQ 4:30 p.m. ADUC Commons 
Th. April 17 John Mulaney 8:00 p.m. Button 
Sat. April 19 Step Show 7:00 p.m. Button 
Wed. April 23 Chamillionaire 8:00 p.m. Button 
Rep. Dourson 
Green Team will have a table next Thursday in ADUC from 10:00 -2:00 
Rep. Ellis 
YOU TO INSIST YOUR STATE REPRESENTATIVE & SENATORS 
SUPPORT HIGHER EDUCATION: 
1. Go to ht1;p://www.moreheadst1te.edu/sgg CLICK: "Who is Your Legislator?" 
2. Write an Email, Letter and/or Place a Phone Call! 
What you need to know ... 
rrHl:s·ts the Situation RiG:ff':t'Now: 
• The current state budget proposal presented by the Governor proposes an 
unacceptable $7.2 million dollar cut in operating funds. 
• This budget threatens to return all progress in higher education back to the 
funding level of 1998. 
• Higher education funding is being treated as part of the problem; rather than part 
of the solution. 
• Voters are not willing to tolerate these dramatic cuts! 
YOU SHOULD TELL THEM: 
** Legislators need to maintain a strong base appropriation for Morehead State University; we 
could be facing a possible $1400 increase in tuition the fall of 2008. 
** Ask your Legislators to: please limit future delays in agency bond projects for universities by 
supporting HB 111 & HB 177. 
**Legislators need to support MSU's agency bond projects currently included in the budget; 
• $39 million for a student recreation center 
• $11 million in housing improvements 
**The proposed 15% cut in KEES awards is also unacceptable. This equates to about 500 MSU 
students not receiving these awards over the next two years. 
Legislators should support HB 12. 
**Decreases in state appropriations and cuts to KEES awards will only create greater barriers 
for Kentuckians to enter college and receive a quality education-- marginalizing many 
individuals, and putting the future of the Commonwealth at risk. 
*** Voters are not willing to tolerate these dramatic cuts! 
CFL Lightbulb Giveaway at the table 
Cody Black will represent MSU at a coal rally in DC 
Please write a letter for him 
Advisor Weathers 
Reception for Robert Clemons, retiring Lieutenant 
11 :30-1 :00 in ADUC first floor 
Motion to adjourn by VP Stevens, seconded by VP Hollon 
Meeting ended@5:51 pm 
Morehead state University Student Government Association 
Wednesday,April2,2008 
SGA Bill 050 
Ballard Cup 1io1e Sponsorship 
Whereas: The mission of the Student Government Association is to commit ilseff to addressing student 
concerns, improving the overall quality of student life and working lo make the college experience 
the best it can be 
Whereas: Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity, Eta Eta Chapter, is hosting their 3"' Annual Ballard Cup during 
Pike's Peak Week lo benefit the Matthew Kenneth Ballard Scholarship Fund 
Whereas: The Matthew Kenneth Ballard Scholarship Fund will be awarded lo two members of Pi Kappa 
Alpha, and two Rowan County Senior High School seniors who will be attending Morehead State 
University 
Whereas: The Ballard Cup is a goff scramble held lo raise monetary donations for the Matthew Kenneth 
Ballard Scholarship Fund 
Whereas: Sponsorship.of a hole for Pi Kappa Alpha's 3"' Annual Ballard Cup will provide a.positive name for 
the Student Government Association and allow for promotion of the Student Government 
Association 
Whereas: Pi Kappa Alpha's Jnl Annual Ballard Cup will lake place on Saturday, April 26, 2008, 
Be II Proposed: That the Student Government Association allocate $100 from the General Fund lo assist 
with the sponsorship of one hole during Pi Kappa Alpha's 3"' Annual Ballard Cup, to 
benefit the Matthew Kenneth BaDard Scholarship Fund. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Christopher Westendorf 
At Large Representative 








Be it Proposed: 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, April 2, 2008 
SGA Bill 051 
Blue and Gold Bash Souvenirs 
The SGA Campus Involvement Committee - School Spirit Committee is promoting 
school spirit and a sense of community within our university. · 
The School Spirit Sul)..Committee is planning the Blue and Gold Bash with the SGA 
Social Chair. 
This event will be open to allMSU Students on Apnl 25fu, 2008 as one of the final 
events students can come together and celebrate the successful academic year. 
The Student Government Association ratifies the allocation of $200 from the 
Campus Involvement Committee Budget'(School Spirit Team) for the purchase of 
souvenir glasses, to be given to the first 100 guest in attendance. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Morehead State University student Government Associatlon 
Wednesday, April 2, 2008 
SGABill 052 
Documentary• Movie Purchase 
The SGA Campus Involvement Committee- Environmental Involvement Sul).. 
Committee is engaging students in environmental issues 
April has been reserved tor Environmental Awareness Month. 
On April 24 the SGA will be screening the documentary "Life Running Out of 
Control" to the Morehead State community. 
Thal the Student Government Association ratifies the allocation of $295 from the 
campus Involvement Committee Budget (Green Team) to purchase the DVD "Life 
Running Out of Control' with the stipulation that the film will be donated to the 
Camden-Carroll Library on completion of the public viewing. 
RespectfUlly Submitted, 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Meeting started: 5:01 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
April 2, 2008 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Ellis, Harlow, May, Yarawsky 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Hille, seconded by Rep. Gruber 




Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Application is ready and is available online as well as in the office 
Deadline is April 24 at 3:00 in_the SGA Office 
The money comes from the Larry Stephenson Endowment 
It is worth different amounts each year 
We will be giving our five scholarships worth $2,240 
Will pass out sheet for the committee next week 
Banquet 
It will be April 30 at 6:30 
Our last meeting will also be that day 
We will finalize menu and location for the next meeting 
If you need particular food request, email me 
Campus Involvement 
Blue and Gold Bash 
School Spirit will have a proposal for the first 100 guests 
Working on finding a location due to the gala 
Environmental Awareness 
There are several events going on 
Table this Thursday 
Proposal having a movie viewing then donating it to the library 
Funding and Awards 
2 proposals 
Working on finalizing awards for the Of the Year Awards 
Student Life 
Our meeting will be cancelled due to the debate 
Public Relations 
Publicizing Blue and gold Bash 
Articles for the Trailblazer are due next week 
Election Commission 
Tonight we will have a debate and open forum 
Candidates have the rules for the debate 
Biography sheet will be passed out at the debate then hung around campus 
Absentee Voting will occur tomorrow starting at 8 :00 a.m. 
VP Harmon 
Movie 
Rep. Dourson and Jordan working it and VP Hollon will advise 
6 proposals 
VP Jones 
General Fund is $7,073.54 
VP Hollon 




Working with Rep. Ellis on Environmental Awareness Wee! 
April 14- SAC interview 
April 15 - SACyard BBQ 
April 16 - Announcement of officers 
April 17 - John Muhlaney 
April 23 - Chamillionaire (Half of the tickets are sold) 
Dance Marathon 
All money goes to Children's Miracle Network 
Tell other organizations 
Email - moreheadrha@gmail.com 
80's Dance -this Tuesday at 7 
Food and shirts will be provided 
Social Chair, Allen 
Working on finding a location for the Blue and Gold Bash 
This week's event is KD Klassic Dude, 7:30 at Button tomorrow 
Next week's event is Dance Marathon, 6:00 p.m. next Friday 
President Gay 
We only 4 weeks, so if you have any ideas for Congress Member of the 
Week, let me know 
Celebration of Student Success 
April 12 
We are going to showcase student achievements 
We need to nominate the Congress Member of the Year 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
Rep. Bishop 
Where will the banquet be? 
VP Stevens 
Waiting on Bill Redwine 
Rep. Ward 
If you have an assignment for the Student Life Committee, email me 
VP Hockenberry 
Can we bring a guest to the banquet? 
VP Stevens 
You can bring one guest. You will-confirm it at next week's meeting 
Rep. Menville . 




Bill 4 7: Suspending Election Rules 
Made by Rep. Arnett, seconded by Rep. Ward 
Bill 47 approved 30-4 
Bill 48: funding for Phi Beta Lambda 
Discussion 
Rep. Burgin 
What is PBL? 
Guest Adams 
It is an academic service organization 
The Spring Leadership Conference is where we compete 
Rep. Connor 
What are the requirements to be in the organization? 
Guest Adams 
2.5 GPA 
Rep. Hamilton called question, seconded by Rep. Menville 
Bill 48 approved 
Bill 49: SGA Annual Awards 
Discussion 
VP Stevens 
Move to make a friendly 'amendment to change "$300" to "$350" 
Seconded by Rep. Ward. 
Rep. Kettenring called question, with no objection 
Approved 
Rep. Menville called question, no objection 
Bill 49 approved 
Bill 50: Ballard Hole Cup Sponsorship 
Made by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Allen 
Discussion 
VP Hollon 
This is great publicity for us 
Rep.Dourson 
What does it cost to enter a team? 
Rep. Westendorf 
4 members for $400 
Rep. Menville 
The scholarship helps pay for 2 Rowan County scholarships 
Rep. Jones moved to refer to the Funding and Awards Committee, 
seconded by VP Stevens 
Rep. Westendorf 
Considered this way to be funded 
Rep. Arnett 
We are sponsoring this organization and becoming part of 
this event 
Rep. Menville 
We declined a similar request due to sponsorship 
Rep. J. Spalding 
There is an evident purpose 
VP Stevens 
The funding packet is guidelines, not permanent rules 
It needs to go to the Funding and Awards Committee 
Rep. J. Spalding 
We need to resolve the way funding goes through the 
organization 
Rep. Dourson 
The budget is going to be consolidated soon 
We should finish it tonight 
VP Hockenberry 
What is the time frame? 
Rep. Westendorf 
Not sure, but soon 
Rep. Allen called question, no objection 
Motion to refer not approved 
Rep. Conner called question to the Bill, no objection 
Bill 50 approved 
Bill 51: Blue and Gold Bash Souvenirs 
Discussion 
Rep. Menville 
What else do we need to fund for the Bash? 
Rep.Arnett 
I 
This is our first expenditure 
·Rep. Burgin called question, no objection 
. ,' ',',' 
' . 
Bill 51 approved 
Bill 52: Documentary- Movie Plirchase 
Discussion 
Rep. Conner 
What is the cost? Screening fee? 
Rep. Arnett 
We are going to purchase the movie 
Rep. Menville moved to make a friendly amendment, adding 
"covers viewing fee," seconded by Rep. Burgin 
Rep. Westendorf called question, no objection 
Amendment approved 
Rep. Stevens 
What is the movie about? 
Rep. Arnett 
This movie discusses the way food is organized 
Bill 52 approved 
Bill 53: Funding for Kappa Delta 
Made by Rep. Conner, seconded by VP Hockenberry 
Discussion 
Rep. Hamilton 
This should be available for our students 
Rep. Conner 
We can put the SGA logo in front of the door 
Rep. Bishop 




We sponsored President Gay, so we should pay to go 
Rep. Arnett 
We should sponsor Child Abuse but not opposed for students to 
pay their way in 
Rep. Menville 
This is very similar to Dance Marathon 
Rep. Westendorf called question, no objection 




We need to make an opportunity to let the students speak to the 
Mayor of Morehead 
We need to get the student involved 
VP Hollon 
We should tell them to email you so the candidates can prepare 
Congress Member of the Year 
President Gay 
We need to select one member from congress 
NOMINATIONS 
Rep. Burgin selected Rep. Kettenring, approved 
Rep. Allen nominated Rep. Arnett, approved 
Rep. Conner nominated Rep. Allen, approved 
Rep. Spalding nominated VP Stevens, declined 
Rep. Hardy nominated Rep. Ward, approved 
Rep. Jordan nominated Rep. Menville, approved 
Rep. Bishop nominated Rep. Hamilton, declined 
Announcements 
Wed. April. 2 Ex. Election Debate 6:30 p.m. 
Tu. April 8 Ex. Election 8:00 a.m. 
Fri. April I I Dance Marathon 6:00 p.m. 
Tu. April 15 SACyardBBQ 4:30p.m. 
Th. April 17 John Mulaney 8:00 p.m. 
Sat. April 19 Step Show 7:00p.m. 
Wed. April 23 Chamillionaire 8:00p.m. 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Hamilton, seconded by Rep. Fitch 








Morehead State University student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Reports 
Executive VP 
Wednesday, April 9, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 







Bill 054 Kentucky Leadership Academy 
Bill 055 Methodist Student Center Funding 
Bill 056 Student Commitment to a Sustainable Campus 
Discussion 
Congress Member of the Year 
Announcements 
F Apr. 11 6 p.m. - Midnight Dance Marathon Crager Rm. 
Sa Apr. 12 8 a.m. -3 p.m. Celebration of Student Scholarship ADUC 
T Apr.15 4:30-6:30 p.m. President's Lawn Concert/ SACyard BBQ ADUC Patio 
Th Apr. 17 8: 00 p.m. John Mulaney Comedian Button Aud. 
Sa Apr. 19 7:00 p.m. Step Show ($10 entry to public*) Button Aud. 
*Greek entry sponsored by JFC, Pan-Hellenic and NPHC requires wearing letter shirt and student ID 
W Apr. 23 8 p.m. Chamillionaire w/ Black Violin Button Aud. 
Adjournment 
5 I l,'la,NJ GO\'ERNM~N'I ,\SSUl:.lt.1 IOI\' 
Morehead state Un_lversity Student Gov~mme~t. l\5sociatlpJ1 
Wednesday,April9,2008 
SGA Bill 054 
Kentucky Leadership Academy (KLA) 
Whereas: The Student Government Association's Executive board has 
historically attended Ken(ucky Leadership A<:<!~emy, · 
Whereas: Kentucky Leade_rshlp Academy provides the l;/(ecutive Board 
valuable training and the opportunity to plan ~gr tlje year, 
W11ereas: The Board of Student Body Preside~ts elect~ their chair ~nd 
vice chair at KLA, 
Be,Jt Proposed: The SGA ratifies the allocafion of ~4,000 doll,ars f[om t~e 
General Fund to support the 2008-2009 Exe9utive Committee 
adequate funding for attend KLA. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Th~ Executive Board 
Morehead state University Student ~pyemmeQt Assocla)lpn 
Wednesday, April 9, 20Q~ 
SGA Bill 055 
Methodist student Center Funding 
'' 
Where as: The Methodist StudeJ11 center is spons.Qrjng a week 
long event which incl(!des performanc11_s by the ~parks, 
Where as: These events sponsqred by th~ Methocfi.st Cenlf1f are 
open to all students ar.d require no entry fee, 
Where as: Representatives fro~ the Methodist stud.en! Center 
have met with the Fui;iding and Awardl:l cpmmitte11 and 
meet all requirements to receive fundiri~, · 
Be it proposed: That SGA allocate $500 from t~e Fund\RQ and A:,,yards 
budget to help fund supplement the cost of bringing the 
the Sparks to Morehead State Urilvers(ty. ·• 
Respectfully submitted, 
The. Funding iind Awards Committee 
. '' 
,. 
Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, April 9, 2008 
SGABill057 
Blue and Gold Bash Decorations 
Whereas: The SGA Campus Involvement Committee:.... School Spirit 
Committee is promoting school spirit and a sense of community 
within our university. 
Whereas: The School Spirit Sub-Committee is co-chairing the Blue and Gold 
Bash with the SGA Social Chair. 
Whereas: This event will be open to all MSU Students on April 25th,-2008 as 
one of the final events students can come together and celebrate the 
successful academic year. 
Be it Proposed: The Student Government Association ratifies the allocation of$200 
from the Campus Involvement Committee-Budget (School Spirit 
Team) for the purchase of decorations necessary for the setup of the 
event 
Any funds from the $200 not spent on decorations will be reallocated 









SGA Blue & Gold 
Bash 2008 
Campus lnvolvemenl 
fYl -- - . - --- ---~- -
-o 
0 ~ 
_______ fYl_ . 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Tentative Layout for 
Blue and Gold Bash 
(Subject to change) 
Meeting started: 5:02 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
April 9, 2008 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Harlow, Stewart 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Kettenring 
Motion to approve minutes passed 
Suspended Business 
Of the Month Awards 
February Senior of the Month 
Art Education Club 
Workstudy Communication and marketing 
Dean's list numerous times 
Kim Baker 
March Student of the Month 
Future Manager's Society 
President and Secretary 
Chi Omega 
Scholarship Committee 
Academic Honors Program 
Kellie Burd 
March Senior of the Month 
Chi Omega Recruitment Chair 
Future Manager's Society 
· Business Administration with an emphasis in Management 
Patricia Marshall 
Faculty/Staff of the Month 
Officer Reports 
Associate Professor of Government 
Dedicated to the well being of the students · 
Dr. Stephen Lang 
VP Stevens 
Election 
Thanks to Rep. Arne~ for running a successful election 
Congrats to the 2008-2009 Executive Board 
Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Applications are due April 24 
Committee will convene April 24 at 4:00 p.m. 
Banquet 
April 30 at Eagle Trace Golf Course 
Committee Chairmen please see me 
Election 
Congrats 
This has been a wonderful campaign experience 
All materials need to be taken down 
Election Winners 
President - Michael Harmon 
Executive Vice President - Benji Conner 
Vice President for Administration - Heather Kettenring 
Vice President for Finance - Shanae Allen 
Vice President for Campus Involvement - John Hawkins 
Vice President for Public Relations - Jessica Hall 
$ I 80 sent back to General Fund 
Funding and Awards 
Presented awards 
2 proposals 
Of the Year Awards 
Deadline April 21 
Rep. Dourson is working on flyers 
Link is available online 
Campus Involvement 
Environmental Awareness Campaign 
April - Earth Day 
Resolution 
Tree planting this Friday 
Blue and Gold Bash 
Proposal 
Have a mock design 
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee 
Anyone interested in seeing what they have, see me 
Public Relations 
Blue and Gold Bash 
Table tent for the green team 
Student Life 
Safety Walk - April 15 at Laughlin 
Going to meet with Aramark tonight 
VP Harmon 
Movie 
Rep. Bishop and Holden is working 
VP Hockenberry is advising 
5 proposals 
VP Jones 
Congrats to the Executive Board 
$6,873.54 is the General Fund 
VP Hollon 
Congrats to the Executive Board 
Working on publicizing Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
VP Hockenberry 
SAC 
Finding the DJ 




600 tickets have been sold 
SACYardBBQ 
April I 5 on the !swing theme 
John Mulaney 
Postponed until next semester 
RHA 
Custodian appreciation Breakfast 
May I 
RA appreciation Week 
April 28 - May 2 
Social Chair, Allen 
Dance Marathon is this week 
Brian was KD Klassic Dude 
Working on Blue and Gold Bash 
Next week's event will be SACYard BBQ and safety walk 
President Gay 
5 proposals 
Congratulations to the new officers 
Responding to the editorial 
Putting a letter saying what we have ,done 
Congress Member of the Week 
Rep. Aaron Dourson 





Bill 54: Funding for KLA 
Discussion 
Rep. Menville called question,' no objection 
Bill 54 approved 
Bill 55: Funding for MSC 
Discussion 
Rep. Arnett 
This event already happen 
Rep. Menville 
The proposal came in 2 weeks prior 
It is a reimbursement process anyway 
VP Stevens 
. They didn't put the publicity saying it was sponsored by SGA 
Rep. Menville 
We sponsored tickets to the game 
Tell them that SGA sponsored it the next couple of weeks 
Rep. Y arawsky 
· They said we helped sponsored the event 
Rep. Menville called question, no objection 
Bill 55 approved 
Bill 56: Sustainable Campus 
Discussion 
Rep. Burgin 
It is going to be expensive and will affect us due to budget cuts 
Rep. Ward 
We are just telling them we would like to see this happen 
Rep.Arnett 
This is gqing to happen over a long period of time 
In the long run it will help us reduce costs 
Rep. Dourson 
There is an initial upfront cost, but will require significantly less 
energy 
Rep. Burgin 
Won't a bicycle and pedestrian friendly campus, require money 
Rep. Menville 
People complain there is a parking issue 
Rep. Burgin 
The message will say we want to increase tuition 
Advisor Weathers 
From an administrator side, it doesn't say you support increasing 
tuition 
It says students are concerned 
VP Stevens 
These are in long-term goals 
Rep. May 
We have more problems than this 
Rep. Menville called question, seconded by Rep. Allen 
Bill 56 approved 
Bill 57: Blue and Gold Bash Expenditures 
Discussion 
Rep. Menville called question, no objection 
Bill 57 approved 
Bill 58: CMLA Funding 
Discussion 
Rep. Kettenring 
What is it? 
Rep. Menville 
It is the College Middle Level Association 
Rep. Hille 
What do they do? 
Rep. Menville 
· They are going to the conference to find new ideas for their school 
Rep. Y arawsky · 
Should it be open to all students? 
Rep. Menville 
The association is open to all students 
Travel Grants do not have to be open to all students 
Rep. Westendorf called question, no objection 
Bill 58 approved 
Discussion: 
Congress Member of the Year 
Additional nomination 
Rep. Arnett nominated Rep. EIJis 
Announcement of winner will be disclosed April 30, 2008 
Announcements 
Fri. April 11 
Tu. April 15 
Th. April 17 
Sat. April 19 


















5:00 Geographical Society GPS scavenger hunt 
Rep. Dourson 
This Friday, tree planting 10:00 
Motion to adjourn by VP Stevens, seconded by VP Hockenberry 






Morehead state University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Wednesday, April 16, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Reports 
Executive VP 
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VR for Public Relations 













"Don't be afraid to give your best to what 
seemingly are small Jobs. Every time you 
conquer one It makes you that much 
stronger. If you do the little jobs well, the big 
ones will tend to take care of themselves," 
-Dale Carnegie 
"The road to success Is dotted with many 
tempting parking places." 
-Unknown 
SI'! Apr. l'f 10 a,m. Eagle Lake Clean-Up Eagle Lake 
Sa Apr. 19 Katie Hockenberry's Birthday 
Sa Apr .. 19 7 p.m. Step Show ($10 entry to public') Button Aud. 
'Greek entry sponsored by IFC, Pan-Hellenic and NPHC requires wearing letter shirl and student ID 
M Aprl. 21 Deadline to register to vote for the Kentucky Primary Election 
W Apr, 23 8 p.m. Chamillionaire w/ Black Violin Button Aud. 
Th Apr. 24 3 p.m.. LS. Scholarship Deadline {Committee meets @4pm) ADUC 203 
F Apr. 25 8pm-11pm Blue & Gold "Bash' Whetherby 
W Apr, ~O 6:30 p,m. SGA Annual Banquet ADUC Grill 





Morehead state University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, April 16, 2008 
SGA BIii 059 
Blue and Gold Bash Expenses, 
The SGA Campus Involvement Committee - Schaal Spirit 
Committee is promoting school spirit and a sense of community 
within our university. 
The School Spirit Sub-Committee is co-chairing the Blue and 
Gold Bash with the SGA Social Chair, 
Whereas: This ·event will be open to all MSU Students on April 25th, 2008 
as one of the final events students can come together and 
celebrate the successful academic year. 
Be it Proposed: The Student Government Association ratifies the allocation of 
$550.00 for the purchase of food and related items through 













... from the Campus lnvolve{T1ent Committee Budget for the 
purchase of deeefatill!W necessary for the setup of the event. 
-(3,} 
Be it Proposed: The Student Government Association ratifies the allocation of 
$100 to cover the fees of having a DJ from the Campus 
Involvement Committee Budget for the purchase of-EleeeretieRs 
necessary for the setup of the event. /lJI 
Sl'Ulll;N r GOVli!INMl!N I' ,\S!iOCJ,\'11(1/1! 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Campus Involvement Committee 
Meeting started: 5 :06 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
April 16,2008 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Burgin, Comley, Conner, Fitch, Hawkins, Hoggard 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Kettenring, seconded by Rep. May 




Committee Chair met Sunday and had a very good discussion 
Banquet wiII be at the grill at 6:30 and will have an Italian theme 
Let me know if you are interested in serving on the Larry Stephenson 
Scholarship Committee 
Student Life 
Safety Walk was very productive yesterday 
Working on getting numbers for Laughlin Weight Room 
Met with Aramark last week 
RFOC will be trayless next week 
I 20 pople use the grill between 8-10 at night on the weekends 
Continue next semester 
Milk will be part of the milk exchange 
Look into buying a MSU Police Department bicycle 
Public Relations 
Sent flyers to IKON 
Working on table tents for the green team 
Documentary 
Working on flyers for Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Funding and Awards 
Posters for Of the Year 
Campus Involvement 
Movie "Life Running Out of Control" 
April 24, 7:00 p.m. at Breck 002 
Blue and Gold Bash 
April 25, 8:00-11:00 at Wetherby Gym 
Work session this Tuesday in the SGA office 
Set up Friday at 6:30 
''· 
VP Harmon 
Rep. Kettenring and Hamilton will be working the movies 
President Gay will be advising 
1 proposal 
Finished list of what SGA has done for us 
VP Jones 
General Fund is at$3,053.09 
VP Hollon 




Working on Blue and Gold Bash 
SACYard BBQ went very well 
Chamillionaire will be here next week 
We have got our new Executive Board 
Working on a Custodian Breakfast 
Social Chair, Allen 
Blue and Gold Bash will be next week 
President Gay 
CPE 
Brad Cowgill was selected as the new permanent president 
Governor Beshear is not happy with selection process 
Deadline to Register 
April 21, 2008 
Budget 
Governor didn't veto our part of the budget 
We will have a 3% cut on top of the 3% cut this semester 
Modernize Morehead 
11 :30-1 :00 range on May 1 
City Council will eat I unch 
Gay Quotes of the Week 
Dave Carnegie and unknown 
Discussion on Officer Reports 
· Old Business: 
None 
New Business: 
Bill 59: Funding for Blue and Gold Bash 
Discussion: 




Chair of the year 
Three year service 
First year member 
Rep. Ellis 
Documentary "Life Running out of Control" Thrusday 
VP Hollon 
Gamma Phi Beta "Rock and Peace" Party, April 30 




Of The Year forms are available online 
Rep. Ward 
Chemisrty Club Cupcake sale next Wednesday 
Announcements 
Sat. Apr. I 9 Step Show 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. Apr. 23 Chamillionaire 8:00 p.m. 
Thur. Apr. 24 LS Scholarship Deadline 3:00 p.m. 
Fri. Apr. 25 Blue and Gold Bash 8:00 p.m. 
Wed. Apr. 30 SGA Banquet 6:30 p.m. 







Motion to adjourn by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Fitch 
Meeting ended@5:42 pm 
Meeting started: 5:05 
Student Government Association 
Congress Minutes 
4-23-08 
Roll Call: Absent Excused: Rep. Allen, Burgin, Goble, May, Yarawsky 
Purpose 
Approval of Minutes: 
Motion to approve by Rep. Bishop, seconded by Rep. Dourson 




Larry Stephenson Scholarship 
Committee meets this Thursday at 3:00 p.m. 
Banquet 
It is finalized 
One proposal 
Funding and Awards 
Finalizing of the year awards 
Presenting April of the Month awards4 
Student Life 
Working on weight room opening earlier 
Public Relations 
Hung up flyers for this week's events 
Campus Involvement 
Blue and Gold Bash (8:00-11:00) 
Environmental Awareness movie, Life Running Out of Control 
VP Harmon 
2 Proposals 
Rep. Maynard and Fitch working the moves and President Gay is advising 
VP Jones 








Election Winners, Katie Hockenberry, Kin DeFlutier, Jessica Brierley 
President Gay 
BSBP Bill failed 
Meeting with President Andrews and VP Patrick 
CPE Student Tuition Forum next Wednesday at 1 :00 
Modernize Morehead 
May 1 
Happened two years ago 
Students against child abuse rally today 
Gay Quote of the week-Theodore Roosevelt 





Bill 60: Blue and Gold Bash Expenditures 
Rep. Menville 
Why are we paying wages 
Rep.Arnett 
We are paying for an extra officer 
Rep. Kettenring called question, no objection 
Bill 60 approved 
Bill 61: Banquet Expenditures 
Made by VP Stevens, seconded by VP Hollon 
Discussion 
Rep. Menville called question, no objection 
Bill 61 approved 
Discussion: None 
Announcements 
Rep. Arnett Undergraduate Cirrculum Committee this Tuesday 
Rep. Westendorf 
Pikes Week this week 
VP Hollon 
Gamma Phi Beta events next week 
Wed. Apr. 23 Chamillionaire 8:00 p.m. Button Aud. 
Thur. Apr. 24 LS Scholarship Deadline 3:00 p.m. SGA Office 
Fri. Apr. 25 Blue and Gold Bash 8:00 p.m. Wetherby Gym 
Wed. Apr. 30 SGA Banquet 6:30 p.m. ADUC Grill 
Th. May 1 Modernize Morehead 11 :30 a.m. ADUC Lobby 
Th. May I Round Table with CC 1 :00 p.m. ADUC Cafeteria 
Motion to adjourn by Rep. Westendorf, seconded by Rep. Hawkins· 
Meeting ended @ 5 :41 pm 
Morehead Slate University Student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Reports 
Executive VP 
Wednesday, April 23, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
_ Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





"Far and away the best prize that life has to offer 





Bill 060 Blue and Gold Bash Security Expense 
Discussion g,11 6I sM1.u f..,.J;") . 
Open 
Announcements 
W Apr. 23 
Th Apr. 24 
F Apr. 25 
W Apr. 30 
Th May 1 
Adjournment 
8 p.m. Chamillionaire wt Black Violin 
3 p.m. LS. Scholarship Deadline (Committee meets @ 4pm) 
Bpm-11pm Blue & Gold 'Bash" 
6:30 p.m. SGA Annual Banquet 







Morehead State University Student Government Association 
Wednesday, April 23, 2008 
SGA BIii 060 
Blue and Gold Bash Security Expenses 
The SGA Campus Involvement Committee - School Spirit 
Committee is promoting school spirit and a sense of community 
within our university. 
Whereas: The School Spirit Sub-Committee Is co-chairing the Blue and 
Gold Bash with the SGA Social Chair. 
Whereas: This event will be open to all MSU Students on April 25th, 2008 
as one of the final events students can come together and 
celebrate the successful academic year. 
Whereas: The Dean of Students has requested that a MSUPD Officer be 
available during the event to supply crowd control and to provide 
an emergency response if necessary. 
Be it Proposed: The Student Government Association ratifies the allocation of 
$90 from the Campus Involvement Committee Budget to the 
MSUPD for the cost of an extra officer to be on duty during the 
event on April 25~, 2008 8:00pm -11 :00pm. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Campus Involvement Committee 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
Whereas: The Student Government Association Awards Banquet is scheduled for April 
30,2008 
Whereas: SGA will be presenting several awards at this.year's banquet ceremony. 
Whereas: Morehead's Trophy Works and Gold Emporium has agreed to make and 
engrave SGA' s awards 
Whereas: Trophy Works has discounted the cost of SGA' s awards because of our loyal 
patronage and has been gracious enough to make our awards on the short notice that we 
require. 
Be it proposed: that SGA allocates $230.74 from the General Fund to cover the cost of 
awards to be distributed at the SGA Banquet. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Thomas Stevens 
Morehead state University student Government Association 
SGA Congress Meeting 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Mission Statement 
Approval of the Minutes 
Reports 
Execufive VP 
Wednesday, April 30, 2008, 5:00 p.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement 
VP for Administration 
VP for Finance 
VP for Public Relations 





"Ability is what you're capable of, 
motivation determines what you do, 




Bill 061 BCM Pancakes 




W Apr. 30 
Th May 1 
Th May 1 
Adjoumm~nt 
6:30 p.m. SGA Annual Banquet 
11 :30 am Modernize Morehead Forum w/ Mayor David Perkins 
1:00 pm Modernize Morehead Lunch with Community Leaders 




Morehead state University student Government Association 
Wednesday,April30,2008 
SGABill 061 
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes 
Whereas: The Morehead State Bapfist Collegiate Ministry (formeriy the 
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their 
"free pancakes week" during finals, 
Whereas: Student Govemmen.t has traditionally helped fund this event 
which provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State · 
University students each night before final exams, 
Whereas: This event is free of charge and open to all students, 
Whereas: The BCM will represent that SGA has helped fund the event 
Be It Proposed: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 
from the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray 
the total cost of this event, with the provision that any unused 
funds will be returned to the Funding and Awards committee 
budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Funding and Awards Committee 
~~ 
--=.:.,__ MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
'-, ~ ~ 
SGA~ 
STUDllNT GOVEl!NMENT ASSOCIATION 
